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Abstract
In this thesis, we examine the theory of hyperbolic groups and their generalizations: relatively

hyperbolic groups. We examine two equivalent definitions of relatively hyperbolic groups, outline
important combinatorial, geometric and algebraic properties and we construct algorithms to solve
decision problems in relatively hyperbolic groups.
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1 Introduction and Preliminaries
Hyperbolic metric spaces and hyperbolic groups were first introduced in 1987 by Mikhail Gromov in his
seminal paper [11]. This class of groups generalizes many familiar classes of groups such as finite groups
and finitely generated free groups as well as the structure of certain groups encountered in algebraic
topology (namely, fundamental groups of negatively curved manifolds). Hyperbolic groups have a number
of interesting combinatorial, geometric, algebraic and algorithmic properties, which makes them a useful
class of groups to study. Also introduced in Gromov’s paper [11] are the more general relatively hyperbolic
groups. The notion of relative hyperbolicity of a group is not only characterized by the group as a whole
but depends on the relative geometry of subgroups within the group. Due to their rich combinatorial,
geometric and algebraic properties, relatively hyperbolic groups provide a nice setting to discuss solvability
of algorithmic problems, given knowledge of the solvability of certain problems in subgroups of the group.
Studying these properties of relatively hyperbolic groups and their culmination in the solvability of an
array of algorithmic problems will be the main focus of this paper. We begin by examining key concepts in
group theory and metric space theory, from which we introduce the study of geometric group theory and
develop the basic theory of relatively hyperbolic groups, examining these structures from a combinatorial,
geometric, algebraic and finally, an algorithmic viewpoint.

1.1 Free Groups and Group Presentations

We begin by discussing basic theory of free groups and group presentations that we will need in this paper.

Groups are often described as being generated or built up algebraically by elements of some subset. Ele-
ments of this subset (which we call generators) can also satisfy some algebraic relations. Every group can
be described in terms of generators and relations that these generators satisfy. Such a description of a
group is called a group presentation and is the subject of this subsection. Group presentations are one of
the most convenient and concise ways to express a group and indeed we will see that group presentations
play a particularly important role in the theory of relatively hyperbolic groups. Group presentations are
closely linked to free groups, which we construct first.

Let X be any set. Let X≠1 be the set of formal inverses of elements of X. We refer to the set X± := XfiX≠1

as the alphabet and we refer to elements of this set as letters in the alphabet X±. A word w in the
alphabet X± is a finite string of letters from X±, that is, w has the form w = x1x2 · · · xn where xi œ X±

for each i. We now add a binary operation on the set of all words in the alphabet X±. We define
multiplication of two words w1 = x1 · · · xn and w2 = y1 · · · ym simply by concatenating the two words:
w1w2 := x1x2 · · · xny1y2 · · · ym. It is easy to see that the resulting multiplication is associative. We also see
that the identity element of this multiplication is the empty word (a string of length 0 in the alphabet).
The set of all words in X± together with this operation has the structure of a monoid (recall that a monoid
is a set equipped with a binary operation that is associative and admits an identity element, but does not
necessarily admit an inverse for every element of the set), called the free monoid on X, which we will denote
by Xú. To obtain a group structure, we will need to add in cancelation of a letter with its formal inverse.

The process of reduction of a word w consists of removing all pairs of letters xx≠1 or x≠1x from w. We
denote the reduction of w by w. A freely reduced word w is a word that has no instances of a letter and
its formal inverse being adjacent to each other, which occurs if and only if w = w. We then restrict to
set of freely reduced words in X±, which we denote by F (X) and we update our binary operation on two
freely reduced words to be concatenation of the words followed by reduction: that is, given freely reduced
words w1 = x1 · · · xn and w2 = y1 · · · ym we define w1w2 := x1 · · · xny1 · · · ym. In F (X), we are therefore
able to invert elements, where the inverse of a single letter x is x≠1 and the inverse of a freely reduced
word w = x1 · · · xn is the freely reduced word w≠1 = x≠1

n
· · · x≠1

1 . Under this operation, F (X) is a group,
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called the free group on X or the free group generated by X.

Definition 1.1: If n = |X| (n could be any cardinal number), then we say that the rank of the free
group F (X) is n.

It turns out that free groups of the same rank are isomorphic (proof omitted, see Proposition 1.1 in [13]),
so there is, up to isomorphism, only one free group of each rank. We denote the free group of rank n by
Fn. Note that F0 is the trivial group {e} and F1 is the infinite cyclic group Z.

One of the reasons why free groups are important is because every group is a quotient of a free group.
Let G be a group generated by some set X. We can then define a group homomorphism Ï : F (X) æ G
which sends each word w œ F (X) to the same word in G (note that the fact that this is a homomorphism
depends on the fact that F (X) is a free group). This is a surjective group homomorphism and so by the
first isomorphism theorem, we have that F (X)/ ker(Ï) ≥= G. This isomorphism allows us to construct a
presentation for G. First, we must introduce one piece of terminology.

Definition 1.2: Given a group G and a subset R ™ G, the normal closure of R, denoted ÈÈRÍÍ, is
the intersection of all normal subgroups of G containing R. Since the intersection of normal subgroups
is a normal subgroup, ÈÈRÍÍ is a normal subgroup of G containing R and is the smallest (with respect to
inclusion) such normal subgroup.

Returning to the above group homomorphism Ï, if we take a set R such that ker(Ï) = ÈÈRÍÍ, then the
presentation of G is given as G := ÈX|RÍ. The presentation of G encodes the generators of G (i.e. X) and
the relations among these generators are encoded in R (i.e. R contains all of the independent relations
satisfied by the generators). Note that a presentation for a group is not unique as there can be many
di�erent generating sets of a group and various sets of relations for the di�erent generating sets. We list
some familiar examples of group presentations below.

Example 1.3 (Examples of group presentations):

• If X is any set, a presentation for the free group F (X) is F (X) = ÈX|≠Í (a "≠" for the relations
means that the set of defining relations R is empty). This presentation encodes the fact a free group
is "free" in the sense that it can be generated by a set in which the generators have no relations
(hence they are "free", because they have no constraints). If X = {x1, ..., xn} we often write the
presentation of F (X) = Fn by Fn = Èx1, ..., xn|≠Í.

• A presentation for the finite cyclic group of order n is Zn = Èa|an
Í

• A presentation for the symmetric group Sn (n Ø 2) is Sn = È‡1, ..., ‡n≠1|‡2

i
’i, [‡i, ‡j] ’|i ≠ j| >

1, (‡i‡i+1)3
’iÍ (here, we may take the ‡i to be the transpositions (i, i + 1) for all i = 1, ..., n ≠ 1,

which, as we recall, generate Sn and have the given relations).

• A presentation for the dihedral group of order 2n, Dn, is Dn = Èr, s|rn, s2, (sr)2
Í.

Definition 1.4: A group G is said to be finitely presented if it has a presentation G = ÈX|RÍ where both
X and R are finite sets. Most of the groups we encounter in this paper (and indeed, most of the groups
studied in geometric group theory) are finitely presented.

Tietze Transformations

An important concept in combinatorial group theory is that of a Tietze transformation.

A Tietze transformation is a transformation between two presentations of a given group.
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Definition 1.5: Let G be any group and let ÈX|RÍ be any presentation. Let N be the normal closure of
R in the free group F (X). We define the following modifications to ÈX|RÍ.

(i) If r œ N , add r to R to obtain a new presentation ÈX|RÕ
Í, where RÕ = R fi {r}.

(ii) If x /œ X and w œ F (X), append x to X and append r = x≠1w to R to obtain a new presentation
ÈX Õ

|RÕ
Í where X Õ = X fi {x} and RÕ = R fi {r}.

A Tietze transformation is the passage from ÈX|RÍ to ÈX Õ
|RÕ

Í by applying (i) or (ii), or the application
of (i) or (ii) in the opposite direction, going from ÈX Õ

|RÕ
Í to ÈX|RÍ.

It is important to note that two presentations ÈX|RÍ and ÈX Õ
|RÕ

Í related by a finite sequence of Tietze
transformations define isomorphic groups. Indeed, in each of the above Tietze transformations, ÈX|RÕ

Í is a
group isomorphic to G, as in (i), ÈÈRÕ

ÍÍ = ÈÈRÍÍ = N because r œ N , and in (ii), this operation e�ectively
adds w to the generating set X of G because adding the relator r = x≠1w gives x = w in the group,
however, as w œ F (X), w œ ÈXÍ in G, so this transformation yields the same group as G. By induction,
it is then evident that applying a finite sequence of Tietze transformations gives a presentation defining
a group isomorphic to G. It turns out that the converse of the above is also true for finite presentations
(i.e. two finite presentations defining isomorphic groups are connected by a finite sequence of Tietze
transformations), as can be seen in Proposition 2.1 of [13]. However, this fact will not be of use to us, so
we omit the proof.

Free Products

An operation on groups that will have some relevance to us later and which has a nice expression in terms
of group presentations is the free product.

Definition 1.6: Let G = ÈX1|R1Í and H = ÈX2|R2Í be groups. The free product of G with H, denoted
G ú H, is the group with presentation ÈX1 fi X2|R1 fi R2Í.

Given groups A, B, G, with A = ÈXA|RAÍ and B = ÈXB|RBÍ and group homomorphisms Ï : A æ G and
Â : B æ G, we define the free product of the homomorphisms Ï, Â to be the homomorphism Ï ú Â :
A ú B æ G given on generators by XA – a ‘æ Ï(a) and XB – b ‘æ Â(b).

The following theorem from [13] gives us a convenient representation of each element in a free product and
tells us precisely when a word is 1 in a free product. This will come in use in our later discussion on the
word problem.

Definition 1.7: Let G = H1úH2. A normal form or reduced sequence is a finite sequence g1, ..., gm, m Ø 0
of elements of G such that gi ”= 1, for each i, gi œ Hj for some j, and for each 1 Æ i Æ m ≠ 1, gi, gi+1 are
not in the same free factor Hj.

Theorem 1.8 (Normal Form Theorem for Free Products: ) Let G = H1 ú H2. If w = g1...gm where
g1, ..., gm is a non-empty reduced sequence, then w ”= 1 in G.

Proof. We proceed by defining an action of G on a suitable set and from this action, the above will easily
follow.

Let W be the set of all reduced sequences in G. We first define an action of H1 on W by defining a
homomorphism „ : H1 æ SW , a ‘æ ā (SW is the symmetric group on W ) as follows:

If a = 1 we set ā = Á. If a ”= 1, we define ā acting on a reduced sequence (g1, ..., gn) as follows:
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ā(g1, ..., gn) =

Y
__]

__[

(a, g1, ..., gn) if g1 œ H2,

(ag1, ..., gn) if g1 œ H1 and ag1 ”= 1,

(g2, ..., gn) if g1 = a≠1

We note that in each of the above cases ā(g1, ..., gn) is a reduced sequence.

We claim that the map „ is a group homomorphism. First, we check that „ indeed maps into SW by
showing that ā has an inverse, namely a≠1. First, if a = 1, then it is clear that 1≠1 = 1 is the inverse of a.
For a ”= 1, we will break into the cases on g1 in the definition of ā:

• If g1 œ H2, then ā(g1, ..., gn) = (a, g1, ..., gn), so a≠1ā(g1, ..., gn) = a≠1(a, g1, ..., gn) = (g1, ..., gn), as
a≠1a = 1.

• If g1 œ H1 and ag1 ”= 1, then ā(g1, ..., gn) = (ag1, ..., gn). Next, a≠1(ag1, ..., gn) = (a≠1ag1, ..., gn) =
(g1, ..., gn), because ag1 œ H1 and a≠1ag1 = g1 ”= 1.

• If g1 = a≠1, then ā(g1, ..., gn) = (g2, ..., gn). Then a≠1(g2, ..., gn) = (a≠1, g2, ..., gn) = (g1, ..., gn),
because g2 œ H2.

Thus, in all of the above cases, we see that a≠1ā(g1, ..., gn) = (g1, ..., gn) for any reduced sequence (g1, ..., gn).
Thus, a≠1 = ā≠1.

Next, we prove that „ is a homomorphism. To do this, we consider similar cases as above. Let a, b œ H1.
We may assume that a ”= b≠1, as if a = b≠1, we have ab = 1 = Á = āa≠1 = āb̄. We may also assume that
a, b ”= 1, as if a = 1 say, then ab = b̄ = Áb̄ = āb̄.

• If g1 œ H2, then ab(g1, ..., gn) = (ab, g1, ..., gn) = ā(b, g1, ..., gn) (because b œ H1 and ab ”= 1) =
āb̄(g1, ..., gn).

• If g1 œ H1 and abg1 ”= 1, then ab(g1, ..., gn) = (abg1, ...gn). Now if bg1 ”= 1, then (abg1, ...gn) =
ā(bg1, ..., gn) = āb̄(g1, ..., gn). If bg1 = 1, then (abg1, ...gn) = (a, g2, ..., gn) = ā(g2, ..., gn) (as g2 œ

H2) = āb̄(g1, ..., gn).

• If g1 = (ab)≠1, then ab(g1, ..., gn) = (g2, ..., gn). Note then that g1 ”= a≠1, b≠1, since ab ”= a, b as
a, b ”= 1. We have āb̄(g1, ..., gn) = ā(bg1, ..., gn) = (g2, ..., gn) because bg1 œ H1 and abg1 = 1.

Therefore, in either case we see that ab(g1, ..., gn) = āb̄(g1, ..., gn), so „ is a homomorphism.
We similarly define such a homomorphism Â : H2 æ SW . We then take the free product of these homo-
morphisms to obtain a homomorphism „ ú Â : G æ SW .

Now let w œ G. Then w = g1...gn for some reduced sequence (g1, ..., gn) Indeed, because w œ H1 ú H2,
we may write w = w1...wm where, wi œ H1 or wi œ H2 for each i. We omit any wi = 1 in the above
decomposition. If adjacent factors wi, wi+1 are in the same free factor Hj, we may combine wiwi+1 into
a single element of Hj. We keep doing this until no adjacent factors lie in the same free factor. We
then end up with w = g1...gn where (g1, ..., gn) is a reduced sequence. We see that („ ú Â)(w) sends the
empty sequence () to (g1, ..., gn) (indeed, w̄(()) = g1...gn(()) = ḡ1ḡ2...ḡn(()) = (g1, ..., gn), as adjacent gi

are in separate free factors, so populate the empty sequence with all of the gi). Therefore, if n > 0, then
(g1, ..., gn) is non-empty so w ”= 1.
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1.2 Metric Spaces
Metric spaces are highly important objects in geometric group theory, as they are the main structures
with which we model the geometry of groups. In geometric group theory, we can think of metric spaces as
canvases on which groups draw. We outline here some metric space concepts that will be useful later on.

Given a metric space (X, d) we denote the closed ball of radius r about a point x œ X by Br(x). Given a
subset A of a metric space X and a number r Ø 0, we denote the r-neighbourhood of A by Nr(A) (that is,
Nr(A) := fixœABr(x)). Given two subsets A, B ™ X, the Hausdor� distance between A and B is defined
by: dHaus(A, B) = inf{r Ø 0 : A ™ Nr(B) and B ™ Nr(A)}. We also define the distance between a point
x œ X and a non-empty subset A of X to be d(x, A) := inf{d(x, a) : a œ A}.

Definition 1.9:

• Recall that a path in a metric space is a continuous function – : I æ X where I ™ R is any
non-empty interval. Furthermore, we define the length of a path – : I æ X to be ¸(–) =
sup{

q
n≠1

i=0
d(–(ti), –(ti+1))} where the supremum is over all partitions {t0 < t1 < ... < tn} of I.

A path is called rectifiable if it has finite length. We will sometimes also use this same notion of
length for non-continuous functions from an interval into the space, such as for quasi-geodesics (see
Definition 1.18).

• A geodesic path – between two points x, y is a path – such that ¸(–) = d(x, y). In other words, –
is a minimal length path connecting its endpoints. Note that a geodesic path – : [0, ¸(–)] æ X is
an isometric embedding of the interval [0, ¸(–)] into X. For this reason, we often denote a geodesic
path connecting points x, y by [x, y]. Note that every subpath of a geodesic path is a geodesic path.

• A geodesic ray is an isometric embedding – : [0, Œ) æ X and a bi-infinite geodesic is an isometric
embedding – : R æ X.

• For k Ø 0, a k-local geodesic is a path in which every subpath of length at most k is a geodesic.

Note that every geodesic is a k-local geodesic for every k (as every subpath of a geodesic path is a geodesic),
but k-local geodesics need not be geodesics. For example, consider the 2-sphere S2 in R3 and consider the
equator of the sphere in the x-y plane. This is a non-constant loop and hence is not a geodesic. However,
it is a fi-local geodesic in S2, since paths of length at most fi along equators are the geodesics in S2.

Throughout this paper we will abuse notation and talk about a path and its image interchangeably.

In geometric group theory, the metric spaces that we most often work with have the property that any
pair of points can be joined with a geodesic path. We call such spaces geodesic metric spaces. Note that
in general, geodesic paths joining a pair of points are not unique (consider a sphere, for example). Spaces
in which there is a unique geodesic path joining any pair of points are called uniquely geodesic spaces.

One of the most common examples of metric spaces arising in geometric group theory are graphs. We
examine some graph-theoretic definitions and terminology.

Definition 1.10: A graph � consists of a set V (�) of vertices and a set E(�) of edges connecting pairs
of vertices. We orient the edges of a graph by assigning to each edge e a start point e≠, called the origin
of e and an end point e+, called the terminus of e. Given an edge e, the inverse of e is the edge traversed
along e but in the opposite direction (i.e. with origin e+ and terminus e≠), which we denote e≠1. A path in
a graph is a sequence of adjacent edges (where two edges are adjacent if one edge begins where the other
one ends). A connected graph is a graph in which any two vertices can be joined by a path. A tree is a
graph with no closed loops (where by a closed loop we mean a path with the same start and end points).
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Connected graphs have a natural metric space structure. Let � be a graph. We first assign each edge
e a length ¸(e) > 0. Then we homeomorphically identify each edge e in the graph with the interval
[0, ¸(e)], via a homeomorphism Ïe : e æ [0, ¸(e)] such that Ïe({e≠, e+}) = {0, ¸(e)}. We can then define
the distance between two vertices x, y by d(x, y) = inf{q

n

i=1
¸(ei) : p = e1...en is a path from x to y}.

Then given two points x, y on the same edge e, we define their distance to be d(x, y) = |Ïe(x) ≠ Ïe(y)|.
Now given a point x on an edge e and a point y on another edge f , we define their distance to be
min{d(x, a) + d(a, b) + d(b, y) : a œ {e≠, e+}, b œ {f≠, f+}} (i.e. we take the shortest path where we travel
from x to an endpoint of e, then from this endpoint to an endpoint of f and then from this endpoint of f
to y). Note that in general this will yield a pseudo-metric (that is, there may be two distinct points with a
distance of 0) but not a metric unless for each vertex v, inf{¸(e) : e œ E(�) and (e≠ = v or e+ = v)} > 0,
which will be the case for all of the graphs we work with in this paper. As an example of when the above
fails be a metric, construct a graph as follows: start with a vertex v1 and for each n œ N, let un be a vertex
connected to v1 by an edge en of length 1

n
. Then define another vertex v2 (distinct from v1, un for all n)

which is joined to each un by an edge of length 1

n
. Then we see that for each n œ N, we can connect v1 to

v2 by a path of length 2

n
, so d(v1, v2) = 0, however v1 ”= v2, so we do not have a metric.

Quasi-isometric embeddings, Quasi-isometries and Quasi-geodesics

In geometric group theory, we are often interested in a weakening of the notions of isometric embedding,
isometry and geodesic. Instead of preserving metric space structure exactly, it is often su�cient to preserve
structure coarsely, or on a large-scale, up to some level of "fuzz" or "error". This is what the notion of
quasi-isometry is all about. Below, we let (X, dX) and (Y, dY ) be metric spaces.

Definition 1.11: For constants ⁄ Ø 1 and C Ø 0, a map f : X æ Y is called a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric
embedding if ’x, y œ X, we have 1

⁄
dX(x, y) ≠ C Æ dY (f(x), f(y)) Æ ⁄dX(x, y) + C. A map f : X æ Y

is a quasi-isometric embedding if it is a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric embedding for some ⁄ Ø 1 and C Ø 0. In
other words, f is an isometric embedding up to some multiplicative error ⁄ and additive error C. Indeed,
notice that f is an isometric embedding (i.e. preserves distances) if and only if f is a (1, 0)-quasi-isometric
embedding.

A quasi-isometry is a "coarsely-invertible" (we will define precisely what this means shortly) quasi-isometric
embedding.

Definition 1.12: A map f : X æ Y is called coarsely surjective if ÷D Ø 0 such that (’y œ Y, ÷x œ X
such that dY (f(x), y) Æ D). In other words, Y = ND(f(X)). Notice that f is surjective if and only if f is
coarsely surjective with constant D = 0.

Definition 1.13: A (⁄, C)-quasi-isometry is a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric embedding f : X æ Y that is
coarsely sujective. A map f : X æ Y is called a quasi-isometry if it is a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometry for some
⁄ Ø 1 and C Ø 0. Note that quasi-isometric embeddings and quasi-isometries need not be continuous.

Definition 1.14: A (⁄, 0)-quasi-isometric embedding is called a bi-Lipschitz embedding and a (⁄, 0)-
quasi-isometry is called a bi-Lipschitz equivalence.

It turns out that being a quasi-isometry is equivalent to being invertible in the coarse sense.

Definition 1.15: A map g : Y æ X is called a quasi-inverse of a map f : X æ Y if ÷D Ø 0 such that
’x œ X, dX((g ¶ f)(x), x) Æ D and ’y œ Y, dY ((f ¶ g)(y), y) Æ D. Quasi-inverses are not unique in general.

Proposition 1.16: A quasi-isometric embedding f : X æ Y is a quasi-isometry if and only if it has a
quasi-inverse. Moreover, if f : X æ Y is a quasi-isometry and if g : Y æ X is a quasi-inverse of f then g
is a quasi-isometry.
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Proof. " =∆ ": Suppose f : X æ Y is a quasi-isometry. Then it is a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric embedding
for some ⁄ Ø 1 and C Ø 0 and is coarsely surjective for some constant D Ø 0. Given y œ Y , by
coarse-surjectivity, we may choose an xy œ X such that dY (f(xy), y) Æ D. Define g : Y æ X by
g(y) = xy. We claim that g is a quasi-inverse of f . Given x œ X, we have f(x) œ Y so by definition of g,
dY (f(g(f(x)), f(x)) Æ D. Since f is a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric embedding, we have 1

⁄
dX(g(f(x)), x) ≠ C Æ

dY (f(g(f(x)), f(x)) =∆ dX(g(f(x)), x) Æ ⁄(dY (f(g(f(x)), f(x)) + C) Æ ⁄(D + C). In addition, given
y œ Y , by definition of g we have dY (f(g(y)), y) Æ D Æ ⁄(D + C). Therefore, g is a quasi-inverse of f ,
with constant ⁄(D + C).

" ≈= ": Suppose that f has quasi-inverse g : Y æ X. We need to show that f is coarsely surjective. We
have that ÷D Ø 0 such that dY ((f ¶ g)(y), y) Æ D for all y œ Y . Thus, given y œ Y , setting x = g(y) gives
dY (f(x), y) Æ D. Therefore, f is coarsely surjective and thus a quasi-isometry.

For the "moreover" statement, it su�ces to show that g is a quasi-isometric embedding, because we know
that it has quasi-inverse f , so applying the first part of the proposition would yield that g is a quasi-
isometry.

Given y1, y2 œ Y , since f is a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric embedding we have that 1

⁄
dX(g(y1), g(y2)) ≠ C Æ

dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2))) Æ ⁄dX(g(y1), g(y2))+C. Re-arranging this inequality yields 1

⁄
(dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2)))≠

C) Æ dX(g(y1), g(y2)) Æ ⁄(dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2))) + C). Since ⁄C Ø
C

⁄
, from above we have:

1
⁄

dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2))) ≠ ⁄C Æ dX(g(y1), g(y2))

Æ ⁄dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2))) + ⁄C

Now using the triangle inequality,

dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2))) Æ dY (f(g(y1)), y1) + dY (y1, y2) + dY (y2, f(g(y2)))
Æ 2D + dY (y1, y2)

and

dY (y1, y2) Æ dY (y1, f(g(y1))) + dY (f(g(y1)), f(g(y2))) + dY (f(g(y2)), y2)
Æ 2D + ⁄dX(g(y1), g(y2)) + C

where D is the quasi-inverse constant for f, g. Therefore, we have 1

⁄
(dY (y1, y2)≠C≠2D) Æ dX(g(y1), g(y2)) Æ

⁄(2D + dY (y1, y2) + C). Lastly since ≠⁄(2D + C) Æ ≠
1

⁄
(2D + C), we have: 1

⁄
dY (y1, y2) ≠ ⁄(2D + C) Æ

dX(g(y1), g(y2)) Æ ⁄dY (y1, y2) + ⁄(2D + C). Thus, g is a (⁄, ⁄(2D + C))-quasi-isometric embedding.
Therefore, g is a quasi-isometry.

Two metric spaces (X, dX), (Y, dY ) are called quasi-isometric if there exists a quasi-isometry f : X æ Y .
From the coarse-structure point of view commonly adopted in geometric group theory, quasi-isometries
are the structure preserving maps we care about, so that if two spaces are quasi-isometric, we can say that
they are essentially the same when looked at from "far away".

Example 1.17 (Examples of quasi-isometries and quasi-isometric spaces):

• For any n œ N, the inclusion Zn Òæ Rn is a quasi-isometry. Indeed, using the restriction of the
Euclidean metric on Rn to Zn, we see that the inclusion is a (1,0)-quasi-isometric embedding. In
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addition, given x = (x1, ..., xn) œ Rn, for each xi, ÷zi œ Z such that |xi ≠ zi| Æ 1/2, so |(x1, ..., xn) ≠

(z1, ..., zn)| = (q
n

i=1
(xi ≠ zi)2)1/2

Æ (q
n

i=1
(1/2)2)1/2 = n1/2/2. Therefore, the inclusion is coarsely

surjective for constant n1/2/2. So, the inclusion is a quasi-isometry.

• Any bounded metric space (M, d) is quasi-isometric to a singleton. Indeed, let D < Œ be the
diameter of M . Let f : M æ {ú}. Then f is a (1, M)-quasi-isometric embedding since for any
x, y œ M , d(x, y) ≠ M Æ 0 = dú(f(x), f(y)) Æ d(x, y) + M (dú denotes the metric on {ú}) and
furthermore f is surjective. Therefore, f is a quasi-isometry.

• The map f : R æ R given by f(x) = x3 is not a quasi-isometry. Indeed, we will show that f is
not a quasi-isometric embedding. Suppose that f were a (⁄, C)-quasi-isometric embedding for some
⁄ Ø 1, C Ø 0. Then we would have 1

⁄
|x ≠ y| ≠ C Æ |x3

≠ y3
| Æ ⁄|x ≠ y| + C for all x, y œ R. But

taking y = 0, this gives 1

⁄
x ≠ C Æ x3

Æ ⁄x + C for all x Ø 0. However, this is absurd as, for example,
limxæŒ

x
3

⁄x+C
= Œ, which contradicts the rightmost inequality.

• Let � be a graph with combinatorial metric with the lengths of edges being bounded above by B < Œ.
Then the vertex set V (�) (as a metric subspace of �) is quasi-isometric to �. Indeed, as V (�) is
a metric subspace, the inclusion ÿ : V (�) Òæ � is a (1,0)-quasi-isometric embedding. Furthermore,
� = N 1

2 B
(V (�)) because every point in � is a distance of at most 1

2
B from a vertex. Therefore, ÿ is

coarsely surjective. Hence, ÿ is a quasi-isometry.

We will also be interested in the weakening of the notion of geodesic.

Definition 1.18:

• A (⁄, Á)-quasi-geodesic in a metric space (X, d) is a (⁄, Á)-quasi-isometric embedding – : [0, T ] æ X
(where ⁄ Ø 1, Á Ø 0, as we shall always assume). We define a (⁄, Á)-quasi-geodesic ray to be a
(⁄, Á)-quasi-isometric embedding of [0, Œ) into X and a (⁄, Á)- bi-infinite quasi-geodesic is a (⁄, Á)-
quasi-isometric embedding of R into X.

• A (⁄, Á)-graph quasi-geodesic is a path p : I æ X (where I ™ R is any interval) such that for any
subpath q of p, we have ¸(q) Æ ⁄d(q≠, q+) + Á.

A simple observation that we will make use of later on is that the concatenation of a graph quasi-geodesic
with a path of certain length is again a graph quasi-geodesic (with di�erent constants).

Lemma 1.19: Let p be a (⁄, c) graph quasi-geodesic in a metric space (X, d) and let q be a path of
length at most k such that p+ = q≠. Then the concatenation pq is a (⁄, c + (⁄ + 1)k) graph quasi-geodesic.

Proof. Let r be a subpath of pq. We may then picture r as in Figure 1 below, being composed of paths
r1, r2 (if r is a subpath of p, then we set r2 to be the empty path and if r is a subpath of q then we
set r1 to be the empty path). We then have ¸(r) = ¸(r1) + ¸(r2) Æ ⁄d((r1)≠, (r1)+) + c + k (as p is a
(⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic so ¸(r1) Æ ⁄d((r1)≠, (r1)+) + c and r2 is a subpath of q so ¸(r2) Æ ¸(q) Æ k). Now
by the triangle inequality and the fact that d((r1)+, r+) Æ ¸(r2), we have d((r1)≠, (r1)+) = d(r≠, (r1)+) Æ

d(r≠, r+) + d(r+, (r1)+) Æ d(r≠, r+) + ¸(r2) Æ d(r≠, r+) + k. Therefore, ¸(r) Æ ⁄(d(r≠, r+) + k) + c + k, as
required.
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Figure 1: The subpath r of pq in the proof of Lemma 1.19

Hyperbolic Metric Spaces

We now introduce a class of metric spaces that will be integral to the study of relatively hyperbolic groups:
hyperbolic metric spaces. There are several equivalent definitions of hyperbolicity of metric spaces (see [3]
for some other definitions). Here, we use the so-called slim triangle definition.

Definition 1.20: A geodesic triangle in a metric space is a triangle (i.e. the union of three paths p1, p2, p3

such that for each distinct i, j, k, one endpoint of pi is the endpoint of pj and the other is an endpoint of pk)
whose edges are geodesic paths. A geodesic triangle is called ”-slim for ” Ø 0 if each edge of the triangle
is contained the ”-neighbourhood of the union of the other two sides. More precisely, a geodesic triangle
with edges [x, y], [x, z], [y, z], is ”-slim if [x, y] ™ N”([x, z] fi [y, z]), [x, z] ™ N”([x, y] fi [y, z]), and [y, z] ™

N”([x, y] fi [x, z]). Similarly, for a general geodesic n-gon (n Ø 2) in a metric space, we define an n-gon
to be ”-slim if each side of the n-gon is contained in the ”-neighbourhood of the union of the other n ≠ 1
sides.

Definition 1.21: A geodesic metric space X is called ”-hyperbolic (” Ø 0) if every geodesic triangle in
X is ”-slim. A geodesic metric space is called hyperbolic if it is ”-hyperbolic for some ” Ø 0.
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Figure 2: A ”-slim triangle. Each edge is ”-close to the union of the other two edges

Examples of hyperbolic metric spaces include any bounded geodesic metric space (just take ” to be the
diameter of the metric space) as well as trees (indeed, in trees geodesic triangles have the shape of a tripod
(see Figure 3) because a tripod shape is the only possible way to get a triangle without any closed loops, so
each side of the triangle is contained in the union of the other two sides, so trees are 0-hyperbolic spaces).
A non-example of a hyperbolic space is Rn for n > 1. To see why Rn is not hyperbolic for all n > 1, for
each ” Ø 0, consider a right isosceles triangle (with sides being straight lines, which are geodesics in Rn)
with legs of length 2(” + 1) (and therefore hypotenuse of length 2(” + 1)

Ô
2), as shown in Figure 4. Letting

x be the midpoint of the hypotenuse, we have that for any point y on the union of the legs, using the
Pythagorean theorem, |x ≠ y| =

Ò
(” + 1)2 + (|b ≠ y| ≠ (” + 1))2 Ø ” + 1 > ”, where b is where the legs

meet as in Figure 4. Thus, the hypotenuse of this triangle is not in the ”-neighbourhood of the union of the
legs. Note that R is hyperbolic because it is a tree (vertices are integers and edges are length 1 intervals
between integers).

Figure 3: A geodesic triangle xyz in a tree, which has the shape of a tripod. The three sides of the triangle
are illustrated by the three colours

11



Figure 4: A geodesic triangle in Rn which is not ”-slim

From this slim triangle condition, we can establish slimness of some other geometric figures in a hyperbolic
space.

Lemma 1.22: In a ”-hyperbolic space (X, d), geodesic quadrilaterals are 2”-slim.

Proof. We can decompose the quadrilateral into 2 geodesic triangles by drawing a diagonal, as shown in
Figure 5. Since X is ”-hyperbolic, each triangle is ”-slim. Thus, taking any point x on any side pi, there
exists a point y either on another side pj, j ”= i of part of the same triangle as pi or on the diagonal such
that d(x, y) Æ ”, by ”-slimness of geodesic triangles. If y is on pj, then we are done, so we assume y is on
the diagonal. If y is on the diagonal then again by ”-slimness of geodesic triangles, there exists a point z
on another side of the triangle (now this side is an edge of the quadrilateral) such that d(y, z) Æ ”. Then
by the triangle inequality, we have d(x, z) Æ d(x, y) + d(y, z) Æ 2”.

Figure 5: The two cases in the proof of Lemma 1.22

Lemma 1.23: In a ”-hyperbolic metric space, geodesic bigons (i.e. 2-gons) are ”-slim.

Proof. Let –, — be two geodesics with the same endpoints, x = –≠ = —≠, y = –+ = —+. We show that
dHaus(–, —) Æ ”. We may assume x ”= y (so that ¸(–), ¸(—) > 0) because if x = y then –, — are both
constant paths at the same point and so dHaus(–, —) = 0 Æ ” in this case.

Choose a point p ”= x, y on – and a point q ”= x, y on —. We obtain two geodesic triangles, one with sides
—, [x, p], [p, y] (geodesics [x, p], [p, y] along –) and the other with sides –, [x, q], [q, y] (geodesics [x, q], [q, y]
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along —), as seen in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Each triangle is ”-slim, so we have — ™ N”([x, p]fi[p, y]) =
N”(–) and – ™ N”([x, q] fi [q, y]) = N”(—). Therefore, dHaus(–, —) Æ ”, so the geodesic bigon formed by –, —
is ”-slim.

Figure 6: Partitioning – in the proof of Lemma 1.23

Figure 7: Partitioning — in the proof of Lemma 1.23

From the above, we also obtain an important closeness fact about geodesics with close endpoints, which
will be useful in our discussion of the geometry of relatively hyperbolic groups:

Corollary 1.24: Let p, q be geodesics in a ”-hyperbolic space (X, d) such that d(p≠, q≠), d(p+, q+) Æ k.
Then dHaus(p, q) Æ 2” + k.

Proof. Let a be a point on p. We construct a geodesic quadrilateral by joining p≠ to q≠ and p+ to q+ with
geodesics r, s, respectively. By Lemma 1.22, this quadrilateral is 2”-slim. Therefore, there exists a point b
on r, q or s such that d(a, b) Æ 2”. If b is on q, then d(a, b) Æ 2” Æ 2”+k and if b is on r (resp. b is on s) then
d(a, b) Æ 2” and also d(b, q≠) Æ k (resp. d(b, q+) Æ k). Thus, we obtain d(a, q≠) Æ d(a, b)+d(b, q≠) Æ 2”+k
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(resp. d(a, q+) Æ d(a, b) + d(b, q+) Æ 2” + k). In any case, we see that for any a on p, there exists a point
c on q such that d(a, c) Æ 2” + k, so p ™ N2”+k(q). Swapping the roles of p, q, we also get q ™ N2”+k(p).
Therefore, dHaus(p, q) Æ 2” + k.

Figure 8: Two cases in the proof of Corollary 1.24

It turns out that hyperbolicity of geodesic metric spaces is quasi-isometry invariant.

Theorem 1.25: Suppose that (X, dX) and (Y, dY ) are geodesic metric spaces and suppose that Y is
hyperbolic. If there exists a quasi-isometric embedding f : X æ Y , then X is hyperbolic.

This theorem will come as a corollary of another important theorem which states that in ”-hyperbolic
metric spaces, geodesics and quasi-geodesics with the same endpoints are uniformly close.

Theorem 1.26: Let (X, d) be a ”-hyperbolic geodesic metric space. Then for any ⁄ Ø 1, c Ø 0
÷R = R(⁄, c, ”) (i.e. R only depends on ⁄, c and ”) such that for any (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic p in X, and any
geodesic q from p≠ to p+, we have dHaus(p, q) Æ R.

Figure 9: An illustration of Theorem 1.26

We sketch the proof of this theorem using the following lemmas from [3]. The first lemma that we will
now see allows us to "tame" quasi-geodesics, that is, replace an arbitrary quasi-geodesic with a continuous
quasi-geodesic that is close to it.
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Lemma 1.27 (taming quasi-geodesics): Let X be a geodesic metric space. Given any (⁄, ‘)-quasi-
geodesic c : [a, b] æ X there exists a continuous (⁄, ‘Õ)-quasi-geodesic cÕ : [a, b] æ X such that the following
hold:

(i) cÕ(a) = c(a), cÕ(b) = c(b)

(ii) ‘Õ = 2(⁄ + ‘)

(iii) For any t Æ tÕ
œ [a, b], we have ¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) Æ k1d(cÕ(t), cÕ(tÕ)) + k2 where k1 = ⁄(⁄ + ‘) and k2 =

(⁄‘Õ + 3)(⁄ + ‘)

(iv) dHaus(c, cÕ) Æ ⁄ + ‘

Proof. We define cÕ to be c on the set � = {a, b} fi (Z fl (a, b)). We then complete our definition of cÕ by
joining the c-images of points of this set with geodesics and letting cÕ be the resulting curve (see Figure
10). With this definition of cÕ, (i) clearly holds.

Figure 10: The paths c and cÕ from Lemma 1.27

Note that for any geodesic segment “ joining two adjacent points in the image of �, we have ¸(“) =
d(“≠, “+) Æ ⁄ + ‘ (because d(“≠, “+) = d(c(t1), c(t2)) for some t1, t2 œ � and d(c(t1), c(t2)) Æ ⁄|t1 ≠ t2| + ‘
because c is a (⁄, ‘)-quasi-geodesic, and we have |t1 ≠ t2| Æ 1, because t1, t2 are adjacent points in � =
{a, b} fi (Z fl (a, b))). As each point on cÕ is a distance of at most 1/2¸(“) from a point on c(�), for “
the geodesic segment which contains the given point, we have cÕ

™ N1/2(⁄+‘)(c). Similarly, the length of
any segment – of c connecting two adjacent points of c(�), is bounded above ⁄ + ‘ because c is a (⁄, ‘)-
quasi-geodesic and adjacent t1, t2 in � are separated by a distance of at most 1. Therefore, the distance
of any point on – to the endpoints of – is at most 1/2¸(–) Æ 1/2(⁄ + ‘), so c ™ N1/2(⁄+‘)(cÕ). Therefore,
dHaus(c, cÕ) Æ 1/2(⁄ + ‘), proving (iv).

Now for any t œ [a, b] let [t] denote a choice of a closest point of � to t, so that |[t] ≠ t| Æ 1/2. We now
show cÕ is a (⁄, 2(⁄ + ‘))-quasi-geodesic:

First, we have by the triangle inequality, d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ(t)) Æ d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ([tÕ]))+d(cÕ([tÕ]), cÕ([t]))+d(cÕ([t]), cÕ(t)) Æ

1/2(⁄ + ‘) + d(cÕ([tÕ]), cÕ([t])) + 1/2(⁄ + ‘) = d(cÕ([tÕ]), cÕ([t])) + ⁄ + ‘.

Next, d(cÕ([tÕ]), cÕ([t])) + ⁄ + ‘ Æ ⁄|[t] ≠ [tÕ]| + ‘ + ⁄ + ‘, as c�� = cÕ

�� and c is a (⁄, ‘)-quasi-geodesic.

Lastly, |[tÕ] ≠ [t]| Æ |[tÕ] ≠ tÕ
| + |tÕ

≠ t| + |t ≠ [t]| Æ 1/2 + |t ≠ tÕ
| + 1/2 = |t ≠ tÕ

| + 1.

Putting these all together, we obtain: d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ(t)) Æ ⁄(|t ≠ tÕ
| + 1) + ⁄ + 2‘.

For the reverse inequality:

First, 1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ 2(⁄ + ‘) = 1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ ⁄ ≠ (⁄ + 2‘) Æ
1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠
1

⁄
≠ (⁄ + 2‘) = 1

⁄
(|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ 1) ≠ (⁄ + 2‘),
where we have used that ⁄ Ø

1

⁄
, as ⁄ Ø 1.
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Next, using the triangle inequality as above, we obtain |t ≠ tÕ
| Æ |[t] ≠ [tÕ]| + 1, so |t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ 1 Æ |[t] ≠ [tÕ]|.
Thus, we obtain 1

⁄
(|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ 1) ≠ (⁄ + 2‘) Æ
1

⁄
|[t] ≠ [tÕ]| ≠ (⁄ + 2‘).

Next, as c�� = cÕ

�� and c is (⁄, ‘)-quasi-geodesic, we have 1

⁄
|[t] ≠ [tÕ]| ≠ ‘ Æ d(cÕ([tÕ], cÕ([t]))), hence 1

⁄
|[t] ≠

[tÕ]| ≠ (⁄ + 2‘) Æ d(cÕ([tÕ], cÕ([t]))) ≠ (⁄ + ‘).

Lastly, as seen above by the triangle inequality, d(cÕ([tÕ], cÕ([t]))) Æ d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ(t))+(⁄+‘), so d(cÕ([tÕ], cÕ([t])))≠
(⁄ + ‘) Æ d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ(t)).

Altogether now, we have: 1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ 2(⁄ + ‘) Æ d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ(t)).

Therefore, cÕ is a (⁄, 2(⁄ + ‘))-quasi-geodesic, proving (ii). It remains to prove (iii).

We note that for all n, m œ [a, b] fl Z, we have ¸(cÕ

�[n,m]
) = q

m≠1

i=n
d(cÕ(i), cÕ(i + 1)) Æ (⁄ + ‘)|m ≠ n| because

cÕ

�[n,m]
consists of geodesic segments of length at most ⁄ + ‘ joining images of integers between n, m.

Similarly, taking into account the endpoints a, b, we have for any n, m œ [a, b] flZ, ¸(cÕ

�[a,m]
) Æ (⁄ + ‘)(m ≠

a + 1) and ¸(cÕ

�[n,b]
) Æ (⁄ + ‘)(b ≠ n + 1) because we have at most (m ≠ a + 1) geodesic segments of cÕ

in cÕ

�[a,m]
and each geodesic segment has length at most ⁄ + ‘, and similarly for cÕ

�[n,b]
. Therefore, for any

t, tÕ
œ [a, b], ¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) Æ (⁄+‘)(|[t]≠[tÕ]|+2), as by above, ¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) Æ (⁄+‘)(|t≠tÕ

|+1) Æ (⁄+‘)(|[t]≠[tÕ]|+2),
as we showed above using the triangle inequality |t ≠ tÕ

| Æ |[t] ≠ [tÕ]| + 1.

In addition, as cÕ is a (⁄, ‘Õ)-quasi-geodesic (established above), we have that d(cÕ(t), cÕ(tÕ)) Ø
1

⁄
|t≠ tÕ

|≠ ‘Õ
Ø

1

⁄
(|[t] ≠ [tÕ]| ≠ 1) ≠ ‘Õ and therefore, re-arranging, |[t] ≠ [tÕ]| Æ ⁄(d(cÕ(t), cÕ(tÕ)) + ‘Õ) + 1. Then, plugging the

previous inequality into our estimation of ¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
), we obtain: ¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) Æ (⁄ + ‘)(⁄(d(cÕ(t), cÕ(tÕ)) + ‘Õ) + 3),

as required.

Lemma 1.28: Let (X, d) be a ”-hyperbolic metric space. Let c be a rectifiable path in X. If [p, q] is a
geodesic connecting the endpoints of c, then for every x œ [p, q], we have: d(x, c) Æ ”| log

2
(¸(c))| + 1.

Proof. If ¸(c) < 1, then d(x, c) Æ d(x, {p, q}) Æ 1/2d(p, q) Æ 1/2¸(c) < 1 Æ log
2
(¸(c))| + 1. Thus, we may

assume ¸(c) Ø 1.

Note that because c is rectifiable, we may reparameterize c to obtain c(0) = p and c(1) = q. Find an
N œ N such that ¸(c)/2N+1 < 1 Æ ¸(c)/2N (we can choose the largest N œ ZØ0 such that ¸(c) Ø 2N).

We form a geodesic triangle �1 by connecting the points c(0), c(1

2
) and c(1) with geodesics. This triangle is

”-slim, so for any x œ [p, q], we have a point y1 on either [c(0), c(1

2
)] or [c(1

2
), c(1)] such that d(x, y1) Æ ”. If

y1 œ [c(0), c(1

2
)], then we consider another geodesic triangle �2 connecting points c(0), c(1

4
), c(1

2
), as shown

in Figure 11 below. Analogously, if y1 œ [c(1

2
), c(1)], then we set �2 to be a geodesic triangle connecting the

points c(1

2
), c(3

4
), c(1). Suppose, without loss of generality, that we have the former case. We then choose

a point y2 in �2 \ �1 such that d(y1, y2) Æ ”, which we can do by the ”-slimness of the triangle shown in
green in the Figure 11. We continue this inductively, where having constructed n geodesic triangles, we
construct the next triangle �n+1 which has common side [c(fn), c(f Õ

n
)] with �n, and suppose [c(fn), c(f Õ

n
)]

contains the point yn. We denote fn+1 = (fn + f Õ

n
)/2 and we choose a point yn+1 œ �n+1 \ �n such that

d(yn, yn+1) Æ ”.

At step N of the above inductive process (where N is defined two paragraphs above), we obtain yN on
a segment [c(fN), c(f Õ

N
)] of �N of length at most ¸(c)/2N and (by repeated applications of the triangle

inequality), d(yN , x) Æ N”. Let y be the closest endpoint of [c(fN), c(f Õ

N
)] to yN . Note then that y is on c

and d(y, yN) Æ 1/2¸(c)/2N = ¸(c)/2N+1. We then obtain d(x, y) Æ d(x, yN)+d(yN , y) Æ ”N + ¸(c)/2N+1
Æ
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” log
2
(¸(c)) + 1 (the log comes from 1 Æ ¸(c)/2N

≈∆ 2N
Æ ¸(c) ≈∆ N Æ log

2
(¸(c))). Therefore,

d(x, c) Æ d(x, y) Æ ” log
2
(¸(c)) + 1.

Figure 11: The inductive procedure in the proof of Lemma 1.28

We now prove Theorem 1.26:

Proof. In this proof (and only in this proof), departing from our usual definition, all balls we write down
are open but we consider closed neighbourhoods.

First, we "tame" c by replacing c with a continuous (⁄, ‘Õ)-quasi-geodesic cÕ as in Lemma 1.27. Let [p, q]
be a geodesic connecting the endpoints of c. Let D = sup{d(x, c) : x œ [p, q]}. Note that D is finite by
Lemma 1.28. Since the metric d is continuous and since [p, q] is compact (as it is an isometrically embedded
compact interval) this supremum is attained, say by some x0 on [p, q]. Note that the open ball B(D, x0)
does not intersect c (because if it did intersect c then we would have a point on c of distance less than D
to x0, contradicting D = d(x0, c)). We choose a point y on [p, x0] as follows:

If d(x0, p) < 2D then we let y = p. Otherwise, we let y be a point on [p, x0] such that d(x0, y) = 2D.
Similarly choose a point z on [x0, q] according to the same scheme. Let yÕ, zÕ be points on c such that
d(y, yÕ), d(z, zÕ) Æ D. Let “ be a path going from y to yÕ via a geodesic, then along cÕ, as shown in Figure
12 below. We note that by our choice of y, z, x0, we have that “ lies outside of the open ball B(D, x0).
Indeed, by above we know that c does not intersect the open ball of radius D about x0, so B(D, x0) can
only intersect “ along [y, yÕ] and [z, zÕ]. First, if d(x0, p) Ø 2D, so that d(x0, y) = 2D, then for any r on
[y, yÕ], by the triangle inequality we have d(r, x0) Ø d(x0, y) ≠ d(r, y) Ø 2D ≠ D = D, so [y, yÕ] lies outside
of B(D, x0). If d(x0, p) < 2D (so that y = p), then we have [y, yÕ] is just the point p which is on cÕ which
does not intersect B(D, x0). Similarly [z, zÕ] lies outside of B(D, x0) both when d(x0, q) Ø 2D and when
d(x0, q) < 2D. Therefore, “ does not intersect B(D, x0).

Now, by the triangle inequality, we have: d(yÕ, zÕ) Æ d(yÕ, y) + d(y, z) + d(z, zÕ) Æ 6D and by Lemma 1.27,
we have ¸(“) Æ 6Dk1 + k2 + 2D. Because “ lies outside of B(D, x0), we have d(x, “) Ø D and because “
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intersects cÕ and by definition of cÕ, we have d(x0, “) Æ D. Therefore, d(x0, “) = D. By Lemma 1.28, we
have D Æ ”| log

2
(¸(“))| + 1 Æ ” log

2
(6Dk1 + k2 + 2D) + 1. Thus, we can implicitly derive an upper bound

D0 for D which depends only on ”, ⁄, ‘.

Figure 12: The path “ from the proof of Thereom 1.26

We now claim that cÕ
™ NRÕ([p, q]) (closed neighbourhood), where RÕ = D0(1 + k1) + k2/2. Indeed, let

[aÕ, bÕ] be a maximal subinterval of [a, b] such that cÕ([aÕ, bÕ]) does not intersect ND0([p, q]). Note that such
a subinterval exists because we may find a point r œ [a, b] such that cÕ(r) /œ ND0([p, q]) (if such a point
does not exist then cÕ

™ ND0([p, q]) ™ NRÕ([p, q]) and we are done), then because we are dealing with open
neighbourhoods, we can expand an interval containing r until along cÕ we hit the boundary of the closed
neighbourhood, and then this interval will yield our maximal subinterval [aÕ, bÕ] of [a, b]. By Lemma 1.28,
we have that [p, q] ™ ND0(cÕ). By connectedness of [p, q], there exist w œ [p, q], t œ [a, aÕ], and tÕ

œ [b, bÕ]
such that d(w, cÕ(t)), d(w, cÕ(tÕ)) Æ D0. Indeed, if there did not exist w œ [p, q], t œ [a, aÕ], and tÕ

œ [b, bÕ]
such that d(w, cÕ(t)), d(w, cÕ(tÕ)) Æ D0, then letting A = {w œ [p, q] : d(w, cÕ(t)) > D0 for all t œ [a, aÕ]},
B = {w œ [p, q] : d(w, cÕ(t)) > D0 for all t œ [bÕ, b]}, we have that A, B are open, [p, q] = AfiB (because we
assume that there does not exist w œ [p, q], t œ [a, aÕ], and tÕ

œ [b, bÕ] such that d(w, cÕ(t)), d(w, cÕ(tÕ)) Æ D0)
and A fl B = ÿ because if w œ A fl B, then w is further than D0 from all points of cÕ([a, aÕ]) and cÕ([bÕ, b]),
and also w is further than D0 from any point of cÕ([aÕ, bÕ]) by the choice of [aÕ, bÕ], so we obtain that w
is further than D0 from every point of cÕ([a, b]), contradicting that [p, q] ™ ND0(cÕ([a, b])). Therefore,
the sets A, B form a disconnection of [p, q], which contradicts the fact that [p, q] is connected (as it is
isometric to an interval in R). Choosing such w, t, tÕ, we then have d(cÕ(tÕ), cÕ(t)) Æ 2D0 by the triangle
inequality. Therefore, by Lemma 1.27, we obtain ¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) Æ 2k1D0 + k2. It follows that cÕ

™ NRÕ([p, q])
(indeed, if a point e is on cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
then d(e, t) Æ 1/2¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) = k1D0 + 1/2k2 or d(e, tÕ) Æ 1/2¸(cÕ

�[t,tÕ]
) =

k1D0 + 1/2k2, therefore d(e, w) Æ D0(1 + k1) + 1/2k2 in either case, and by maximality of [aÕ, bÕ], we
have cÕ([a, aÕ]), cÕ([b, bÕ]) ™ ND0([p, q]) ™ NRÕ([p, q]), so that cÕ

™ NRÕ([p, q])). By Lemma 1.27, we have
c ™ N⁄+‘(cÕ), therefore, c ™ NRÕ+⁄+‘([p, q]). Conversely, we have [p, q] ™ ND(cÕ) ™ NRÕ(cÕ) and cÕ

™ N⁄+‘(c),
so [p, q] ™ NRÕ+⁄+‘(c). Therefore, dHaus([p, q], c) Æ RÕ + ⁄ + ‘. Thus, we set R = RÕ + ⁄ + ‘.
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Figure 13: An illustration of how aÕ and bÕ are defined in the proof of Theorem 1.26

As a consequence of the above theorem, we have a characterization of hyperbolicity of geodesic metric
spaces in terms of slimness of (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic triangles (that is, triangles whose edges are (⁄, c)-quasi-
geodesics).

Corollary 1.29: A geodesic metric space (X, d) is hyperbolic if and only if for every ⁄ Ø 1, c Ø 0 ÷M
such that every (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic triangle is M -slim.

Proof. Suppose that X is ”-hyperbolic. Let x, y, z be a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic triangle in X with vertices
x, y, z and edges p1 between x, y, p2 between x, z and p3 between y, z. We join adjacent vertices x, y, z with
geodesics [x, y], [x, z], [y, z]. By Theorem 1.26, ÷R = R(”, ⁄, c) such that each of the quasi-geodesic edges
are R-close (in Hausdor� distance) to their corresponding geodesic edges. Since X is ”-hyperbolic, the
geodesic triangle with edges [x, y], [x, z], [y, z] is ”-slim. Therefore, the quasi-geodesic triangle is 2R+”-slim
(see Figure 14).
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Figure 14: Approximating a quasi-geodesic triangle with a "close" geodesic triangle in Corollary 1.29

Conversely, suppose all (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic triangles are M slim for some constant M depending on ⁄, c.
In particular, all geodesic (i.e. (1, 0)-quasi-geodesic) triangles are slim. Hence X is hyperbolic.

We also have, as a corollary of the above theorem and our previous geodesic closeness results the following:

Lemma 1.30: For any ” Ø 0, ⁄ Ø 1, c Ø 0, k Ø 0, ÷K = K(”, ⁄, c, k) such that if (X, d) is a ”-hyperbolic
space and if p, q are (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesics in X with d(p≠, q≠), d(p+, q+) Æ k then dHaus(p, q) Æ K.

Proof. Join p≠ to p+ and q≠ to q+ with geodesics [p≠, p+], [q≠, q+], respectively. By Theorem 1.26,
dHaus(p, [p≠, p+]), dHaus(q, [q≠, q+]) Æ M , for some M = M(”, ⁄, c).

By Corollary 1.24, we have dHaus([p≠, p+], [q≠, q+]) Æ 2” + k. Therefore, dHaus(p, q) Æ dHaus(p, [p≠, p+]) +
dHaus([p≠, p+], [q≠, q+]) + dHaus([q≠, q+], q) Æ 2M + 2” + k. Thus, we set K = 2M + 2” + k.

Figure 15: An illustration of proof of Lemma 1.30
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As a result of Corollary 1.29, the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 1.25) follows:

Proof. Consider a geodesic triangle � in X with edges p1, p2, p3. Apply the quasi-isometric embedding f
to this triangle to obtain a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic triangle f(�) in Y with edges f(p1), f(p2), f(p3) (note that
the edges f(pi) are (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesics because the pi are isometric embeddings (and therefore a (⁄, c)-
quasi-isometric embeddings) of an interval into X and so the composition f ¶ pi is a (⁄, c)-quasi-isometric
embedding of an interval into Y ). By the above corollary, f(�) is M -slim for some M = M(”, ⁄, c). Thus,
for any i = 1, 2, 3, taking any point x on pi, ÷y on pj, i ”= j such that dY (f(x), f(y)) Æ M . But then since
f is a (⁄, c)-quasi-isometric embedding we have dX(x, y) Æ ⁄dY (f(x), f(y)) + c⁄ Æ ⁄M + ⁄c. Therefore,
� is ⁄(M + c)-slim. So, X is hyperbolic.

In hyperbolic spaces, k-local geodesics turn out to be quasi-geodesics. This will prove useful to us later on
when we discuss algorithmic problems.

Lemma 1.31: Let p : [0, T ] æ X be a k-local geodesic in a ”-hyperbolic space X for k > 8”. Then:

(i) For any geodesic [p(0), p(T )] connecting the endpoints of p we have p ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]) and
[p(0), p(T )] ™ N3”(p), so that dHaus(p, [p(0), p(T )]) Æ 3”

(ii) p is a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic for ⁄ = k+4”

k≠4”
and c = 2”. Note that k+4”

k≠4”
Æ 3 in this case.

Proof. We begin by proving the first assertion in (i), that for any geodesic [p(0), p(T )] connecting the
endpoints of p we have p ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]). Let x = p(t), t œ [0, T ] be a point on p at maximal distance
from [p(0), p(T )] (note that such a point x exists by the extreme value theorem, as the metric d is continuous
and the image of p is compact because it is the image of the compact interval [0, T ] under a continuous
function). We consider the following cases:

(a): t > 4” and T ≠ t > 4”. Then there exists a subpath of p centered about x of length greater than
8” but less than k. Indeed, from t > 4” and T ≠ t > 4” we have T > 8”. But ¸(p) = T , because we
may partition p into some number n subsegments of length at most k, so projecting the endpoints (pi)n

i=1

of these subsegments onto [0, T ], we obtain a partition (ti)n

i=1
of [0, T ] (the ti are such that pi = p(ti) for

all i). But each subsegment is a geodesic, being a subpath of length at most k, therefore, d(pi, pi+1) =
d(p(ti), p(ti+1)) = ti+1 ≠ ti for each i = 1, ..., n ≠ 1. Therefore, ¸(p) = q

n≠1

i=1
¸(pi) = q

n≠1

i=1
d(p(ti), p(ti+1)) =q

n≠1

i=1
(ti+1 ≠ ti) = T . The same reasoning as above yields ¸(p�[s,sÕ]) = sÕ

≠ s for any s, sÕ
œ [0, T ]. Therefore,

¸(p�[0,t]) = t > 4” and ¸(p�[t,T ]) = T ≠ t > 4”, so we may find the desired subpath by traveling far enough
away from x along both directions of p. Note that the subpath is a geodesic, having length less than k.
Let y, z be the endpoints of this subpath. Choose points yÕ, zÕ on [p(0), p(T )] that are closest possible to
y, z, respectively. We form a geodesic quadrilateral consisting of the edges [y, yÕ], [yÕ, zÕ] (along the geodesic
[p(0), p(T )]), [z, zÕ] and our above subpath between z and y. By the 2”-slimness of geodesic quadrilaterals
(c.f. Lemma 1.22), there is a point w on a side other than our above subpath such that d(x, w) Æ 2”. We
argue that w must be on [yÕ, zÕ]. If w is on [y, yÕ], then we obtain:

d(x, yÕ) ≠ d(y, yÕ) Æ d(x, w) + d(w, yÕ) ≠ (d(y, w) + d(w, yÕ)), triangle inequality and that [y, yÕ] is a geodesic.

= d(x, w) ≠ d(y, w)
Æ d(x, w) ≠ (d(y, x) ≠ d(x, w)), triangle inequality
= 2d(x, w) ≠ d(y, x)
< 4” ≠ 4”, as d(x, w) Æ 2” and d(y, x) > 4”

= 0
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Therefore, d(x, yÕ) < d(y, yÕ), which contradicts our choice of x being at a maximal distance from points on
[p(0), p(T )]. Thus, w cannot be on [y, yÕ]. An analogous argument shows w cannot be on [z, zÕ]. Therefore,
w must be on the subpath of [yÕ, zÕ]. Therefore, we conclude that p ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]).

Figure 16: The first case in the proof of Lemma 1.31 (a)

(b) Next, we suppose that t Æ 4” or T ≠ t Æ 4”. Suppose first that t Æ 4”. If also T ≠ t Æ 4” then
¸(p) = T Æ 8” < k, so p is a geodesic and by Lemma 1.23 (”-slimness of geodesic bigons) we conclude that
p ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]). Therefore, we assume that T ≠ t > 4”. We may thus choose a point z on p such that
¸([x, z]p) = 4” (i.e. the length along p). Note then that ¸([p(0), z]p) = ¸([p(0), x]p)+¸([x, z]p) Æ 4”+4” < k,
so [p(0), z]p is a geodesic. Let zÕ be a point on [p(0), p(T )] at minimal distance to z and connect z to zÕ with
a geodesic [z, zÕ]. We then have a geodesic triangle consisting of the sides [p(0), z]p, [p(0), zÕ] and [z, zÕ]. By
”-slimness of geodesic triangles, we have a point w either on [z, zÕ] or [p(0), zÕ] such that d(x, w) Æ ”. We
argue similarly as in (a) that w must be on [p(0), zÕ]. If w is on [z, zÕ], we then obtain:

d(x, zÕ) ≠ d(z, zÕ) Æ d(x, w) + d(w, zÕ) ≠ (d(z, w) + d(w, zÕ)), triangle inequality and that [z, zÕ] is a geodesic.

= d(x, w) ≠ d(z, w)
Æ d(x, w) ≠ (d(z, x) ≠ d(x, w)), triangle inequality
= 2d(x, w) ≠ d(z, x)
Æ 2” ≠ 4”, as d(x, w) Æ ” and d(z, x) = 4”

< 0

Therefore, we obtain d(x, zÕ) < d(z, zÕ), contradicting our choice of x being at the maximal distance among
points of p and points of [p(0), p(T )]. Therefore, p ™ N”([p(0), p(T )]) ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]) in this case. Note
that we obtain the same conclusion if we assume T ≠ t Æ 4” rather than t Æ 4”.
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Figure 17: The second case in the proof of Lemma 1.31 (a)

We now move on to prove the second part of (i). Let y be a point on [p(0), p(T )]. By above, we have
p ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]) = N2”([p(0), y] fi [y, p(T )]) = N2”([p(0), y]) fi N2”([y, p(T )]) and p intersects both sets
non-trivially. Therefore, by connectedness, we must have p ™ N2”([p(0), y]) fl N2”([y, p(T )]). Thus, taking
an arbitrary x œ p, there exists q œ [p(0), y] such that d(x, q) Æ 2” and there exists r œ [y, p(T )] such
that d(x, r) Æ 2”. We then obtain a geodesic triangle with edges [x, q], [x, r], [q, r]. By ”-slimness of the
triangle, there exists w on [x, q] or on [x, r] such that d(y, w) Æ ”. In either case, since d(x, q) Æ 2” and
d(x, r) Æ 2”, by the triangle inequality we obtain d(x, y) Æ 3”. Thus, [p(0), p(T )] ™ N3”(p).

Figure 18: An illustration of the proof of the second assertion in Lemma 1.31 (i)

We give a sketch of the proof of (ii).

We write p : [0, T ] æ X for the path. First, we note that for any t < tÕ
œ [0, T ] we have d(p(t), p(tÕ)) Æ tÕ

≠t.
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Indeed, we construct a partition {t = t0 < t1 < ... < tn = tÕ
} such that ¸(p�[ti,ti+1]) = k for each 0 Æ i Æ n≠1

and ¸(p�[tn≠1,tn]) < k, as follows. If ¸(p) < k then p is a geodesic and the result is proven. If ¸(p) Ø k, we
may choose t1 œ [t, tÕ] such that ¸(p�[t,t1]) = k. If ¸(p�[t1,tÕ]) Ø k, then we choose another point t2 œ [t1, tÕ]
such that ¸(p�[t1,t2]) = k. We continue this process until we get some n such that ¸(p�[tn≠2,tn≠1]) < k. We
then set tn = tÕ and t0 = t. Since p is a k-local geodesic, we have that p�[ti,ti+1] is a geodesic, so ¸(p�[ti,ti+1]) =
d(p(ti), p(ti+1)) = |ti ≠ ti+1|. Thus, d(p(t), p(tÕ)) Æ

q
n≠1

i=0
d(p(ti), p(ti+1)) = q

n≠1

i=0
(ti+1 ≠ ti) = tÕ

≠ t (the sum
telescopes). Therefore, we need only show that 1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ c Æ d(p(t), p(tÕ)) for every t, tÕ
œ [0, T ].

To do this, using (i), we may join the endpoints of p with a geodesic [p(0), p(T )] such that p ™ N2”([p(0), p(T )]).
Then we let kÕ = k/2 + 2”. Similar to above, we may divide p into some number M pieces of length kÕ

and a piece of length ÷ < kÕ at the end. We denote pi the resulting subpaths/pieces. We therefore have
that MkÕ + ÷ = ¸(p) = q

n

i=1
¸(pi) = q

n

i=1
d(p(si≠1), p(si)) = q

n

i=1
(si ≠ si≠1) = T , where (si)n

i=1
is the

partition of [0, T ] obtained from the endpoints of the pi. Note that from MkÕ + ÷ = T , we have M Æ
T

kÕ .
For each endpoint x of the subpaths pi, we project onto [p(0), p(T )] by choosing a point xÕ on [p(0), p(T )]
with d(x, xÕ) Æ 2” (such a point xÕ on [p(0), p(T )] exists because p and [p(0), p(T )] are 2” close). Using the
choice of kÕ and the ”-hyperbolicity of X, we can show that the sequence of projected points on [p(0), p(T )]
is monotone (that is, if x, y are points on p with d(p(0), y) > d(p(0), x), then d(p(0), yÕ) > d(p(0), xÕ)).

Figure 19: A subpath pi from the proof of 1.31 (ii)

Using the triangle inequality, we obtain that the distance between successive projected points on [p(0), p(T )]
is at least kÕ

≠ 4”, and the distance between the last projected endpoint and p(T ) is at least ÷ ≠ 2”.
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Figure 20: The last subpath from the proof of Lemma 1.31 (ii)

We then obtain d(p(0), p(T )) Ø M(kÕ
≠ 4”) + ÷ ≠ 2” = T ≠ 4”M ≠ 2”, using the fact that T = MkÕ + ÷.

Then, using M Æ
T

kÕ , we obtain d(p(0), p(T )) Ø T ≠ 4” T

kÕ ≠ 2” = T k
Õ
≠4”

kÕ ≠ 2” Ø T k
Õ
≠4”

kÕ+4”
≠ 2” = 1

⁄
T ≠ c. To

derive this lower bound, we only used the fact that p is a k-local geodesic. As any subpath p|[t,tÕ] of p is
also a k-local geodesic (for if not, then this would yield a subpath of p of length at most k which is not
geodesic, contradicting the fact that p is a k-local geodesic), this lower bound holds for p|[t,tÕ], that is for any
t, tÕ

œ [0, T ], we have d(p(t), p(tÕ) Ø
1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ c. Combining this with d(p(t), p(tÕ)) Æ |t ≠ tÕ
| Æ ⁄|t ≠ tÕ

| + c,
we obtain 1

⁄
|t ≠ tÕ

| ≠ c Æ d(p(t), p(tÕ)) Æ ⁄|t ≠ tÕ
| + c. Therefore, p is a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic.

Gromov boundary of a hyperbolic space

A useful construction that comes up often in the theory of hyperbolic groups and spaces is the Gromov
boundary of a space. We can think of this as representing the "points at infinity" of a hyperbolic space.

To define the Gromov boundary, we first need to define an equivalence relation on geodesic rays. Let (X, d)
be a hyperbolic metric space. We define a relation on geodesic rays as follows: given two geodesic rays –, —
in X, – ≥ — if and only if dHaus(–, —) < Œ (that is, points on – and — remain within a bounded distance
of each other). The Gromov boundary, denoted ˆX, is then defined as the set of all ≥ equivalence classes
of geodesic rays. We show next that there is a natural topology on X̄ := X fi ˆX. It will be convenient
first to introduce the following.

Definition 1.32: A generalized ray is a geodesic c : I æ X, where I is either a finite length interval
[0, R] or I = [0, Œ). If I = [0, R], then we can extend c to [0, Œ] by letting c(t) = c(R) for all t Ø R
(which includes c(Œ) = c(R)). If I = [0, Œ), then we can also extend c to [0, Œ] by letting c(Œ) be the
equivalence class of c on ˆX.

We are now ready to define a topology on X̄.

Fix a point p œ X. We define a notion of convergence in X̄ as follows. Given a sequence of points (xn)n in
X̄ and a point x œ X̄, we write xn æ x if there exists a sequence (cn)n of generalized rays with cn(0) = p
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and cn(Œ) = xn for all n, such that for every subsequence of (cn)n, there exists exists a subsequence of
this subsequence which converges on compact sets to a generalized geodesic c such that c(Œ) = x. We
then define a topology on X̄ as follows: a subset B of X̄ is closed if and only if for every sequence (xn)n of
elements of B such that xn æ x, we have x œ B. It turns out that this topology is metrizable, as is shown
in [3].

Figure 21: A generalized ray c in a space X with its right endpoint at infinity on the Gromov boundary
ˆX
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1.3 Geometric Group Theory
In geometric group theory, there are two main ways to understand a group geometrically: (1) by associating
to the group a certain geometric object called the Cayley graph of a group and (2) by observing the geometry
of the action of a group on metric spaces. We begin by examining the Cayley graph of a group.

The Cayley Graph of a Group and Groups as Metric Spaces

We begin by showing how every group can naturally be made into a metric space. Fix a generating
set S for a group G. Define the word length of an element g œ G with respect to S, denoted |g|S, by
|g|S = min{n Ø 0 : g = �n

i=1
si, for si œ S±

} (i.e. |g|S is the minimum length of a product of generators
from S or their inverses which represents g in G). Defining the empty product to be e, we have that
|g|S = 0 ≈∆ g = e. We now examine a couple of simple yet useful facts about word length | · |S.

Proposition 1.33: Properties of word length: Fix a generating set S for a group G. We denote | · |

the word length with respect to S. Then:

(a) For any g œ G, |g≠1
| = |g|.

(b) For any g, h œ G, |gh| Æ |g| + |h|.

Proof. (a): Denote n = |g|. Then ÷s1, ..., sn œ S± such that g = �n

i=1
si. Then g≠1 = �n≠1

i=0
s≠1

n≠i
, so

|g≠1
| Æ n. We have thus shown that |g≠1

| Æ |g| for all g œ G. But this implies |g| = |(g≠1)≠1
| Æ |g≠1

| for
all g œ G. Thus, we conclude that |g| = |g≠1

| for all g œ G.

(b): Denote |g| = n and |h| = m. Then there exist s1, ..., sn, t1, ..., tm œ S± such that g = �n

i=1
si and

h = �m

i=1
ti. Then gh = (�n

i=1
si)(�m

j=1
tj) = s1...snt1, ..., tm. This product has n + m elements of S±, so

|gh| Æ n + m = |g| + |h|.

These properties of word length allow us to define a metric on G. Define dS on G◊G by dS(g, h) = |g≠1h|S.
Then dS is a metric since for g, h, k œ G: dS(g, h) = 0 ≈∆ |g≠1h|S = 0 ≈∆ g≠1h = e ≈∆ g = h,
dS(g, h) = |g≠1h|S = |(g≠1h)≠1

|S = |h≠1g|S = dS(h, g) and dS(g, h) = |g≠1h|S = |g≠1kk≠1h|S Æ |g≠1k|S +
|k≠1h|S = dS(g, k) + dS(k, h). This metric is called the word metric on G with respect to the generating
set S. Note that this metric is left-invariant, meaning that it is preserved by mutliplication on the left:
dS(gh, gk) = |(gh)≠1(gk)|S = |h≠1g≠1gk|S = |h≠1k|S = dS(h, k) for all g, h, k œ G. As a slight aside, note
that given any set X, we can define word length on the free monoid on X, Xú, as the number of letters
in a word W œ Xú (i.e. if W = x1...xn, where xi œ X, n Ø 0, then the word length of W is n). We will
denote the word length on Xú by || · ||X or simply || · || when the monoid generating set X is clear. The
free monoid word length will come in use to us in several places throughout this thesis.

We can associate an important geometric object to a group: its Cayley graph.

The Cayley graph of G with respect to S, denoted �(G; S), is constructed as follows. The vertex set is G.
For the edges, for any pair of vertices g, h such that h = gs for some s œ S, we draw an edge e labeled by
s connecting g and h. Given a path p in a Cayley graph �(G; S) consisting of edges e1, ..., en with each ei

labeled by si, the label of p, denoted „(p), is „(p) = s1...sn (as an element of the free monoid (S±)ú). We
make the Cayley graph into a metric space by equipping it with the combinatorial metric (i.e. the metric
defined below Definition 1.10). Below are some examples of Cayley graphs of various groups. Notice that
the word metric is just the combinatorial metric on the Cayley graph �(G; S) restricted to the vertex set
G. Note also that the Cayley graph with respect to any generating set is a geodesic metric space.
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Figure 22: The Cayley graph of Z5 with the given generating set

Figure 23: The Cayley graph of a free group with respect to its free basis
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Figure 24: The Cayley graph of S3 with respect to the given generating set

Figure 25: A Cayley graph of the rank 2 free abelian group with respect to its standard basis

Cayley graphs allow us to define what it means for a group to be hyperbolic.

Definition 1.34: A group G is called hyperbolic if there is a finite generating set S of G such that
�(G, S) is a hyperbolic metric space.

Groups acting on metric spaces
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When we consider a group G acting on the metric space (X, d), this action will always be an isometric
action (i.e. ’g œ G, x, y œ X, we have d(x, y) = d(g · x, g · y)), which makes sense because isometries are
the isomorphisms in the category of metric spaces.

Definition 1.35: An action of a group G on a metric space (X, d) is called properly discontinuous if for
every x œ X, |{g œ G : g · x œ Br(x0)}| < Œ for every x0 œ X, r Ø 0. Intuitively, a properly discontinuous
action has only finitely many group elements that take x close to any other point.

Definition 1.36: An action of a group G on a metric space (X, d) is called cobounded if there exists
some ball B of finite radius such that G · B(:= {g · b : g œ G, b œ B}) = X.
Intuitively, a cobounded action can reach every point in X by acting on a smaller subset.

Definition 1.37: A group action on a metric space is called geometric if it is properly discontinuous and
cobounded.

The action of a group on itself by left multiplication induces an action on its Cayley graph. First, we must
define what it means for a group to act on a graph. A group G acts on a graph �(V ; E) if it acts on the
vertex set V and if g · (x, y) is the edge (g · x, g · y) in E for any g œ G and any (x, y) œ E (this means that
for points on an edge e which are not e±, i.e. are given by „e(t) for t œ (0, 1), we have g · „e(t) = „g·e(t)).
Now we define the action of G on the Cayley graph �(G; S), as: ’g œ G, g · h = gh ’h œ G and for any
edge (x, y), g · (x, y) := (g ·x, g ·y) = (gx, gy). Note that if (x, y) is an edge in �(G; S) then so is (g ·x, g ·y)
because gy = gxs for some s œ S as y = xs, so this is indeed an action. It turns out that this action has
some nice properties.

Theorem 1.38: The natural action of a finitely generated group G on its Cayley graph �(G; S) (|S| < Œ)
is geometric.

Proof. We must show the action is properly discontinuous and cobounded.

Properly discontinuous: We note that, as S is finite, �(G; S) is locally finite, meaning that Br(x) is finite
for any x œ �(G; S) and any r Ø 0. In addition, because the action by left multiplication of G on itself is
a free action, it follows that the action on vertices is an injective map for every g œ G, which implies that
the action is properly discontinous on vertices. Now if x œ �(G; S) is not a vertex, then x is on an edge
between two vertices a, b (x ”= a, b), so g · x is on the edge connecting the vertices g · a and g · b for any
g œ G. But g · a and g · b are in any Br(x0) for only finitely many g œ G, so g · x is also in Br(x0) for only
finitely many g œ G, as d(g · x, g · a), d(g · x, g · b) Æ 1.

Cobounded: We note that V (�(G; S)) = G · {e} and every point in �(G; S) is within a distance of 1

2
from

a vertex, so �(G; S) = G · B 1
2
(e)
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2 Relatively Hyperbolic Groups
2.1 Definitions and Basic Notions
We now have all of the tools needed to define and discuss relatively hyperbolic groups. Let G be a finitely
generated group with finite generating set X and let H⁄⁄œ� be a collection of subgroups of G. We call
the subgroups H⁄ in the collection parabolic subgroups. In the Cayley graph �(G; X), for each left coset
gH⁄, we add a vertex v(gH⁄) and we add edges of length 1

2
connecting each vertex in gH⁄ to v(gH⁄).

The resulting graph that we obtain from this operation is called the coned-o� Cayley graph and is denoted
�̂(G; X). In this section, we will call graph quasi-geodesics just quasi-geodesics and we will abandon the
notion of non-graph quasi-geodesics introduced in the last section.

Figure 26: The coned-o� Cayley graph

Definition 2.1: A group G as above is called weakly hyperbolic relative to the collection of subgroups
{H⁄}⁄œ� if �̂(G; X) is a hyperbolic metric space.

We need one more concept in order to define hyperbolicity relative to a collection of subgroups. We let
H = Û⁄œ�(H⁄ \ {1}). We consider the Cayley graph �(G; X Û H), called the relative Cayley graph. We
take disjoint unions rather than ordinary unions because we wish to distinguish X and each H⁄ as separate
alphabets.

Definition 2.2: Let – be a path in �(G; X Û H). An H⁄-component of – is a subpath of – labeled by
elements of H⁄. A parabolic component of – is an H⁄-component for some ⁄. Two H⁄-components are
called connected if there is a path in �(G; X Û H) labeled by elements of H⁄ joining vertices of the two
components. An H⁄-component is called isolated in – if it is not connected to any other H⁄-component
in –. A path is said to have no backtracking if all of its parabolic components are isolated. A path is
called irreducible if it contains no subpaths of the form ee≠1 (here, e≠1 is the path e traveled in reverse).
It will be important to note that geodesic paths in the Cayley graph have no backtracking. Indeed, if a
geodesic path had two connected components, the the distance between the left endpoint of the leftmost
component and the right endpoint of the rightmost component would be 1, because we can connect them
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with a sequence of edges labeled by some H⁄, meaning that the two endpoints di�er by an element of H⁄

and so have length 1 in �(G; X Û H), but the number of edges between these two endpoints is at least 3,
so the subpath between the two endpoints is not a geodesic, contradicting the fact that every subpath of
a geodesic is a geodesic.

Figure 27: A parabolic component ÷ in the path –

Figure 28: Connected parabolic components

Definition 2.3: The pair (G, {H⁄}⁄œ�) is said to satisfy the Bounded Coset Penetration Property
(BCP) if for every ⁄ Ø 1, Á Ø 0, ÷C = C(⁄, Á) such that given two (⁄, Á)-quasi-geodesic paths –, — in
�(G; X Û H) with the same endpoints and given any isolated component ÷ of the closed path –—≠1, we
have dX(÷≠, ÷+) Æ C (dX denotes the metric on �(G; X), as we explain below Definition 2.4). Intuitively,
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the BCP says that isolated components of closed paths made up of two quasi-geodesics (i.e. quasi-geodesic
bigons) have uniformly bounded X-distance between its endpoints.

Figure 29: The bounded coset penetration property (BCP)

Definition 2.4: A group G is said to be hyperbolic relative to {H⁄}⁄œ� if it is weakly hyperbolic relative
to this collection and (G, {H⁄}⁄œ�) satisfies BCP.

Relatively hyperbolic groups have two metrics associated with them, one for each Cayley graph. On the
non-relative Cayley graph �(G; X) we have the non-relative metric dX and on the relative Cayley graph
�(G; X Û H) we have the relative metric dXfiH. Observe that since X ™ X fi H, we have dXfiH Æ dX .

Instead of the coned-o� Cayley graph in the definition of a relatively hyperbolic group, we can use the
relative Cayley graph in its place, as the coned-o� Cayley graph and the relative Cayley graph are quasi-
isometric. Indeed, since the vertex sets of each �(G; X Û H) and of �̂(G; X) are quasi-isometric to their
respective graphs (see the fourth example in Example 1.17), it su�ces to show that V (�(G; X Û H)) and
V (�̂(G; X)) are quasi-isometric. We claim that the inclusion ÿ : V (�(G; X Û H)) æ V (�̂(G; X)) is a quasi-
isometry. Indeed, the inclusion is an isometric embedding and every vertex in V (�̂(G; X)) is a distance of
at most 1/2 from a vertex in V (�(G; X Û H)), so V (�̂(G; X)) = N1/2(V (�(G; X Û H))). Therefore, ÿ is a
quasi-isometry.

Before studying the properties of relatively hyperbolic groups, we first give some examples of these objects.

Example 2.5 (Examples and non-examples of relatively hyperbolic groups):

• Consider a finitely generated group G which is hyperbolic relative the collection consisting of only
the trivial subgroup {1}. Then G is a hyperbolic group. Indeed, the left cosets of the trivial subgroup
are just singletons consisting of each group element. So, the coned-o� Cayley graph simply consists
of an additional vertex attached to each vertex of the original Cayley graph via an edge of length
1

2
. Therefore, we see that the coned-o� Cayley graph �̂(G; X) (where X is a finite generating set) is

quasi-isometric to �(G; X). As the cone-o� �̂(G; X) is a hyperbolic metric space and hyperbolicity of
metric spaces is preserved by quasi-isometry by Theorem 1.26, it follows that �(G; X) is hyperbolic
and hence G is a hyperbolic group. Conversely, this reasoning also shows that hyperbolic groups are
hyperbolic relative to the trivial subgroup.
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• Finite groups and finitely generated free groups are relatively hyperbolic groups. Indeed, both of these
types of groups are hyperbolic (for finite groups, their Cayley graph with respect to any generating set
is a bounded metric space (as there are only finitely many vertices), which is hyperbolic as discussed
below Definition 1.21 and for free groups their Cayley graph with respect to their free basis is a tree,
which is also hyperbolic as discussed below Definition 1.21). Therefore, by the point above, both of
these types of groups are relatively hyperbolic (with respect to the trivial subgroup).

• Another example of a hyperbolic group (and hence, of a relatively hyperbolic group) arises from free
products. It turns out that the free product G ú H of two groups G, H is hyperbolic if and only if
both G, H are hyperbolic. We will prove this when we relate relative hyperbolicity to Dehn functions
later on.

• Consider the free abelian group G = Èa, b|[a, b]Í and subgroup H = ÈaÍ. Then G is weakly hyperbolic
relative to H. Indeed, the map f : Z æ V (�(G; {a, b} Û ÈaÍ)) given by f(n) = bn is a quasi isometry
since it is a (1,0)-quasi-isometric embedding as d{a,b}fiH(f(n), f(m)) = d{a,b}fiH(bn, bm) = |n ≠ m| for
all n, m œ Z. In addition, G ™ N1(f(Z)) since for any n, m œ Z, d{a,b}fiH(anbm, bm) = 1. Therefore, f
is a quasi-isometry. However, the pair (G, H) with the generating set {a, b} does not satisfy the BCP
because we may produce a geodesic bigon as in the picture below and the isolated H-component ÷
in the lower geodesic portion of the bigon has d{a,b}(÷≠, ÷+) = n æ Œ. This implies that G is not
hyperbolic relative to H (as relative hyperbolicity is an invariant of finite generating set, see Lemma
2.8 for more details).

• If H is a hyperbolic group, then Z2
ú H is hyperbolic relative to Z2, but is not hyperbolic (which

shows that groups hyperbolic relative to proper, non-trivial subgroups form a strictly larger class
than the class of hyperbolic groups). Indeed, note that Z2 is not a hyperbolic group because its
Cayley graph using its free basis is the lattice Z2 in R2 (see Figure 25), which is quasi-isometric to
R2 by Example 1.17 and R2 is not hyperbolic as discussed below Definition 1.21. Therefore, Z2

ú H
is not hyperbolic by the above example. To show that Z2

ú H is hyperbolic relative to Z2, we shall
also use relative Dehn functions (see the next section).

Figure 30: The parabolic component ÷ from the second example in Example 2.5

• Every finitely generated group G is weakly hyperbolic relative to {G}. Indeed, let X be a finite
generating set for G. We see that the relative Cayley graph �(G; G Û X) is a bounded metric
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space (it has diameter 1 as we may join any two vertices labeled by elements g, h œ G by an edge
labeled g≠1h œ X Û G), so it is hyperbolic. The BCP property also holds. Suppose we have a
(⁄, Á)-quasi-geodesic bigon c = –—≠1 in �(G; X Û G). Then a component ÷ of c is isolated i� it
is the only component in c (because if there were another component of c, then this would be
connected to the first component because any two vertices in �(G; X Û G) are connected by an
edge labeled by an element of G). However, note that we have ¸(–) Æ ⁄dXfiG(–≠, –+) + Á Æ ⁄ + Á
because dXfiG(–≠, –+) Æ 1 and similarly ¸(—) Æ ⁄ + Á. Therefore, by the triangle inequality, we have
dX(÷≠, ÷+) Æ dX(–≠, ÷≠) + dX(–≠, –+) + dX(÷+, –+) Æ ¸([–≠, ÷≠]—) + ¸([–≠, –+]) + ¸([÷+, –+]—) Æ

3(⁄ + Á). Therefore, the BCP property holds for C(⁄, Á) = 3(⁄ + Á). Thus, we conclude that any
group G is hyperbolic relative to itself.

Our next task will be to define the notion of a relative presentations and show how relatively hyperbolic
groups can be described by relative presentations.

Let G be a group and let {H⁄}⁄œ� be a collection of subgroups. We say that G is generated by X ™ G with
respect to {H⁄}⁄œ� if G is generated by X fi (fi⁄œ�H⁄). We call such X a relative generating set. Note that
every generating set is a relative generating set. In this case we can write G ≥= ((ú⁄œ�H⁄) ú F (X))/ÈÈRÍÍ

where R is some subset of the free product F := (ú⁄œ�H⁄) ú F (X). We let H = Û⁄œ�(H⁄ \ {1}), so that
F is generated by X fi H.

If S⁄ denotes a set of defining relators in H⁄ then a set of defining relators of F is fi⁄S⁄. Hence, a set of
defining relators for G is R fi (fi⁄S⁄) and so a presentation for G is G = ÈX fi H|R fi SÍ, where S = fi⁄S⁄.

Definition 2.6: With the notation as above, a relative presentation for the group G is written as
G = ÈX, H|R, SÍ. For brevity, we will often surpress this and write G = ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ.

Definition 2.7: We say that a relative presentation is finite if X, R are both finite. If there exists a
finite relative presentation of a group G relative to the collection {H⁄}⁄œ� then we say that G is finitely
presented relative to {H⁄}⁄œ�.

For each relative presentation ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ, we have a metric dXfiH on the relative Cayley graph
�(G; X Û H), as we discussed below Definition 2.4. It turns out that for two finite relative generating sets
X1, X2, the relative Cayley graphs �(G; X1 Û H) and �(G; X2 Û H) are quasi-isometric. To show this, it
su�ces to show that the group G equipped with these two metrics represent quasi-isometric spaces, since
G as a metric space is quasi-isometric to its Cayley graph (see the fourth example in Example 1.17).

Lemma 2.8: Let X1, X2 be two finite relative generating sets (relative to a collection of subgroups
{H⁄}⁄œ�) of a group G. Then (G, dX1fiH) is bi-Lipschitz equivalent to (G, dX2fiH).

Proof. First, we may assume that X1, X2 ”= ÿ, as if both X1, X2 = ÿ, then dX1fiH = dH = dX2fiH. If X1 = ÿ

and X2 ”= ÿ then letting M = max{|x|H : x œ X2} + 1, we have dX2fiH Æ dH Æ MdH = MdX1fiH and
dH Æ MdX2fiH (writing a word over X2 fi H and replacing each letter by a word over H). An analogous
argument holds when X2 = ÿ and X1 ”= ÿ.

Now suppose X1, X2 ”= ÿ. Let M1 = max{|x|X2fiH : x œ X1} + 1 and M2 = max{|x|X1fiH : x œ X2} + 1.
Let M = max{M1, M2}. Then for any g œ G, writing g as a word in X1 fi H and replacing each letter
from X1 by a word in X2 fi H, we obtain for each letter of X1 a word over X2 fi H of length at most M1,
so |g|X2fiH Æ M1|g|X1fiH Æ M |g|X1fiH. Symmetrically, we obtain |g|X1fiH Æ M |g|X2fiH.

Thus, for any g, h œ G, we have 1

M
dX1fiH(g, h) = 1

M
|g≠1h|X1fiH Æ |g≠1h|X2fiH = dX2fiH(g, h) Æ M |g≠1h|X1fiH =

MdX1fiH(g, h). Therefore, idG is a bi-Lipschitz equivalence between (G, dX1fiH) and (G, dX2fiH).
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The above lemma implies that relative hyperbolicity is independent of finite generating set, as relative
Cayley graphs for two di�erent finite generating sets are quasi-isometric and if the BCP property holds
with respect to one finite generating set, then it also holds with respect to any other, since (non-relative)
metrics with respect to finite generating sets are quasi-isometric (taking the collection of subgroups to be
empty in Lemma 2.8).

Following Osin [16], we now show that a finitely generated group G generated by a finite set X and
hyperbolic relative to a finite collection of subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} admits a finite relative presentation.
First, we will require the following piece of terminology. Below we fix a hyperbolicity constant ” for
�(G; X Û H).

Definition 2.9: We say that a cycle p in �(G; X Û H) is atomic if every subpath q of p with ¸(q) Æ
1

2
¸(p)

is a geodesic.

Atomic cycles have uniformly bounded length and have all of their Hi-components isolated, as the following
lemma shows:

Lemma 2.10: Let p be an atomic cycle in �(G; X Û H). We then have:

(i) ¸(p) Æ 4” + 9

(ii) Every Hi-component of p is isolated in p.

Proof. (i): Suppose for contradiction that ¸(p) > 4” + 9. We decompose p into 3 subpaths: p = p1p2p3,
where ¸(p1) = ¸(p2) and ¸(p3) Æ 1. We then see that ¸(p1), ¸(p2), ¸(p3) Æ

1

2
¸(p), and so p1, p2, p3 are

geodesics, since p is atomic. Therefore, p1, p2, p3 form a geodesic triangle. Since 2¸(p1)+¸(p3) = ¸(p) > 4”+9
and ¸(p3) Æ 1, we have ¸(p1) > 2” + 4. Let w be the midpoint of p1 and let z be a point on p2 fi p3

such that dXfiH(z, w) Æ ” (such a z exists since �(G; X Û H) is ”-hyperbolic). Note that w may not
be a vertex, so we choose a vertex v on p1 which is closest to w and similarly we choose a vertex u
on p2 fi p3 which is closest to z (so dXfiH(w, v), dXfiH(u, z) Æ 1/2). By the triangle inequality, we then
have dXfiH(u, v) Æ dXfiH(u, z) + dXfiH(z, w) + dXfiH(w, v) Æ 1 + ”. Note that neither of the subsegments
[u, v]p and [v, u]p (where [v, u]p goes from v to u along p, while [u, v]p goes from u to v along p, so that
p = [u, v]p fi [v, u]p) are geodesics, as ¸([v, u]p), ¸([u, v]p) Ø

1

2
¸(p1) ≠

1

2
> ” + 3

2
> ” + 1 Ø dXfiH(u, v). But

also one of [u, v]p, [v, u]p has length at most 1

2
¸(p) because p = [u, v]p fi [v, u]p, so that one of [u, v]p, [v, u]p

is a geodesic, a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude that ¸(p) Æ 4” + 9.
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Figure 31: The proof of Lemma 2.10 (i)

(ii): Suppose p had two connected Hi-components a, b. Then we can decompose p as p = arbs for subpaths
r, s (see Figure 32 below). But then neither ar nor bs is a geodesic because dXfiH(a≠, r+) = 1 (as a≠

and r+ are connected by an element of Hi), but ¸(ar) Ø 2, as neither a nor s are trivial, therefore ar is
not a geodesic, and similarly, dXfiH(b≠, s+) = 1 while ¸(bs) Ø 2, so bs is not a geodesic. However, this
is a contradiction because (ar)(bs) = p, so one of ar or bs must have length at most 1

2
¸(p), and hence at

least one of ar, bs must be a geodesic since p is atomic. We therefore conclude that p has no connected
components.

Figure 32: Connected components in the proof of Lemma 2.10 (ii)
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We are going to use atomic cycles to define a finite relative presentation for G.

Corollary 2.11: Let A denote the set of labels of atomic cycles in �(G; X Û H). Then A is finite.

Proof. Let p be an atomic cycle in �(G; X Û H). We decompose p into two subpaths as p = cd where
¸(c) Æ ¸(d) Æ ¸(c) + 1. We then have ¸(c) Æ

1

2
¸(p), so c is a geodesic, as p is atomic. We also have

¸(d) Æ
1

2
¸(p) + 1, so either d has length 1

2
¸(p) in which case d is a geodesic or d is the concatenation of a

path of length 1

2
¸(p) (hence a geodesic) and an edge, in which case d is a (1, 2)-quasi-geodesic by Lemma

1.19. Therefore, in either case d is a (1, 2)-quasi-geodesic. By Lemma 2.10(ii), all Hi-components of p are
isolated, so c, d are both paths without backtracking. Therefore, by the BCP, every component of p has
X-length bounded above by C(1, 2). Therefore, writing the label of each component of p as a word in X
to obtain the label of p, „(p) as a word over X, since ¸(p) Æ 4” + 9, we have ||„(p)||X Æ (4” + 9)C(1, 2).
Therefore, p can only be labeled by words over X of length at most (4” + 9)C(1, 2). Since X is finite, this
implies that there are only finitely many choices for labels of p. Hence A is finite.

From the above set A, we obtain that:

Theorem 2.12: With X, G, A, Hi as above, ÈX, Hi, i œ {1, ..., m}|AÍ is a relative presentation for G.

The proof of the above requires an excursion into van Kampen diagrams which we will cover in the next
section. Therefore, we postpone the proof of this theorem until the next section.

We introduce some additional notation and terminology before proceeding to the next section.

Given a word w œ (X fi H)ú, we denote fi(w) to be the element in G represented by w. An H⁄ subword
of w is a subword of w consisting only of letters from H⁄. An H⁄-syllable is a maximal H⁄ subword. A
relative presentation ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ is called reduced if every relator r œ R has the shortest possible
length of any word in (X fiH)ú representing the same element in F := F (X)ú (ú⁄œ�H⁄). This is equivalent
to every H⁄-syllable of a relator consisting of a single letter.

We define special subsets of G that will capture to what extent elements of parabolic subgroups appear as
syllables in relators.

Definition 2.13: For each ⁄ œ �, define �⁄ to be the subset of H⁄ containing those elements g œ H⁄

such that ÷r œ R and an H⁄-syllable v of r such that fi(v) = g. In addition, put � = fi⁄�⁄.

We note that if R is finite, then so is each �⁄. Indeed, we have an injection of �⁄ where we send each
g œ �⁄ to an H⁄ syllable of some r œ R (note that this map is injective because if g1 ”= g2 in �⁄ then
the H⁄ syllables they get sent to are not the same because they represent di�erent words in H⁄ (namely,
g1, g2)). But each H⁄ syllable of a relator r is a subword of r and there are only finitely many subwords
of each r œ R. Coupled with the fact that R is finite, this means that the set of all H⁄ syllables of words
from R is finite, so �⁄ is finite as it injects into a finite set.
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2.2 Combinatorics of Relatively Hyperbolic Groups
One of the key things that makes relatively hyperbolic groups particularly well-suited for the study of
algorithmic problems is their rich geometric structure. We study some of their geometry here and later on
apply our results to algorithmic problems.

Van Kampen diagrams and Dehn functions

A geometric-combinatorial construction that will be useful to us when we discuss algorithmic problems in
relatively hyperbolic groups are van Kampen diagrams over a given presentation.

First, we introduce some terminology from algebraic topology. We assume the reader to be familiar with
basic notions of point set topology. An n-cell is a topological space which is homeomorphic to the n-unit
disk Dn = {x œ Rn : |x| Æ 1}. An n-complex consists of a disjoint union of k-cells for k Æ n (this disjoint
union is called the k-skeleton of the complex) and an attaching map that glues the boundary of every k
cell to the k ≠ 1 skeleton (k Ø 1). An n-complex is finite if the set of all cells is finite.

Figure 33: An example of a 2-dimensional cell complex

Let G be a group with finite presentation ÈX|RÍ. We assume that X is symmetrized, that is, X = X≠1.
A planar map � is a finite, oriented (i.e. an assignment of a direction to each 1-cell), connected, simply
connected (meaning that every loop in � can be continuously shrunk to a point) 2-complex in which each
edge (1-complex) e has label „(e) œ X and „(e≠1) = „(e)≠1. We can think of a planar map as being
embedded into R2.

A van Kampen diagram over the presentation ÈX|RÍ is a planar map � such that for every 2-cell � of �
has „(ˆ�) equal to a cyclic permuation of a word from R.

Van Kampen diagrams are particularly useful when studying words representing 1 in G, as the following
lemma illustrates:

Lemma 2.14 (van Kampen Lemma [13]): Let a group G have finite presentation ÈX|RÍ. Then w = 1
in G if and only if there exists a van Kampen diagram � over ÈX|RÍ such that „(ˆ�) is a freely reduced
word as an element of F (X) and „(ˆ�) = w.

Proof. We provide a sketch of the proof, using pictures to aid our arguments.
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Suppose that there exists a van Kampen diagram � over ÈX|RÍ with „(ˆ�) = w. We begin by deleting
one of the boundary regions of � to obtain a new diagram �Õ with boundary label wÕ. We observe that
the deleted region has boundary label frf≠1 for some f œ F (X), r œ R. Therefore, w = frf≠1wÕ. We
repeat this procedure until all boundary regions of � are removed, so that the boundary label at the end
of this process is the empty word. We then obtain w = f1r1f

≠1

1 f2r2f
≠1

2 ...fnrnf≠1

n
for some fi œ F (X),

ri œ R. We therefore see that w œ ÈÈRÍÍ in F (X), so w = 1 in G.

Figure 34: Deleting boundary regions in the proof of van Kampen Lemma

Conversely, suppose that w is a freely reduced word over X such that w = 1 in G. Then w = �n

i=1
firif

≠1

i
for

some fi œ F (X), ri œ R (i.e. w œ ÈÈRÍÍ). We form a van Kampen diagram � over ÈX|RÍ having boundary
label �n

i=1
firif

≠1

i
(with the fi, ri written as words over X) as shown below. Though w = �n

i=1
firif

≠1

i

in F (X), �n

i=1
firif

≠1

i
may not be freely reduced when we write the fi and ri as words over X. We then

perform a sequence of folding moves to � to obtain new diagrams whose labels correspond to reduction
operations that we apply to �n

i=1
firif

≠1

i
. As it only takes finitely many reduction operations to freely

reduce �n

i=1
firif

≠1

i
, there is a resulting finite sequence of folding operations that we apply to � to obtain

a new diagram �Õ with „(ˆ�Õ) = w.

Figure 35: Folding process in the proof of van Kampen Lemma

When we include relative presentations into the discussion on van Kampen diagrams, we have two types of
relators: those "intrinsic" relators coming from relations in the parabolic subgroups and "extrinsic" relators
coming from the generating set of the normal closure. Therefore, we can distinguish between two types of
cells in a van Kampen diagram.

Definition 2.15: In a van Kampen diagram � over a relative presentation ÈX, H|R, SÍ, a 2-cell � is
called an S-cell if „(ˆ�) is a cyclic permutation of an element from S and an R-cell if „(ˆ�) is a cyclic
permutation of an element from R.
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In a van Kampen diagram, we have an algebro-combinatorial notion of area.

Definition 2.16: Given a van Kampen diagram �, let NR(�) denote the number of R-cells in � and let
NS(�) denote the number of S-cells in �. Then the area of � is defined to be Area(�) = NR(�)+NS(�).

We may also classify van Kampen diagrams according to their type.

Definition 2.17: Given a van Kampen diagram � over a relative presentation ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ, the
type of � is the triple (NR(�), NS(�), |E(�)|), where E(�) denotes the set of edges of �.

We fix a lexicographic order on the set of all types (recall that the lexicographic (or dictionary) order 4
on triples of natural numbers is defined as: (a, b, c) 4 (d, e, f) if and only if a < d or (a = d and b < e) or
(a = d and b = e and c Æ f)). A van Kampen diagram is called minimal if it has minimal type among all
van Kampen diagrams over the same relative presentation.

In a cell complex, we may distinguish between two types of edges: internal and external.

Definition 2.18: Let � be a cell complex. An edge e of � is called internal if it is a common edge of
two 2-cells in �, otherwise e is called external. We further di�erentiate external edges into two types: an
external edge e is called external of the first type if it is part of the boundary of some 2-cell in �, otherwise
it is called an external edge of the second type.

Note that if e is an external edge, then e is part of the boundary of the whole diagram �.

Figure 36: Edge types in a cell complex. d is internal, while the other edges are all external. e5 is the only
external edge of second type

A fact that will prove useful in our discussion of the word problem is that every internal edge is the edge
of some R-cell.

Lemma 2.19: Suppose that � is a van Kampen diagram over ÈX, H|RÍ and is of minimal type. Then
every internal edge of � is an edge of some R-cell of �.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Let e œ E(�) be an internal edge and suppose that e is not an edge
forming the boundary of some R-cell. Then there are two possibilities: (i) either e is a common edge of
two S-cells �1 and �2 or (ii) e connects two portions of a single S-cell � (see Figure 37).
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Figure 37: The two possibilities in the proof of Lemma 2.19

In the first case, denoting the remainder of ˆ�1 by c1 and the remainder of ˆ�2 by c2 as in the diagram,
we note that c1c

≠1

2 is a closed path (i.e. has the same starting and end point) and therefore „(c1c
≠1

2 ) = 1
in F (X) ú (ú⁄œ�H⁄). Hence, we may replace the two cells �1, �2 by a single S-cell with boundary c1c

≠1

2 .
This decreases the type of the diagram (because the number of R-cells remains the same when we make
this replacement, yet the number of S-cells decreases by 1), contradicting the assumption of minimal type
of the diagram.

Figure 38: Replacing the two cells �1, �2 by a single cell fi

In the second case, we note that d1 is a closed loop and therefore we can replace � with a single S-cell
with boundary d1. This reduces the number of edges in � (while leaving the number of R and S-cells the
same) and hence reduces the type of the diagram, contradicting the minimality of �.

Figure 39: Replacing the cell � with the single cell S
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From the above, we can obtain a bound on the number of edges in �.

Corollary 2.20: Let � be a van Kampen diagram of minimal type over a finite relative presentation
ÈX, H|RÍ. Then |E(�)| Æ MNR(�) + ¸(ˆ�), with M := maxrœR ||r|| (¸(ˆ�) denotes the number of edges
on the boundary of �).

Proof. Denote int(E(�)) and ext(E(�)) as the set of all internal and external edges of �, respectively.
Since every edge in � is either an internal or an external edge, we have: |E(�)| = |int(E(�))|+|ext(E(�))|.
Now by Lemma 2.19, every internal edge is part of the boundary of an R-cell and also every external edge
is part of ˆ� so |int(E(�))| Æ

q
AœNR(�) ¸(ˆA) and |ext(E(�))| Æ ¸(ˆ�), so |E(�)| Æ

q
AœNR(�) ¸(ˆA) +

¸(ˆ�). In addition, as the boundary of each R-cell is labeled by a word from R and M is the maximum
length of words from R, we have ¸(ˆA) Æ M for each A œ NR(�), therefore |E(�)| Æ MNR(�) + ¸(ˆ�),
as required.

Given a cycle – in a relative Cayley graph �(G; X ÛH), we define the relative area of –, denoted Arearel(–)
as the minimum of NR(�) where � ranges over all van Kampen diagrams over ÈX fi H|R fi SÍ such that
„(ˆ�) = „(–) (note that „(–) represents 1 in G because it is the label of a cycle).

We now prove an important lemma and proposition that will be of great use to use when we discuss how
to solve the word problem.

Lemma 2.21: Let G be a group given by a finite, reduced relative presentation ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ and let
q be a cycle in �(G, X Û H). Let p1, ..., pk be all of the isolated H⁄-components of q. Then fi(„(pi)) œ È�⁄Í

’i = 1, ..., k and q
k

i=1
|fi(„(pi))|�⁄

Æ M · Arearel(q), where M = maxrœR ||r||.

Proof. By relabeling the pi as necessary, we may assume that q decomposes as q = p1q1...pkqk for paths qi

in �(G; X Û H). Denote Q as the set of all irreducible cycles qÕ with the same basepoint as q such that
qÕ = pÕ

1
q1...pÕ

k
qk for pÕ

i
being H⁄-components of qÕ with that (pÕ

i
)± = (pi)± (so that therefore fi(„(pÕ

i
)) =

fi(„(pi))). We also note that the pÕ

i
are isolated in qÕ, as follows from the pi being isolated in q, since the

pÕ

i
and pi have the same endpoints. We denote D as the set of all van Kampen diagrams � such that

„(ˆ�) = „(qÕ) for some qÕ
œ Q.

Now let � œ D be a van Kampen diagram of minimal type. We will show that every edge of every pÕ

i

contained in ˆ� is part of the boundary of some R-cell. Suppose that this were not the case. Then there
are only 2 possibilities: (i) either some pÕ

i
contains an external edge of second type or (ii) some S-cell �

contains a common edge with some pÕ

i
. These cases are illustrated below (Figures 40 and 41). In either

case, we see that we can reduce the type of �, contradicting the minimality of its type. Therefore, we
conclude that every edge of each pÕ

i
is contained in the boundary of some R-cell. Since ÈX, H|RÍ is reduced,

every H⁄ syllable of every r œ R has length 1, hence every H⁄-component of every r œ R is an H⁄ syllable,
so every edge of each pÕ

i
is labeled by an element of �⁄, having label being a subword of some r œ R, hence

being a syllable of r, hence fi(„(pÕ

i
)) œ È�⁄Í.

Lastly, since � is minimal, we have NR(�) = Arearel(q). Thus, q
k

i=1
|fi(„(pi))|�⁄

Æ
q

k

i=1
¸(pÕ

i
) because

|fi(„(pi))|�⁄
Æ ¸(pÕ

i
), as vertfi(„(pi))|�⁄

is the length of the shortest possible word representing fi(„(pÕ

i
)).

Furthermore, q
n

i=1
¸(pÕ

i
) Æ MNR(�) because MNR(�) = MArearel(q) is an upper bound for the sum of

the lengths of all R-cells and each „(pÕ

i
) is part of the boundary of some R-cell. Therefore we conclude

that q
k

i=1
|fi(„(pi))|�⁄

Æ MArearel(q).
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Figure 40: Case (i) in the proof of Lemma 2.21

Figure 41: Case (ii) in the proof of Lemma 2.21

Proposition 2.22: Suppose that G = ÈXÍ for some finite X and that G is finitely presented with respect
to {H⁄}⁄œ�. Then for each ⁄, H⁄ = È�⁄Í.

Proof. Let us write a finite, reduced relative presentation for G: G = ÈX, H|S⁄, RÍ.

Let ⁄ œ � and let h œ H⁄ \ {1}. Since G is generated by X, there is a word w œ Xú such that fiX(w) = h
(where fiX : Xú

æ G is the surjective map giving the element in G represented by w). Consider the cycle
q = pr in �(G; X Û H) where fi(„(p)) = h and „(r) = w≠1. Then p is an isolated H⁄-component of q
(because r has no H⁄-components at all, being a word in X, so there is no H⁄-component of r for p to
connect to). Applying Lemma 2.21 we obtain h œ È�⁄Í. Therefore H⁄ = È�⁄Í. We note therefore that H⁄

is finitely generated, since �⁄ is finite as follows from the finiteness of R (see above).

We next introduce the concept of a relative Dehn function associated with a relative presentation, which
along with van Kampen diagrams will be useful to the description of Osin’s solution to the word and
membership problem. We begin by discussing relative isoperimetric functions.

Definition 2.23: A relative isoperimetric function for the relative presentation ÈX, H|RÍ is a non-
decreasing function f : N æ N satisfying the following: For every n œ N and every word w œ (X fi H)ú

representing 1 in G with ||w|| Æ n, ÷k œ N such that k Æ f(n) and w = �k

i=1
firif

≠1

i
(equality in

F = F (X) ú (ú⁄œ�H⁄)) for some ri œ R and fi œ F .

Intuitively, an isoperimetric function is an upper bound for the length of a product of conjugates repre-
senting a word equal to 1 in G.
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Definition 2.24: A relative Dehn function of the relative presentation ÈX, H|RÍ is the minimum over
all relative isoperimetric functions. If the relative presentation ÈX, H|RÍ does not admit any finite relative
isoperimetric function, then we say that the relative Dehn function is not well-defined. The relative Dehn
function is not well defined when there are words w over X fi H of some bounded length n which require
an arbitrarily large number of terms to be written as a product of conjugates of elements of R (i.e. the
minimum value of k above can get arbitrarily large). We denote the relative Dehn function by ”rel(n).

Before proceeding, we stop to complete a proof of the following theorem from last section:

Theorem 2.25: ÈX, Hi, i œ {1, ..., m}|AÍ is a relative presentation for G.

Proof. Given a word W of length at most n, it su�ces to show that there exists a van Kampen diagram
with boundary label W and whose R-cells are labeled by words in A. Indeed, this will give us that every
word representing 1 in G can be written as the product of cyclic conjugates of words in A, and combining
with the fact that each word in A represents 1 in G gives us that A generates the kernel of the natural
epimorphism F (X) ú (úm

i=1
Hi) æ G as a normal subgroup. Hence ÈX, Hi, i œ {1, ..., m}|AÍ is a relative

presentation for G. We will also show that the number of such R-cells is at most 2n which will also give us
that ”rel

G
(n) Æ 2n for all n. We proceed by induction. In the base case, when n = 0, W is the empty word

and so we take our van Kampen diagram to just be a point. This has 0 Æ 20 R-cells, as required. Now
consider a word W of length at most n. Let p be a cycle in the relative Cayley graph with label W . If p is
atomic, then we consider the diagram with a single cell labeled by W œ A, so that the number of R-cells is
1 Æ 2n. If p is not atomic, then we can write p = q1q2, where ¸(q1), ¸(q2) Æ ¸(p)≠1 and one of the qi (say, q1)
has ¸(q1) Æ

1

2
¸(p) and is not a geodesic. We therefore have a geodesic path qÕ

1
between its endpoints which

will be shorter than q1. We can then decompose p into the product of two cycles, as shown in the Figure
42 below, both of which are shorter than p. Let V1 denote the label of the cycle q1(qÕ

1
)≠1 and V2 the label

of qÕ

1
q2. Then W = V1V2 as elements of the free product F (X) ú (úm

i=1
Hi), and ||Vi|| Æ ||W || ≠ 1 Æ n ≠ 1 for

each i. Employing the inductive assumption, we then have van Kampen diagrams with boundaries labeled
by V1 and V2 consisting of at most 2n≠1 R-cells labeled by words from A. Gluing these diagrams together
along a point (so that the boundary of the new diagram is the concatenation of the boundaries of the two
smaller diagrams, resembing the concatenation of the two cycles in Figure 42 below), we then obtain a
diagram with boundary label W = V1V2 and with at most 2n≠1 + 2n≠1 = 2n R-cells labeled by elements
from A, as required. Therefore, ÈX, Hi, i œ {1, ..., m}|AÍ is indeed a finite relative presentation for G and
the relative Dehn function of G for this presentation is well defined.

Figure 42: The decomposition of p in the proof of theorem 2.24 when p is not atomic
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We define an important equivalence relation for functions f : N æ N.

Definition 2.26: Given two functions f, g : N æ N, we say that f is asymptotically less than g, written
f 4 g if ÷C, K, L œ N such that f(n) Æ Cg(Kn) + L for all n œ N. We say that f, g are asymptotically
equal, written f ≥ g if f 4 g and g 4 f .

Next, we will prove a theorem demonstrating that weakly relatively hyperbolic groups have linear relative
Dehn functions.

Theorem 2.27: For a group G finitely presented relative to a collection of subgroups {H⁄}⁄œ�, if the
relative Cayley graph �(G; X Û H) is hyperbolic then the relative Dehn function of G with respect to the
relative presentation ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ, ”rel, is asympotically equal to a linear function.

To prove this, we must first develop the concept of a Dehn function of a Cayley graph. We begin with
some definitions from algebraic topology:

• A combinatorial map between cell complexes is a map such that when restricted to each open cell is
a homeomorphism onto an open cell of the codomain cell complex.

• A combinatorial complex is a cell complex K such that the attaching map „e : ˆDn+1
æ Sk(n)K

(Sk(n)K is the n-skeleton of K, the union of all n-cells of K) is a combinatorial map for each (n+1)-
cell e of K.

• A singular combinatorial map f : L æ K between cell complexes L, K is a continuous map such that
for every open n-cell e in L, either f |e is a homeomorphism onto an open cell of K or f(e) ™ Sk(n+1)L.

• A k-partition of D2 for k Ø 3 is a homeomorphism P : D2
æ K where K is a combinatorial 2-complex

such that every 2-cell is the image of a regular ¸-gon in D2 for 3 Æ ¸ Æ k. From this k-partition
we get an induced cell structure on D2: vertices are preimages under P of 0-cells of K, edges are
preimages of 1-cells and faces are preimages of 2-cells.

Figure 43: A k-partition of D2 and an induced cell structure on D2

We will mostly be concerned with combinatorial maps, rather than singular combinatorial maps, because
it is only the image of combinatorial maps that contribute to areas of diagrams, because singular combi-
natorial maps may send 2-cells to 1-cells, which do not contribute to the area. However, in some instances
it will be necessary to map 2-cells to 1-cells (such as in the 0-bordering process discussed below), so we
still consider singular combinatorial maps.
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Now let � be a graph equipped with the combinatorial metric and let c be a cycle in �. A k-filling of
c consists of a k-partition of D2 along with a singular combinatorial map � : Sk(1)D2

æ � such that
�(ˆD2) = c. We denote |�| to be the number of faces of D2 induced by the k-partition.

We define the k-area of c to be A(k)(c) := min{|�| : � is a k-filling of c}. We then define the Dehn function
of � to be the function f (k)

�
(n) = sup{A(k)(c) : c is a cycle in � with ¸(c) Æ n}.

The next lemma tells us that for some k, every cycle in a relative Cayley graph admits a k-filling.

Lemma 2.28: Let G be a group with reduced, finite relative presentation ÈX, H|RÍ. Then for k =
max{max{||r|| : r œ R}, 4}, every cycle q in �(G; XÛH) admits a k-filling with A(k)(q) Æ (k+1)Arearel(q)+
2¸(q).

Proof. We sketch a proof of this result. See Osin’s paper [16] for more details.

First, we fix a van Kampen diagram � of minimal type such that „(ˆ�) = „(q). By Corollary 2.20 we
obtain q

�œS(�) ¸(ˆ�) Æ kArearel(q) + ¸(q).

We next obtain a new diagram � by triangulating every S-cell of length greater than 3 (see Figure 44).
Denote the triangulation of each such S-cell � by Y (�) and replace each such � by Y (�). We obtain
Area(�) Æ NR(�) + q

�œS(�) ¸(ˆ�) Æ (k + 1)Arearel(q) + ¸(q).

Next, we define a k-filling of q using �. We note that every 2-cell is an ¸-gon. However, in general, � may
not be homeomorphic to a disk. To assure that � is homeomorphic to a disk, we perform a topological
procedure called a 0-bordering of the contour of � by adding ¸(q) new cells (see Figure 45). The result is
a diagram �Õ which is a k-filling of q. In this case, we require the added 2-cells �i to be sent to an edge
in order to ensure �(ˆD2) = c.

We then have A(k)(q) Æ Area(�Õ) = Area(�) + ¸(q) Æ (k + 1)Area(q) + 2¸(q), as required.

Figure 44: Triangulation of a 2-cell �
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Figure 45: 0-bordering of a 2-cell � by the 0-faces �i

The above lemma allows us to deduce the following:

Theorem 2.29: Suppose G is finitely presented relative to {H⁄}⁄œ� and suppose ”rel (with respect to
ÈX, H|RÍ) is well-defined. Then f�(G;XÛH) ≥ ”rel.

Proof. We denote � = �(G; X Û H). By Lemma 2.28, for any n œ N and any cycle q with ¸(q) Æ n we
have Ak(q) Æ (k + 1)Arearel(q) + 2¸(q) Æ (k + 1)”rel

G
(n) + 2n, for k as in Lemma 2.28. Then, taking the

supremum over all such cycles we obtain f�(n) Æ (k + 1)”rel

G
(n) + 2n for all n œ N and therefore f� 4 ”rel

G
.

For the reverse inequality, let k œ N be as in the above lemma (such that any cycle in � admits a k-filling).
Let q be a cycle in � such that ¸(q) Æ n. Let � : Sk(1)D2

æ � be a k-filling with the minimum number
of faces induced on D2. We then obtain |�| Æ f�(n) for all n œ N. We shall use � to define labels and
orientation on edges of D2. We define orientation on edges of D2 according to orientation on edges on the
image of �(e), as shown in the picture below.
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Figure 46: Definition of edge orientation in the proof of Theorem 2.29

Now let � be a 2-cell of D2. Then because we have a k-partition of D2, every 2-cell has length at
most k, thus ¸(ˆ�) Æ k. Therefore, as „(ˆ�) is 1 in G, by the van Kampen lemma we have a van
Kampen diagram �(�) over ÈX, H|RÍ such that „(ˆ�(�)) = „(ˆ�) and, by definition of the Dehn function,
NR(�(�)) Æ ”rel(k) < Œ (as the relative Dehn function is well-defined). Replacing every 2-cell � of D2

with �(�), we obtain a van Kampen diagram � over ÈX, H|RÍ such that „(�) = „(q). From this diagram
we obtain:

Arearel(q) Æ NR(�) , (by definition of Area of a cycle)
Æ ”rel(k)|�| , (because there are |�| 2-cells and we split each 2-cell into NR(�(�)) Æ ”rel(k)

smaller 2-cells)
Æ f�(n)”rel(k) , (because |�| Æ f�(n))

As required.

To prove our desired theorem, we need one more result:

Theorem 2.30: Let G be a group and {H⁄}⁄œ� a collection of subgroups. If �(G; X ÛH) is a hyperbolic
space and ”rel

G
is well-defined, then �(G; X Û H) has a linear Dehn function.

Proof. We sketch a proof of this result, following a proof given in [3]. The converse of the above is also
true, though we shall omit its proof (a proof of the converse can also be found in [3] — it is Theorem 2.9
in [3]).

By increasing ” if necessary, we may assume that ” is a positive integer. Let c be a loop in �(G; X ÛH). We
first introduce some notation and terminology. Let ¸0(c) denote the number of maximal non-trivial loops
about vertices of c where c is constant (that is, vertices which are the images under c of some maximal
non-zero subinterval). We note that ¸0(c) Æ ¸(c) + 1, because ¸0(c) is at most the number of vertices of
c, which is at most ¸(c) + 1. By a standard k-filling (P, �) of c, we mean a k-filling of c in which we
triangulate D2 and the singular combinatorial map � sends vertices on the boundary of D2 to vertices on
c and � sends each edge of D2 to either a concatenation of edges of c or to a vertex of c.
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Figure 47: The combinatorial map � in the proof of Theorem 2.30

We proceed by induction on ¸(c) + ¸(c0) to show that every loop c in �(G; X Û H) admits a standard
16”-filling of area (8” + 2)(¸(c) + ¸0(c)), which will show that �(G; X Û H) has a linear Dehn function, by
Remark 2.3 (5) in [3].

In the base case, when ¸(c) + ¸0(c) = 1, we have either ¸(c) = 1 and ¸0(c) = 0 or ¸(c) = 0 and ¸0(c) = 1.
These cases are illustrated below. In the latter case, the image of c consists of just a vertex, so we may
take any 2-complex K homeomorphic to D2 consisting of exactly 8” + 2 triangles to get an induced cell
structure on D2 consisting of 8” + 2 2-cells, and we take our singular combinatorial map � to be the
constant map at the unique vertex of c. We therefore have a standard 16”-filling of c of area 8” + 2. In the
former case, the image of c consists of a unique vertex and a unique edge, so we again form any 2-complex
homeomorphic to D2 with 8” + 2 triangles and we then define our singular combinatorial map � to map
every edge along with the boundary endpoints of the edge homeomorphically onto the loop c. This again
gives us a 16”-filling of c of area 8” +2. Therefore, in either case, we achieve a 16”-filling of c of area 8” +2.

Figure 48: Base case of Theorem 2.30
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Now for the inductive step, we assume ¸(c) Ø 2. We consider two cases:

• ¸0(c) = 0. Then c is either locally injective or c contains a loop which consists of traversing an
edge and then immediately traversing that same edge backwards to return to the original starting
vertex. In the former case, by Lemma 2.6 of Bridson and Haefliger [3], there exist points s, t œ [0, 1]
such that c(s), c(t) are vertices of X and d(c(s), c(t)) Æ min{¸(c�[s,t]) ≠ 1, 16” ≠ ¸(c�[s,t])}. Identifying
ˆ(D2) = S1 with [0, 1] with its endpoints identified, we take s, t œ ˆ(D2) and map the shortest path
on ˆ(D2) between s, t to a geodesic segment in X connecting c(s), c(t). In the latter case, we take
points s, t on ˆ(D2) which map to the endpoints of the edge e along which we travel back and forth
and we connect s, t with the straight line path in D2 between them. We map this straight line path
homeomorphically onto e.

Figure 49: ¸0(c) = 0 when c is locally injective

• ¸0(c) Ø 1. Then we take a subpath c�[s,t] which consists of the concatenation of a vertex and an edge.
In D2, we then join s, t by a straight line and homeomorphically map this straight line onto c�[s,t].

Figure 50: ¸0(c) = 0 when c is not locally injective
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Figure 51: ¸0(c) Ø 1 case

In each of these cases, we divide D2 into two regions, one region which is mapped to an loop containing
c([s, t]) of length at most 16” and the other region being the remainder of D2 which has boundary mapped
to a loop cÕ with ¸(cÕ) + ¸0(cÕ) < ¸(c) + ¸0(c). By the induction assumption, there exists a 16”-filling (P, �)
of cÕ with area (8” + 2)(¸(cÕ) + ¸0(cÕ)) < (8” + 2)(¸(c) + ¸0(c)). We complete this filling of cÕ to the desired
filling of c by joining the vertices of the triangulation of the portion of D2 associated to cÕ to a designated
vertex on the straight line path joining s, t in D2 (see picture below).

Figure 52: Completing the filling of cÕ to a filling of c

We are now ready to prove the desired theorem (Theorem 2.27):

Proof. Since �(G; X Û H) is hyperbolic, by Theorem 2.30 f�(G;XÛH) is linear. Furthermore, by Theorem
2.29, ”rel

≥ f�(G;XÛH). Therefore, ”rel is equivalent to a linear function.
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2.3 Geometry in Relative Cayley Graphs
In this subsection, we assume that we have a finitely generated group G hyperbolic relative to a finite
collection of subgroups {H1, ..., Hm}. We choose a finite generating set X of G such that the following
conditions hold:

(i) We have a finite relative presentation ÈX, H1, ..., Hm|RÍ, and we let L œ N be such that ”rel(n) Æ Ln
for all n œ N and such that ML > 1, where M = max{||r|| : r œ R}.

(ii) For any cycle q in �(G; X Û H), if p1, ..., pk are isolated components Hi-components of q, thenq
k

i=1
dX((pi)≠, (pi)+) Æ ML¸(q).

Since G is hyperbolic relative to {H1, ..., Hm}, we have that �(G; X Û H) is a hyperbolic space for such X
as above (since weak relative hyperbolicity is independent of finite relative generating set by Lemma 2.8).
We now show that there exists a finite generating set X of G which satisfies the above requirements and
also satisfies the lemma below:

Lemma 2.31: Let G be a finitely generated group hyperbolic relative to subgroups {H1, ..., Hm}. Then
there exists a finite generating set X such that the following condition holds:

For any cycle q in �(G; XÛH) and any isolated Hi-components p1, ..., pk of q, we have q
k

i=1
dX((pi)≠, (pi)+) Æ

ML¸(q).

Proof. We begin with a finite, reduced relative presentation ÈX Õ, H1, ..., Hm|RÕ
Í for G (we can find a finite

relative presentation by Theorem 2.25 and then we can make it reduced by compressing each Hi syllable
of a relator to a single element of Hi). Now define X = X Õ

fi �, where � is as defined in Definition 2.13.
Then X is a finite set (X Õ is finite from the definition of a finite relative presentation and that � is finite
follows from RÕ being finite (see below Definition 2.13)). We have that X is a generating set for G because
X Õ

fi (fim

i=1
Hi) generates G and each �i generates Hi. Define R = RÕ

fi {wW
≠1 : w œ �}, with W being

a word in F (X Õ) representing w in G. We see that ÈX, H1, ..., Hm|RÍ arises by applying a finite sequence
of Tietze transformations to ÈX Õ, H1, ..., Hm|RÕ

Í (finite because we have a Tietze transformation for each
element of �, and � is finite), therefore ÈX, H1, ..., Hm|RÍ defines a group isomorphic to G, as required.
Note that we may increase L in the inequality ”rel

G
(n) Æ Ln such that ML > 1 without any problems. It

remains to show that the set X we have defined above satisfies the above lemma.

For the isolated components p1, ..., pk in the Lemma, denote the endpoints ui = (pi)≠ and vi = (pi)+.
By Lemma 2.21, we have q

k

i=1
|u≠1

i
vi|� Æ M ÕArea(q) Æ M ÕLÕ¸(q), where M Õ = maxrœRÕ ||r|| and LÕ is

the bound on the relative Dehn function coming from the relative presentation ÈX Õ, H1, ..., Hm|RÕ
Í. We

increase L such that LÕ
Æ L. Since R ´ RÕ, we note that M := maxrœR ||r|| Ø M Õ. Therefore, we haveq

k

i=1
dX((pi)+, (pi)≠) = q

k

i=1
|u≠1

i
vi|X Æ

q
k

i=1
|u≠1

i
vi|� Æ M ÕLÕ¸(q) Æ ML¸(q), as required.

Quasi-geodesics in relative Cayley graphs

We examine some results about quasi-geodesics in relative Cayley graph that will be useful to us when we
study such problems as the conjugacy problem in relatively hyperbolic groups.

Recall that for relative Cayley graphs we have two notions of distances: relative dXfiH and non-relative
dX . We will find that we can often deduce bounds on non-relative distances using facts about the relative
Cayley graph. We define an important measure of closeness of quasi-geodesics in the relative Cayley graph.

Definition 2.32: We say that two (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesics p, q in �(G; X Û H) are k-similar if
dX(q≠, p≠), dX(q+, p+) Æ k.
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Definition 2.33: A vertex a on a path p in �(G; X Û H) is called a phase vertex if it is not in between
edges labeled by letters from a parabolic subgroup. A path p is called locally minimum if every vertex of
p is a phase vertex. Equivalently, every parabolic component of p has length 1.

The next lemma tells us that we may always assume that our path is locally minimum.

Lemma 2.34: If p is a path in �(G; X Û H), then there exists a locally minimum path p̂ with the same
set of phase vertices as p. In addition, if p is a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic then so is p̂ and if p has no backtracking
then neither does p̂.

Figure 53: Collapsing components to obtain a locally minimum path

Proof. Let p̂ be the path obtained by replacing all parabolic components of p by a single edge (labeled by
an element of the corresponding parabolic subgroup). Then p and p̂ have the same set of phase vertices,
because collapsing all of the parabolic components of p does not a�ect the set of phase vertices.

Next, suppose that p is a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic. Let q be a subpath of p̂. We obtain a subpath q̃ of p by
replacing every parabolic edge of q with the corresponding parabolic syllable in p. Since q is a subpath of
q̃, we have ¸(q) Æ ¸(q̃). In addition, since p is (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic we have ¸(q̃) Æ ⁄dXfiH(q̃≠, q̃+) + c =
⁄dXfiH(q≠, q+) + c (since q, q̃ have the same endpoints). Therefore, ¸(q) Æ ⁄dXfiH(q≠, q+) + c, so p̂ is
(⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic.

Lastly, suppose that p does not backtrack. If p̂ backtracks, then there exists a pair of H⁄-components of
p̂ which are connected. But then replacing these components with the syllables in p, we obtain a pair of
connected components of p, a contradiction.

Our goal is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem 2.35: For any ⁄ Ø 1, c Ø 0, k Ø 0, ÷Á Ø 0 depending only on ⁄, c and k such that for any
k-similar (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesics without backtracking p, q, the following hold:

(a) The Hausdor� distance (using the non-relative metric dX) between the sets of phase vertices of p, q
is bounded above by Á.

(b) If s is an isolated H⁄-component of p then dX(s≠, s+) Æ Á.

(c) If s, t are connected components of p, q, respectively, then dX(s≠, t≠), dX(s+, t+) Æ Á.
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Figure 54: An illustration of the statements of Theorem 2.35

We begin with the proof of part (a) of the main theorem:

Let u be a phase vertex on p. By Lemma 2.34 we can assume that p, q are locally minimal by contracting
all parabolic components of p, q to single parabolic letters. Applying Lemma 1.30, to the pair p, q we get a
constant K0 = K(”, ⁄, c, k) + 1/2 such that for every vertex a on p, there exists a vertex b on q such that
dXfiH(a, b) Æ K0. Set K = K(”, ⁄, c, K0) + 1/2. Note that we can increase K0, K as necessary to acquire
K Ø K0 Ø k. We select vertices u1, u2 on p according to the following scheme:

(i) If dXfiH(p≠, u) Æ 2K (resp. dXfiH(p+, u) Æ 2K) then put u1 = p≠ (resp. u2 = p+).

(ii) If dXfiH(p≠, u) > 2K (resp. dXfiH(p+, u) > 2K), then define u1 to be the point on [p≠, u] such that
dXfiH(u1, u) = 2K (resp. u2 on [u, p+] such that dXfiH(u2, u) = 2K), where by [p≠, u] and [u, p+] we
mean the segments along p.

Applying Lemma 1.30, there exist points v1, v2 on q such that dXfiH(ui, vi) Æ K0 for each i = 1, 2. We may
assume that if u1 = p≠ (resp. u2 = p+) then v1 = q≠ (resp. v2 = q+) because dXfiH(p±, q±) Æ dX(p±, q±) Æ

k Æ K0. We now set some notation.

Define p1 = [p≠, u1] and p2 = [u1, u2] along p and q0 = [v1, v2] along q. We next define geodesics oi between
ui and vi for each i as follows:

(i) If u1 = p≠ (resp. u2 = p+) then o1 (resp. o2) is a geodesic in �(G; X) (i.e. the label of o1 (resp. o2)
consist only of letters from X).

(ii) If u1 ”= p≠ (resp. u2 ”= p+) then o1 (resp. o2) is a geodesic in �(G; X Û H).

We observe that in each case, we have ¸(oi) Æ K0 for each i. Indeed, in case (i) where oi is a geodesic in
X, then we have ¸(oi) = dX((oi)≠, (oi)+) Æ k Æ K0 and in case (ii) where oi is a geodesic in X fi H then
we have ¸(oi) = dXfiH((oi)≠, (oi)+) Æ dX((oi)≠, (oi)+) Æ K0.

Let V be the set of all vertices z on q0 which are at minimum distance from u (i.e. dXfiH(z, u) =
min{dXfiH(u, v) : v is a vertex on V }). Note that for all z œ V , we have dXfiH(u, z) Æ K(”, ⁄, c, K0)+1/2 =
K (indeed, as shown above, the distance between the endpoints of p1 and q0 is bounded above by K0, so
applying Lemma 1.30, there exists a point b on q0 such that dXfiH(u, b) Æ K(”, ⁄, c, K0), but b is a distance
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of at most 1/2 from a vertex v on q0, so u is a distance of at most K(”, ⁄, c, K0) + 1/2 from v, and so
dXfiH(u, z) Æ dXfiH(u, v) Æ K(”, ⁄, c, K0) + 1/2).

For any z œ V , we define O(z) to be the set of all geodesics o in �(G; X Û H) with o≠ = u, o+ = z. For
each z œ V and o œ O(z), we have a picture as below:

Figure 55: Setup of the proof of Theorem 2.35 (a)

Our next goal will be to bound the X-distance between u and any z œ V . We will do this by bounding
above the X-length of each component of an o œ O(z) by showing that every component of o is isolated in
at least one the cycles c1, c2, as shown in Figure 55. We accomplish this through a series of lemmas, whose
proof we sketch using pictures. Before we begin with the lemmas, we will need one more definition.

Definition 2.36: For z œ V and o œ O(z), an ending component of o is a component of o that contains
the vertex z as an endpoint. If o does not have a component which contains z as an endpoint then it is
called a non-ending component of o.

We will deal with ending and non-ending components separately, showing that in each case, the component
is isolated in at least one of the cycles c1, c2. We begin by making a general observation about components.

Lemma 2.37: No Hi-component of oj (j = 1, 2) is connected to an Hi-component of o.

Proof. If we had a connection between a component of o and a component of oj, then using the connection
between these components, we would deduce that dXfiH(u, u1) < 2K (see Figure 56), so o1 would be a
geodesic in �(G; X), so it would not have any components at all, a contradiction.
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Figure 56: The contradiction in the proof of Lemma 2.37

Lemma 2.38: If s is a non-ending component of o and if s is not isolated in cj then s must be connected
to a component of pj.

Proof. By the above lemma, we know that s cannot be connected to a component of oj. Also s cannot
be connected to another component of o because o is a geodesic and hence does not backtrack. Lastly, s
cannot be connected to any component of qj, as similar to above, this would yield a path shorter than o
between u and a vertex on q0, a contradiction.

The above lemma gives us the following corollary:

Corollary 2.39: For every z œ V and o œ O(z), every non-ending component of o is isolated in at least
one of the cycles cj.

Proof. If a component s of o were not isolated in either cycle, then by the previous lemma, s would be
connected to a component of p1 and to a component of p2. This would then yield a connection between
two components of p, contradicting that p does not backtrack.

We now prove a similar result for ending components.

Lemma 2.40: Let j œ {1, 2}. Suppose that for all z œ V , every o œ O(z) has an ending component
which is not isolated in cj. Then for every z œ V , every o œ O(z) is connected to a component of pj.

Proof. Let s be an ending component of o œ O(z) which is not isolated in c1 (taking j = 1, WLOG).
We note that s cannot be connected to another component of o because o is a geodesic and hence does
not backtrack and s cannot be connected to any component of o1 as argued previously. Therefore, s is
connected to a component of q1 or a component of p1. We apply induction on dXfiH(z, v1) to show that
there exists a component of p1 connected to s.

For the base case, dXfiH(z, v1) = 0, the segment q1 is trivial so s cannot be connected to q1, so it must be
connected to a component of p1.
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Figure 57: The base case in the proof of Lemma 2.40

If dXfiH(z, v1) Ø 1, suppose s is connected to a component t of q1. As shown in Figure 58 below, we
can form a geodesic oÕ from u to t≠ which has the same length as o, so t≠ œ V and oÕ

œ O(t≠). But
dXfiH(v1, t≠) < dXfiH(v1, z), so by induction we have a component of p1 connected to c (see Figure 58).
This component of p1 is then connected to s because c is connected to s.

Figure 58: The case dXfiH Ø 1 in the proof of Lemma 2.40

From the above lemma, we obtain the following corollary:

Corollary 2.41: There is a z œ V and o œ O(z) such that either o does not have an ending component
or o does have an ending component and the ending component of o is isolated in at least one of the cycles
c1, c2.
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Proof. Suppose that no such z existed. Then for every z œ V and every o œ O(z), o has an ending
component which is not isolated in either cycle. By the previous lemma, for every z œ V , every o œ O(z)
has a component connected to a component of both p1 and p2. However, this violates the fact that p does
not backtrack.

Returning to the proof of part (a) of Theorem 2.35, we have now shown that all components of every
o œ O(z) are isolated in at least one of c1, c2. We will use this fact to now bound the X - length of these
components.

By Corollaries 2.39 and 2.40, there exists a z œ V and an o œ O(z) such that every component s of o is
isolated in cj for some j. By Lemma 2.31, we have dX(s≠, s+) Æ ML¸(cj).

Bounding above the lengths of the subpaths comprising cj, we have ¸(pj) Æ ⁄dXfiH(u1, u) + c Æ 2K⁄ + c,
¸(qj) Æ ⁄dXfiH(v1, v2) + c Æ ⁄(dXfiH(u1, v1) + dXfiH(u1, u2) + dXfiH(u2, v2)) + c Æ 6K⁄ + c, ¸(o), ¸(oj) Æ K.
Consequently, ¸(cj) Æ 8K⁄ + 2c + 2K for each j. Thus, dX(s≠, s+) Æ ML(8K⁄ + 2c + 2K) for every
component s of o. Hence, dX(u, z) Æ dXfiH(u, z) max{dX(s≠, s+) : s is a component of o} Æ KML(8K⁄ +
2c + 2K), as required. This proves part (a) of Theorem 2.35.

Part (b) of Theorem 2.35 follows quickly from BCP. Indeed, given k≠similar (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesics p, q with
no backtracking, connect p≠ to q≠ and p+ to q+ via geodesics r, s in �(G; X). Then ¸(r) = dX(p≠, q≠) Æ k
and ¸(s) = dX(p+, q+) Æ k. Then by Lemma 1.19 the concatenations rp and qs are (⁄, c + (⁄ + 1)k)-
quasi-geodesics without backtracking (because p, q have no backtracking and r, s have no components), so
÷C = C(⁄, c, k) such that dX(s≠, s+) Æ C for any component s isolated in the cycle (rp)(qs)≠1.

Lastly, to prove (c), suppose we have a pair of connected components s, t of p, q, respectively. Denote by
cÕ the connector between s≠, t≠ and cÕÕ the connector between s+, t+. Let p1 = [p≠, s≠] along p and let
q1 = [q≠, t≠] along q. We note that cÕ is not connected to any component of p1 or q1 as this would contradict
the fact that p, q do not backtrack. By Lemma 1.19, p1cÕ is a (⁄, c + ⁄ + 1)-quasi-geodesic (because cÕ has
length 1 in �(G; X Û H)). Therefore, p1cÕ, q1 is a pair of k-similar (⁄, c + ⁄ + 1)-quasi geodesics without
backtracking and cÕ is an isolated component, so by (b) we have dX(s≠, t≠) Æ C(⁄, c+⁄+1, k). A symmetric
argument (working on the right hand side of the quasi geodesics p, q) yields dX(s+, t+) Æ C(⁄, c+⁄+1, k).

Figure 59: An illustration of the proof of Theorem 2.35 (c)
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⇤
Note that above, to prove part (b) of Theorem 2.35, we used BCP from the definition of relatively hy-
perbolic groups in this paper. However, starting from Osin’s definition of relatively hyperbolic groups
(i.e. finite relative presentation and well-defined, linear relative Dehn function, which we have actually
used throughout this section), we may prove (b), from which we can deduce the definition of relatively
hyperbolic groups of this paper. We note that Lemma 2.31, from which the proof of Theorem 2.35 (a)
depended on, holds true when we use Osin’s definition. Let us now prove Theorem 2.35 (b) using Osin’s
definition and see how this implies the BCP.

Proof of Theorem 2.35 (b) using Osin’s definition:

We will show that there exists a constant C Ø 0 such that for every component s of p which is not
connected to any component of q, we have dX(s≠, s+) Æ C. Let C = LM(1 + ⁄(2‘ + 1) + c + 2‘), where
Á = Á(⁄, ‘, k) is the constant from Theorem 2.35 (a). Let s be a component of p which is not connected
to any component of q. By Theorem 2.35 (a), we have that the X-Hausdor� distance between the set
of phase vertices is at most Á (and we assume that all vertices of p, q are phase, as usual), so there exist
vertices w1, w2 on q such that dX(s≠, w1) Æ Á and dX(s+, w2) Æ Á.
Since q is a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic, we may estimate:

¸([w1, w2]q) Æ ⁄dXfiH(w1, w2) + c

Æ ⁄(dXfiH(w1, s≠) + dXfiH(s≠, s+) + dXfiH(s+, w2)) + c

Æ ⁄(2Á + 1) + c

We connect s≠ to w1 via a geodesic r1 in �(G; X) and s+ to w2 via a geodesic r2 in �(G; X) (i.e. geodesic
with edges labeled only by elements of X). Note that ¸(r1) = dX(s≠, w1) Æ Á and ¸(r2) = dX(s+, w2) Æ Á.
Also, s is isolated in the cycle Ê = sr2[w1, w2]≠1

q
r≠1

1 (see Figure 60 below), as it is not connected to
any component of q and it cannot be connected to any component of r1 or r2 because they do not have
any components (being geodesics in �(G; X)). By Lemma 2.31 we then have dX(s≠, s+) Æ ML¸(Ê) =
ML(¸(s) + ¸(r1) + ¸(r2) + ¸([w1, w2]q)) Æ ML(1 + 2Á + ⁄(2Á + 1) + c) = C, as required. ⇤

Figure 60: The proof of Theorem 2.35 (b) using Osin’s definition of relative hyperbolicity

The BCP now follows immediately from Theorem 2.35 (b). Indeed, consider a (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesic bigon
–—≠1 where –, — do not backtrack and let s be an isolated component in this bigon. Note then that – and
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— are 0-similar (⁄, c)-quasi-geodesics without backtracking, so by Theorem 2.35 (b), we have dX(s≠, s+) Æ

C(⁄, c, 0), where C(⁄, c, 0) is the constant from Theorem 2.35 (b). Note that C(⁄, c, 0) does not depend
on the quasi-geodesics –, —, only depending on the quasi-geodesic constants ⁄, c as well as the group
presentation. Therefore, C(⁄, c, 0) is the desired constant in the BCP. From this, we conclude that Osin’s
definition implies Farb’s definition for finitely generated groups (the hyperbolicity of the relative Cayley
graph follows from Theorem 2.29 and the converse of Theorem 2.30, whose proof we omitted). Earlier
in this section, we also showed that Farb’s definition implies Osin’s definition. Thus, we conclude the
following:

Theorem 2.42 (Equivalent definitions of relative hyperbolicity): Let G be a finitely generated
group and (H⁄)⁄œ� a finite collection of subgroups of G, with H = Û⁄œ�(H⁄ \ {1}). The following are
equivalent:

(a) G is hyperbolic relative to (H⁄)⁄œ� in the sense of Farb (that is, for some (equivalently, any) finite
generating set X, the coned-o� Cayley graph �̂ is hyperbolic and the relative Cayley graph �(G; X Û

H) satisfies the BCP).

(b) G is hyperbolic relative to (H⁄)⁄œ� in the sense of Osin (that is, there is a finite relative presentation
ÈX, H⁄|RÍ of G and the relative Dehn function for the presentation ÈX, H⁄|RÍ is linear).

As an application of this result and harkening back to Example 2.5, we shall show that the free product
of two hyperbolic groups G, H is hyperbolic if and only if G, H are hyperbolic, and that for a hyperbolic
group H, Z2

ú H is hyperbolic relative to Z2 using relative Dehn functions.

Suppose that G, H are hyperbolic, given by finite (non-relative) presentations: G = ÈX1|R1Í and H =
ÈX2|R2Í. Then by the first example in Example 2.5, each of G, H are hyperbolic relative to the trivial
subgroup. Thus, the finite relative presentations ÈX1, {1}|R1Í, ÈX2, {1}|R2Í have linear relative Dehn
functions f1, f2, respectively. We claim that the finite relative presentation ÈX1 fi X2, {1}|R1 fi R2Í for
G ú H has linear relative Dehn function f = f1 + f2. Indeed, let w be a word in (X1 fi X2 fi {1})ú

representing 1 in G ú H of length at most n. We can decompose w as an alternating product w = g1g2...gm

where the gi alternate between words over X1, X2 and 1. Note that by the normal form theorem for free
products each gi is 1 in G or H. We denote the length of each gi (with respect to X1 or X2, depending
on which alphabet gi belongs to) by ni. Note that q

ni Æ n. Then, ÷ki œ N such that each gi can be
written as the sum of at most ki products of conjugates of relators from R1 or R2 (depending on whether
gi is a word over X1 or X2) and ki Æ f1,2(ni) Æ f(ni). Plugging in these expressions of gi as products of
conjugates of relators from R1 or R2, we obtain that w can be written as a product of q

ki conjugates of
elements of R1 fi R2, and q

ki Æ
q

f(ni) = f(q
ni) Æ f(n), as required (we can forget about the 1’s in

w as they make no di�erence in the expression of w as a product of relators conjugated by elements of
F (X1 fi X2) ú {1}).

Conversely, suppose that one of G, H is not hyperbolic. WLOG, suppose G is not hyperbolic. Then G
does not have a linear relative Dehn function, so either its relative Dehn function is undefined or it is
super-linear (i.e. larger than idN). Then there exists an n œ N and words w over X1 of length at most n
representing 1 in G such that k (the number of terms in the expression of w as a product of relators from
R1) cannot be bounded above by a linear function of n. But then such w are also words over X1 fiX2 fi{1}

of length at most n representing 1 in G ú H for which k cannot be bounded above by a linear function of
n. Therefore, G ú H cannot have a linear relative Dehn function, so it is not hyperbolic.

Now we show that Z2
ú H is hyperbolic relative to Z2 if H is hyperbolic. Let H = ÈX|RÍ be a finite

presentation of H for which H has linear relative Dehn function f . A finite relative presentation for Z2
úH

is ÈX,Z2
|RÍ. Consider a word w in (X fi Z2)ú representing 1 in H ú Z2. Then w is an alternating product
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of elements of X and Z2, as above. By the normal form theorem for free products, we have each word is 1
in its respective free factor. For letters over X, we can bound the total number of terms in their expression
as a product of conjugates of relators from R by f(n). For the words over Z2, since we have access to all
of Z2 as generators in F (X) ú Z2, they simply vanish as 1 and are not expressed as products of relators.
Thus, we have w expressed as a product of q

ki Æ
q

f(ni) = f(q
ni) Æ f(n) conjugates of relators from

R, as required.

Symmetric Geodesics

The following concept will be useful in the study of the conjugacy problem:

Definition 2.43: Two paths p, q in �(G; X Û H) are called symmetric if „(p) = „(q) as words in
(X fi H)ú. Given symmetric geodesics p, q, we define elements g1 = (p≠)≠1q≠ and g2 = (p+)≠1q+. We call
g1, g2 characteristic elements of p, q.

Figure 61: Symmetric Geodesics

Remark 2.44: Elements g1, g2 œ G are conjugate if and only if g1, g2 are characteristic elements of a
pair of symmetric geodesics p, q. Indeed, if g2 = t≠1g1t, we take a geodesic path p in �(G; X Û H) to be a
geodesic from 1 to t and letting q be a geodesic from g1 to g1t. Then both p, q have label „(p) = „(q) = t
and we have (p≠)≠1q≠ = g1 and (p+)≠1q+ = t≠1g1t = g2. Therefore, g1, g2 are characteristic elements of
p, q. Conversely, if we have a pair of symmetric geodesics p, q with fi(„(p)) = fi(„(q)) = t and if g1, g2 are
characteristic elements of p, q, then we have p+ = p≠t and q+ = q≠t, so g2 = (p+)≠1q+ = (p≠t)≠1q≠t =
t≠1(p≠)≠1q≠t = t≠1g1t, so g2, g1 are conjugate.

We can think of symmetric paths as being parallel in some sense. Given this interpretation, we can think
of pairs of points being synchronous along the symmetric paths.

Definition 2.45: Given paths p, q in an arbitrary geodesic metric space, points a on p and b on q are
called synchronous if ¸([p≠, a]p) = ¸([q≠, b]q), where [p≠, a]p and [q≠, b]q are subpaths along p, q, respectively.
Similarly, in the relative Cayley graph, components s of p and t of q are called synchronous components if
¸([p≠, s≠]p) = ¸([q≠, t≠]q).
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Figure 62: Synchronous points u, v

We will prove several results about symmetric geodesics that will be useful in our later discussion on the
conjugacy problem.

The first lemma is a fact about general hyperbolic metric spaces that we will apply to �(G; X Û H).

Lemma 2.46: Let (X, d) be a ”-hyperbolic metric space. For all k Ø 0, there exists a constant E = E(k)
such that the following holds: for any pair of k-similar geodesics p, q in X, and for any pair of synchronous
points u on p and v on q, we have d(u, v) Æ E.

Figure 63: The statement of Lemma 2.46
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Proof. Let p, q be k-similar geodesics (whose endpoints we denote by p≠, p+, q≠, q+) and let u, v be syn-
chronous points on p, q, respectively. By Lemma 1.24, we have that dHaus(p, q) Æ 2” + k. Therefore, there
exists a point z on q such that d(u, z) Æ 2” + k. We consider two cases on where the point z can lie.

Case 1: z is on [q≠, v] (where [q≠, v] denotes the segment along q). Let t = d(v, z). As d(p≠, u) = d(q≠, v),
there exists a point zÕ on [p≠, u] such that d(zÕ, u) = t. Our goal is to bound t from above by a constant
depending only on ”, k. Let s = d(z, q≠). We then have s + t = d(u, p≠) Æ 2” + k + s + k =∆ t Æ 2(” + k),
where we have used the triangle inequality to bound d(u, p≠) from above, following the path shown in
Figure 64 below. Therefore, using the triangle inequality once more, we obtain d(u, v) Æ d(u, z)+d(z, v) Æ

2” + k + t Æ 2” + k + 2(” + k) = 4” + 3k.

Figure 64: Case 1 of the proof of Lemma 2.46

Case 2: z is on [v, q+]. We consider three subcases.

• First, suppose that d(z, v) > d(u, p+). Let t = d(z, v). Let w be the point on [v, q+] such that
d(v, w) = d(u, p+). Note that z is on [w, q+] because d(z, v) = t > d(u, p+) = d(v, w). We also
note that d(w, q+) = ¸(q) ≠ ¸(p) Æ 2k. By the triangle inequality, we have d(v, w) = d(u, p+) Æ

d(u, z) + d(z, q+) + d(q+, p+) Æ 2” + k + 2k + k = 2” + 4k. Then t Æ d(v, q+) = d(v, w) + d(w, q+) Æ

2”+4k+2k = 2”+6k. Therefore, d(u, v) Æ d(u, z)+d(z, v) = d(u, z)+t Æ 2”+k+2”+6k = 4”+7k.
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Figure 65: The first subcase of case 2 in Lemma 2.46

• Next, suppose that d(z, v) Æ d(u, p+) but d(u, p+) < d(v, q+). Let w be the point on [v, q+] such that
d(v, w) = d(u, p+). Note thta z is on [v, q+]. As in the above case, we have that d(w, q+) Æ 2k, so
d(w, p+) Æ 3k. Let s = d(z, w). Then d(u, p+) = t + s Æ 2” + k + s + 3k =∆ t Æ 2” + 4k. Hence,
d(u, v) Æ d(u, z) + d(z, v) Æ 2” + k + 4” + 2k = 6” + 3k.

Figure 66: The second subcase of case 2 in Lemma 2.46
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• Lastly, suppose d(u, p+) Ø d(v, q+). We let zÕ be a point on [u, p+] such that d(u, zÕ) = d(v, z) =: t
and let wÕ be a point on [u, p+] such that d(u, wÕ) = d(v, q+) and let s = d(u, wÕ). We note that
d(wÕ, p+) = ¸(p) ≠ ¸(q) Æ 2k, so d(wÕ, q+) Æ 3k, by the triangle inequality. Thus, t + s = d(u, wÕ) Æ

d(u, z) + d(z, q+) + d(q+, wÕ) Æ 2” + k + s + 3k =∆ t Æ 2” + 4k. Thus, d(u, v) Æ d(u, z) + d(z, v) Æ

2” + k + 2” + 4k = 4” + 6k.

Figure 67: The third subcase of case 2 in Lemma 2.46

Thus, we set E = max{4” + 3k, 4” + 7k, 6” + 3k, 4” + 6k} = max{4” + 7k, 6” + 3k}.

Next, we establish a lemma that tells us of the nature of connected components of minimal symmetric
geodesics as well as a distinctness of connectors for distinct pairs of synchronous vertices.

Lemma 2.47: Let (p, q) be a minimal pair of symmetric geodesics in �(G; X Û H). Then the following
hold:

(i) Suppose two Hi-components a, b of p, q are connected. Then a, b are synchronous.

(ii) Suppose u1, v1, u2, v2 are two distinct pairs of synchronous vertices with u1, u2 on p and v1, v2 on q.
Then u≠1

1 v1 ”= u≠1

2 v2.

Proof. We prove (i) first, proceeding by contradiction. Suppose that a, b are connected components, but
not synchronous. Then we may write p = p1ap2 and q = q1bq2 where ¸(p1) ”= ¸(q1). We assume, without
loss of generality, that ¸(q1) < ¸(p1). We have a configuration as below:
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Figure 68: Arrangement in (i) of Lemma 2.47

Since the cycles c1, c2 are closed loops (refer to Figure 68), their labels „(c1), „(c2) represent 1 in G. There-
fore, by the van Kampen lemma, there exist van Kampen diagrams �1, �2 over the relative presentation
ÈX, H⁄, ⁄ œ �|RÍ such that „(�i) = „(ci) for each i.

Figure 69: van Kampen diagrams for cycles c1, c2 in Lemma 2.47

We notice that �1, �2 share the common edge e, so we may identify �1, �2 along e to get a new diagram
� with „(�) = r≠1

1 pr2q≠1.
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Figure 70: Identifying the common edges of van Kampen diagrams for c1, c2

Next, we identify p, q in � to get another diagram �

Figure 71: Identifying p, q to get a new van Kampen diagram �

Then, we cut � along the path q1ep2 to obtain a new diagram �. The cutting along the specified path makes
the cut path part of the boundary of �, and so we have: „(ˆ�) = „(r1)≠1U„(r2)U≠1 where U = „(q1ep2).

Letting g1 = fi(„(r1)) and g2 = fi(„(r2)), we note that g2 = fi(U)≠1g1fi(U) because 1 = fi(„(�)) =
fi(„(r1)≠1U„(r2)U≠1) = fi(„(r1))≠1fi(U)fi(„(r2)) = g≠1

1 fi(U)≠1g2fi(U), so g1 = fi(U)≠1g2fi(U).

By Remark 2.44, the equality g1 = fi(U)≠1g2fi(U) gives us that g1, g2 are characteristic elements for a
symmetric pair of geodesics pÕ, qÕ such that „(pÕ) = „(qÕ) = U . However, g1, g2 are also characteristic
elements for p, q and ¸(pÕ) = ||U || = ¸(q1) + ¸(e) + ¸(p2) < ¸(p1) + 1 + ¸(p2) = ¸(p), a contradiction to the
minimality of p, q.

We now prove (ii). We again proceed by contradiction. Suppose that u≠1

1 v1 = u≠1

2 v2 =: w for distinct pairs
of synchronous vertices (u1, v1), (u2, v2). Write p = t1t2t3 and q = tÕ

1
tÕ

2
tÕ

3
. Write f1 = fi(„(t1)) = fi(„(tÕ

1
))
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and f3 = fi(„(t3)) = fi(„(tÕ

3
)).

Figure 72: The setup of the proof of Lemma 2.47 (ii)

Let g1, g2 be characteristic elements for p, q. Note that g2 = f≠1

3 wf3 and g1 = f1wf≠1

1 , so w = f≠1

1 g1f1.
Then g2 = (f1f3)≠1g1(f1f3). However, |f1f3|XfiH Æ |f1|XfiH + |f3|XfiH < ¸(p) (as ¸(t2) > 0, since u1 ”= u2).
Therefore, g1, g2 are characteristic elements for a pair of symmetric geodesics with length shorter than p,
contradicting the minimality of the pair (p, q).

The next lemma we prove tells us that synchronous vertices far away from the endpoints of minimal
symmetric geodesics are close.

Lemma 2.48: Let (p, q) be a minimal pair of symmetric geodesics in �(G; X Û H) such that
max{dXfiH(p≠, q≠), dXfiH(p+, q+)} Æ k. Let u, v be synchronous vertices on p, q such that
min{dXfiH(p≠, u), dXfiH(u, p+)} Ø 2E, where E = E(k) is the constant from Lemma 2.46. Then dX(u, v) Æ

6MLE2k.

Figure 73: The statement of Lemma 2.48
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Proof. Because min{dXfiH(p≠, u), dXfiH(u, p+)} Ø 2E, there exist distinct points u1, u2 on p such that
dXfiH(ui, u) = 2E for each i = 1, 2. Take u1 to be the point to left of u and u2 to be the point to the right
of u. Define points v1, v2 on q analogously.

We let oi denote connecting geodesics from ui to vi for each i = 1, 2 and similarly we connect u, v with a
geodesic o. Define cycles c1, c2 as shown in Figure 74 below.

Figure 74: The segments oi and cycles ci in the proof of Lemma 2.48

We note that every component of o is isolated in at least one of the cycles c1 or c2. Indeed, first we
note that there can be no component of o connected to any oi because if there was a component s of o
connected to a component t of o1 (WLOG), we would have dXfiH(u, u1) Æ dXfiH(u, s≠) + dXfiH(s≠, t≠) +
dXfiH(t≠, u1) Æ dXfiH(u, v)≠1+1+¸(o1)≠1 (we have dXfiH(u, s≠) Æ dXfiH(u, v) and dXfiH(t≠, u1) Æ ¸(o1)≠1
because dXfiH(s≠, s+) = dXfiH(t≠, t+) = 1). However, we have dXfiH(u, v), ¸(o1) Æ E, so we conclude with
dXfiH(u, u1) Æ 2E ≠ 1 < 2E, a contradiction to the definition of the ui. Therefore, components of o can
only possibly be connected to components of p or q. Thus, if a component s of o is isolated neither in c1

nor in c2, this means that s is connected either to a component r1 of p1 and a component r2 of q2, or to a
component rÕ

1
of p2 and a component rÕ

2
of q1 (see Figures 76 and 77 below).
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Figure 75: One of the possible cases of components connected to s in the proof of Lemma 2.48

Figure 76: The other possible case of components connected to s in the proof of Lemma 2.48

In either case, we obtain a connection between components of p, q which are not synchronous (as one of
the components is to the left of o while the other to the right) and according to Lemma 2.47 (i), this is
impossible. We therefore conclude that every component of o is isolated in at least one of the cycles c1 or
c2.
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By Lemma 2.31, every component of o has X-length bounded above ML maxi ¸(ci). By Lemma 2.46, we
know that ¸(o) Æ E and ¸(oi) Æ E for each i = 1, 2. Therefore, for each i, we have ¸(ci) = dXfiH(ui, u) +
¸(oi) + dXfiH(vi, v) + ¸(o) Æ 2E + E + 2E + E = 6E.

Finally, we conclude that dX(u, v) Æ ¸(o)ML maxi ¸(ci) Æ E · ML6E = 6MLE2. If k Ø 1, then we obtain
dX(u, v) Æ 6MLE2k, and if k = 0, then as (p, q) is a minimal pair of symmetric 0-similar geodesics, p, q
are both trivial paths (length 0), hence dX(u, v) = 0 = 6MLE2

· 0. Therefore, in either case we see that
dX(u, v) Æ 6MLE2k, as required.

As a corollary of the above results, we show that for any pair of conjugate elements, we can bound the
length of any conjugating element between these elements in terms of a bound on the relative length of
these elements. This will prove to be of considerable use in our discussion of the conjugacy problem.

Corollary 2.49: For any k Ø 0, there exists a constant fl = fl(k) such that for any pair of conjugate
elements f, g œ G such that max{|f |XfiH, |g|XfiH} Æ k, there exists t œ G such that f t = g (f t := t≠1ft)
and |t|XfiH Æ fl.

Proof. Let E = E(k) be the constant given by Lemma 2.46. Let p, q be a minimal pair of symmetric
geodesics with characteristic elements f, g. Set t = fi(„(p)). Note then that f t = g.

If ¸(p) Æ 4E, then we are done, as then we can set fl = 4E to get |t|XfiH Æ fl. Therefore, we assume ¸(p) >
4E. In this case, there exists a subsegment p0 of p such that dXfiH(p≠, (p0)≠) = dXfiH((p0)+, p+) = 2E.
Thus, for every vertex u on p0 we have min{dXfiH(p≠, u), dXfiH(u, p+)} Ø 2E. Projecting each vertex u on
p0 to its synchronous vertex v on q, by Lemma 2.48, we have dX(u, v) Æ 6MLE2k. Let n = ¸(p0). Then
we have n + 1 vertices u1, ..., un+1 on p0, with their corresponding synchronous vertices v1, ..., vn+1 on q.
We have |u≠1

i
vi|X = dX(ui, vi) Æ 6MLE2k and by Lemma 2.47 (ii), we have u≠1

i
vi ”= u≠1

j
vj for ui ”= uj.

Therefore, the map „ : {u1, ..., un+1} æ BX(6MLE2k, 1) given by „(ui) = u≠1

i
vi is an injection and we

conclude that n + 1 Æ |BX(6MLE2k, 1)|. Note that BX(6MLE2k, 1) is finite because the generating set
X is finite.

Figure 77: An illustration of the proof of Corollary 2.49
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Therefore, we have |t|XfiH = ¸(p) = ¸(p0) + 4E Æ |BX(6MLE2k, 1)| + 4E ≠ 1. Thus, we set fl(k) =
|BX(6MLE2k, 1)| + 4E ≠ 1.

2.4 Algebraic Properties of Relatively Hyperbolic Groups
As in the above sections, we assume here that we have a finitely generated group G hyperbolic relative
to the collection of subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} with finite relative presentation ÈX, H1, ..., Hm|RÍ. We present
here some interesting algebraic properties of relatively hyperbolic groups, omitting the proof of a few
results. Many of these properties will not have any applications to the algorithmic problems that we will
discuss in the next section (though they do have important applications to algorithmic problems that we
will not discuss in this paper, such as the order problem and the root problem), but we still present these
results (and some proofs) because they are interesting in their own right.

Algebraic Properties of elements of finite order

We distinguish two types of group elements:

Definition 2.50: An element g œ G is called parabolic if it is conjugate to an element of H⁄ for some ⁄.
Otherwise, g is called hyperbolic.

It turns out that hyperbolic elements in relatively hyperbolic groups have only finitely many conjugacy
classes. This is useful in solving the order problem (see Osin [16]).

Theorem 2.51: There are only finitely many conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements of finite order.

We will prove this theorem by sketching the proof of a couple of lemmas.

The first lemma we will examine tells us that elements of finite order in G are conjugate to elements of
bounded length.

Lemma 2.52: Let g œ G have finite order and let ” be a hyperbolicity constant of �(G; X Û H). Then
g is conjugate to h œ G with |h|XfiH Æ 8” + 1.

Proof. We may assume g ”= 1, as the result is clearly true if g = 1. We proceed by contradiction, assuming
that no such element h exists. Let g0 be a shortest element in the conjugacy class [g]. Then |g0|XfiH > 8”+1
because g is not conjugate to any element of length at most 8” + 1. We fix a word U in the free monoid
(X fi H)ú of minimal length such that fi(U) = g0 (so U satisfies ||U || = |g|XfiH). For each n œ N, we define
a path pn with (pn)≠ = 1 and „(pn) = Un (see Figure 78). Then each pn is an (8” + 1)-local geodesic.
Indeed, suppose q is a subpath of pn with ¸(q) Æ 8” + 1. Then because ||U || > 8” + 1, we have that „(q)
is a subword of a cyclic permutation U Õ of U . Note that ||U Õ

|| = ||U || and fi(U Õ) is conjugate to fi(U),
being cyclic permutations of each other in G. If q were not a geodesic, then we could replace q with a
shorter path qÕ with the same endpoints. This would yield a word U ÕÕ with fi(U ÕÕ) = fi(U Õ) = fi(U) = g0

but ||U ÕÕ
|| < ||U Õ

|| = ||U ||, contradicting the fact that U is the shortest word over X fi H representing g0.
Therefore, q is a geodesic, as required.

As each pn is an 8” + 1-local geodesic, by Lemma 1.31 (ii), pn is a (⁄, c)-quasi geodesic for (⁄, c), with
⁄ Æ 3, c = 2”. Therefore, we have ¸(pn) Æ ⁄dXfiH((pn)≠, (pn)+) + c = ⁄dXfiH(1, gn

0
) + c = ⁄|gn

0
|XfiH + c.

Note that ¸(pn) = n||U || = n|g0|XfiH, so we obtain: n|g0|XfiH Æ ⁄|gn

0
|XfiH + c for each n œ N. But if m œ N

is the order of g0, then for each k œ N we have |gkm

0
|XfiH = 0, so that km|g0|XfiH Æ c for all k œ N. As

g0 ”= 1 (since g ”= 1, so 1 /œ [g]), we have |g0|XfiH > 0. Therefore, limkæŒ km|g0|XfiH = Œ, a contradiction
to above.
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Figure 78: Proof of Lemma 2.52: The path pn

The next lemma gives us a bound on the X-length of minimal X fi H-length elements in the conjugacy
class of hyperbolic elements.

Lemma 2.53: There exists B Ø 0 such that for any finite order hyperbolic g œ G with |g|XfiH being
minimal among all elements in [g], we have |g|X Æ B|g|

2

XfiH
.

Proof. We sketch a proof with the aid of diagrams.

We let U œ (X fi H)ú be a word of minimal length such that fi(U) = g. Let n be the order of g and let
¸ = |g|XfiH. Let p be any cycle in �(G; X Û H) such that „(p) = Un.

We construct a subpath of p0 of p as follows:

(i) If p has no backtracking, set p0 = p

(ii) If p backtracks, then we may decompose p as p = as1bs2c where s1, s2 are adjacent connected
components of p (meaning that there are no components in between s1 and s2 which are connected
to each other or connected to s1 or s2). Therefore, in this decomposition, b does not backtrack and
has no components connected to s1 or s2. We set p0 = b.
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Figure 79: Proof of Lemma 2.53: Case (ii) in the construction of p0 and the path e

Note that p0 is a subword of a cyclic permutation of Un, so we can write „(p0) = Uk

0
V where U0 is a cyclic

permutation of U and ||V || < n. We note that k > 0 since if k = 0, then „(p0) = V , contradicting the
minimality of |g|XfiH in [g].

We then connect the endpoints of p0 with a path e which has ¸(e) Æ 1 (in case (i), e is trivial and in case
(ii) e is a connector between endpoints of the components s1, s2). We denote “ = p0e≠1 the resulting cycle.
We note that “ has no backtracking since in case (i), “ = p0 and in case (ii), p0 has no backtracking and
no component of p0 is connected to s1 or s2.

We now estimate the X-length of the syllables of U . If W is an Hj syllable of U , then as there are k copies
of cyclic permutations of U in „(p0), there are at least k copies of W in „(c).

Therefore, by Lemma 2.31, we have k|fi(W )|X Æ ML¸(c). Estimating ¸(c), we have ¸(c) = ¸(p0) + ¸(e) Æ

k¸ + ||V || + 1 Æ k¸ + ¸ ≠ 1 + 1 = ¸(k + 1). Thus, k|fi(W )|X Æ ML¸(k + 1), so |fi(W )|X Æ ML¸k+1

k
Æ 2ML¸

(k+1

k
Æ 2 because k Ø 1). Thus, having estimated the X-length of all syllables of U , we have |fi(U)|X Æ

|fi(U)|XfiH2ML¸ = 2ML¸2. Thus, we set B = 2ML.

Using the above lemmas, we now prove Theorem 2.51:

From each conjugacy class of a finite order hyperbolic element g, choose a g0 œ [g] of minimal length.
By Lemma 2.53 we have |g0|X Æ B|g0|

2

XfiH
for some B independent of g0 or g. By Lemma 2.52 we have

|g0|XfiH Æ 8” + 1, so that |g0|X Æ B(8” + 1)2. Therefore, we obtain a map from the set of all conjugacy
classes of finite order hyperbolic elements into BX(1, B(8” +1)2), given by [g0] ‘æ g0, where g0 is a minimal
length element in its conjugacy class. This map is injective since conjugacy classes are pairwise disjoint.
In addition, BX(1, B(8” + 1)2) is finite because X is finite. Therefore, the set of conjugacy classes of finite
order hyperbolic elements is finite. ⇤
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Translation numbers

We next briefly discuss an important algebraic and geometric concept called the translation number.

Definition 2.54: Given a group G generated by a finite set X relative to the collection of subgroups
{H⁄}⁄œ�, we define the translation number of x œ G by: · rel(x) = limnæŒ

|x
n

|XfiH

n
.

Note that the limit in the above definition always exists. To show this, we prove a more general statement
(known as Fekete’s lemma). Let (an)Œ

n=1
be a subadditive sequence of real numbers, that is, an+m Æ an +am

for all n, m œ N. Then limnæŒ
an
n

= infnœN
an
n

(the proof below is due to [12]).

Indeed, let L = infnœN
an
n

and let ‘ > 0. Then ÷n œ N such that an
n

< L + ‘/2 =∆ an < n(L + ‘/2).
For any m Ø n, writing m = qn + r for q œ N and 0 Æ r < n, we have by subadditivity am Æ qan + ar.
Letting b = max{a1, ..., an}, we have am

m
Æ

qan+ar

m
Æ

qan+b

m
< qn(L+‘/2)+b

m
. Since qn(L+‘/2)+b

m
æ L + ‘/2 as

m æ Œ, we have M œ N such that for all mÕ
Ø M , |

qn(L+‘/2)+b

mÕ ≠ (L+ ‘/2)| < ‘/2 =∆
qn(L+‘/2)+b

mÕ < L+ ‘.
Thus, for m Ø max{n, M}, we have am

m
< L + ‘. But also for any m œ N, since L = infnœN

an
n

we have
am
m

Ø L > L ≠ ‘. Thus, for any m Ø max{n, M}, we have L ≠ ‘ < am
m

< L + ‘, so limnæŒ
an
n

= L.

Note that this proves the translation number limit exists and converges to infnœN
|x

n
|XfiH

n
because the

function n ‘æ |xn
|XfiH is subadditive, by Proposition 1.33 (b) and simple induction.

Some useful properties of translation numbers are outlined in the following lemma:

Lemma 2.55: For g œ G, we have the following:

(i) · rel(g) Æ |g|XfiH

(ii) For any n œ Z, · rel(gn) = |n|· rel(g).

Proof. (i): By Proposition 1.33 (b) and simple induction, for each n œ N, we have |gn
|XfiH Æ n|g|XfiH.

Therefore, · rel(g) Æ limnæŒ

n|g|XfiH

n
= |g|XfiH.

(ii): If n Ø 0, we have · rel(gn) = limmæŒ

|(g
n

)
m

|XfiH

m
= limmæŒ

|g
nm

|XfiH

m
= limmæŒ

|g
m

|XfiH

m/n
= n limmæŒ

|g
m

|XfiH

m
=

n· rel(g).

If n < 0, then n = ≠|n|. Then · rel(gn) = · rel(g≠|n|) = · rel((g≠1)|n|) = |n|· rel(g≠1) (by the n Ø 0 case)
= |n|· rel(g) (· rel(g≠1) = · rel(g) because |g≠1

|XfiH = |g|XfiH, as shown in Proposition 1.33 (a)).

An interesting fact about translation numbers in relatively hyperbolic groups is that there is a uniform,
positive lower bound on the translation number of infinite order hyperbolic elements.

Theorem 2.56: There exists d > 0 such that for all hyperbolic, infinite order g œ G we have · rel(g) > d.

Though interesting in its own right, we will not make use of this theorem in our paper and so we do not
present its proof here. We refer the interested reader to Osin’s paper [16] for the proof of this theorem and
its applications.

Commutative Transitivity

Commutative transitivity is an interesting property of certain groups which has to do with the following
relation on non-trivial group elements a ≥ b ≈∆ [a, b] = 1 (i.e. a commutes with b). A commutative
transitive (CT) group is one in which the relation ≥ is a transitive relation (therefore making ≥ an
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equivalence relation on the set of non-trivial elements, since reflexivity and symmetry of ≥ always hold).
Note that a group is CT if and only if the centralizer of every non-trivial element is abelian (for this
reason, CT groups are also sometimes referred to as CA, for "Centralizer Abelian"). CT groups have many
nice structural properties, and their theory is explored in papers such as [8] and [17]. Examples of CT
groups include abelian groups and free groups. Interestingly, toral relatively hyperbolic groups (i.e. finitely
generated, torsion-free groups hyperbolic relative to abelian subgroups) are also CT, as proved by Zhang
in [19]. The proof of this result departs too greatly from the focus of this thesis, so we shall omit it, though
this result will come in great use to us when we discuss the solution to the generalized conjugacy problem
in the next section.
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2.5 Algorithmic Problems
We examine several algorithmic problems in relatively hyperbolic groups and construct algorithms which
solve these problems.

Word Problem:

We consider a recursively presented group G = ÈX|RÍ (i.e. X, R are recursive sets, meaning that there
exists an algorithm which enumerates their elements). The word problem asks if, given an arbitrary word
w = x1, ..., xn in G, xi œ X±, whether or not w = 1 in G. It was shown by Novikov in [14] and Boone in
[2] that for general finitely presented groups the word problem is unsolvable (that is, there exist finitely
presented groups for which no algorithm can solve the word problem). However, for a finitely presented
group G hyperbolic relative to a collection of subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} with each subgroup Hi having solvable
word problem, it turns out that the word problem is solvable in G as well. We first need to prove a couple
of simple lemmas that will be employed in our solution of the word problem.

Lemma 2.57: Let F = F (S) be the free group on S (|S| < Œ). Then F has solvable word problem.

Proof. Let w = s1s2...sn, si œ S± be a word in F . Then w = 1 if and only if w is the empty word over S±

(i.e. n = 0 in the above expression), as otherwise w = 1 would induce a non-trivial relation among the free
generators of F , contradicting the fact that F is a free group having no non-trivial relations. Therefore,
to determine whether w = 1 in F , one simply has to freely reduce w and check if it reduces to the empty
word. Therefore, the word problem is solvable.

Lemma 2.58: Let H1, ..., Hn be finitely presented groups with solvable word problem. Then the free
product H1 ú ... ú Hn has solvable word problem.

Proof. We show this for the case n = 2 and apply induction for general n.

When n = 2, any element w in G can be decomposed as w = g1h1...gmhm for some m Ø 0, where gi œ H1

(g1 possibly trivial) and hi œ H2 (hm possibly trivial). If m = 0 then w = 1 as it is the empty word in this
case, so we may assume that m > 0. We check whether some gi = 1 for i = 2, ..., m is in H1 or hi = 1 for
some i = 1, ..., m ≠ 1 in H2 using the solution to the word problem in H1, H2. If one of these gi, hi is 1,
then we remove it and repeat the process. If we eliminate all of the gi, hi, then w = 1. Otherwise, if we
find each such gi, hi ”= 1, then we conclude by the normal form theorem that w ”= 1. Therefore, the word
problem is solvable in H1 ú H2.

For general n, we apply induction and the solution for n = 2 to deduce that the word problem is solvable
in H1 ú ... ú Hn.

Theorem 2.59: Let G be a finitely generated group hyperbolic relative to subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} with
a solution to the word problem being known in each subgroup Hi. Then the word problem is solvable in
G.

Proof. We make use of van Kampen diagrams and Dehn functions. Choose a finite generating set X of G.
We may also assume that X is symmetrized (i.e. X = X≠1), since if X is not symmetrized, we need only
append finitely many generators and finitely many relators to the relative presentation to obtain a relative
presentation ÈX, H1, ..., Hm|RÍ with symmetrized generating set X (we may choose the relative presentation
as in Theorem 2.25). We may also assume that the relative presentation is reduced (if it is not reduced,
we make it reduced by contracting each Hi syllable to a single letter from Hi and this operation does not
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a�ect the presentation because the new relators are still the same elements in F := F (X)ú (úm

i=1
H̃i), where

H̃i is an isomorphic copy of Hi). For each i, we let �i be the set of all elements of Hi that are represented
by Hi-syllables of relators and we let � = fi

m

i=1
�i as in Definition 2.13. By Proposition 2.22, we have that

Hi = È�iÍ for all i and each �i is finite. Let Ïi : Hi æ H̃i be a group isomorphism and let �̃ = fi
m

i=1
Ïi(�i).

Note that �̃ is finite, being the finite union of finite sets Ïi(�i). Now being the free product of F (X) and
the H̃i, and since each H̃i is generated by Ïi(�i), we have that F = ÈX fi (fim

i=1
Ïi(�i))Í = ÈX fi �̃Í. We

denote Z = X fi �̃. Since X and �̃ are both finite, Z is finite and so F is finitely generated.

Now let n œ N and let w be a word in Xú with ||w|| Æ n. By the van Kampen lemma, w = 1 in G if
and only if there exists a van Kampen diagram � over ÈX, H1, ..., Hm|RÍ with „(ˆ�) = w. Given such a
diagram �, we claim that every edge of � is labeled by an element of Z. Indeed, if e is an external edge
then e is part of ˆ� which is labeled by w, a word in X, hence e is a letter from Z, and if e is an internal
edge, then by Lemma 2.19 e is an edge of the boundary of some R-cell, so „(e) œ Z because „(e) is either
a letter from X in which case „(e) œ Z or „(e) is a letter from some H̃⁄, in which case „(e) œ �̃⁄ ™ �̃ ™ Z.

Next, we have w = 1 in G if and only if w = �k

i=1
f≠1

i
rifi for fi œ F , ri œ R and k Æ ”rel(n) (note that

the relative Dehn function of G with respect to the relative presentation is well-defined by Theorem 2.25).
Note that each fi labels a path in � without self-intersection, therefore, |fi|Z Æ |E(�)| Æ MNR(�) +
¸(ˆ�) (by Corollary 2.20) Æ M”rel(n) + ||w|| Æ M”rel(n) + n. Hence, because Z is finite, there are only
finitely many possibilities for the elements fi.

Therefore, in order to solve the word problem in G we just need to check finitely many (bounded above by
a recursive function of n (a recursive function is a function from N to N whose values can be listed by an
algorithm)) equalities w = �k

i=1
f≠1

i
rifi in F . We can check each equality because F is a free product of

groups with solvable word problem, therefore F has solvable word problem by Lemma 2.58. We conclude
therefore that G has solvable word problem.

Farb’s solution to the word problem

There is another approach to solving the word problem in relatively hyperbolic groups which is an algorithm
that relies on the geometry of the relative Cayley graph rather than on van Kampen diagrams and Dehn
functions. We describe this algorithm, given in Farb’s paper [8]:

In this subsection, we fix a finite generating set X of G and consider a finite collection of finitely generated
subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} of G, with Hi generated by the finite set Yi, such that G is hyperbolic relative
to this collection. We denote � = �(G; X) and the coned-o� Cayley graph relative to the collection
{H1, ..., Hm} by �̂. We fix a hyperbolicity constant ” for �̂. We assume that the word problem is solvable
in each subgroup Hi.

Farb’s solution to the word problem involves employing a curve shortening algorithm which shortens closed
loops in �. We begin by describing this algorithm.

The Curve Shortening Algorithm:

We denote C = C(1, 2) to be the constant from the bounded coset penetration property (Definition 2.3)
and we let k = 8” + 1. Let p be a loop in � based at the identity with label w (so that w = 1 in G).

For each subgroup Hi, we let Yi be a set of words in F (X) representing the generators in Yi. We define
the following balls in the free groups F (Yi) and F (X):

L
i

1
= {z œ F (Yi) : |z|Yi Æ C} and L2 = {z œ F (X) : |z|X Æ (8” ≠ 1)C}. We use these sets in the curve

reduction algorithm. First, we define a process called component reduction.
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Component Reduction: For each Hi-component hi of „(p), if fi(hi) = fi(–) for some – œ L
i

1
(we can check

this equality because the word problem is solvable in Hi), then we replace hi by – in „(p) (where we write
– as a word in X in this replacement).

We consider the following cases. First, if p is a k-local geodesic, then by Lemma 1.31 (i), we have that
p ™ N2”([p≠, p+]) = N2”(1). It follows that ¸(p) Æ 2”. Indeed, if ¸(p) Ø 2” +1 then p would have a subpath
q of length 2” + 1 Æ 8” + 1 = k starting at the identity, hence q would be a geodesic and we would have
dXfiH(1, q+) = 2” + 1 > 2”, hence p would leave N2”(1), a contradiction. Thus, ¸(p) Æ 2” < k, so p is a
geodesic and hence if fi(w) = 1 then p is the trivial path at 1, so that w is the empty word.

If p is not a k-local geodesic, then we show that we can reduce p to a k-local geodesic as follows. As p is
not a k-local geodesic, there exists a subpath q of length at most k which is not a geodesic but any proper
subpath of q is a geodesic (to acquire such q, just take any minimal length subpath which is not a geodesic,
which will have length at most k since p is not a k-local geodesic). We note that q is a (1,2)-quasi-geodesic
(because q is the concatenation of a geodesic and an edge of length 1, hence is a (1,2)-quasi-geodesic
by Lemma 1.19) without backtracking (because if we had two connected components of q, then these
components would have to be the first and last edges of q, otherwise they would be contained in a proper
subpath of q which is a geodesic, and we know geodesics do not backtrack, but then q would only consist
of a component of length 1 and no other edges, so it would have no connected components). We connect
the endpoints of q with a geodesic – having minimal possible X-length among all geodesics joining the
endpoints of q. We claim that there are no connected components of q and –.

Indeed, if we had a pair of connected components s of – and t of q (as shown below in Figures 81 and 82),
then we must have ¸([–≠, s≠]) = ¸([q≠, t≠]q) because if ¸([–≠, s≠]) < ¸([q≠, t≠]q) then traveling along [–≠, s≠]
and then along a connector to t+ (see Figure 81 below), we would obtain d(–≠, t+) Æ ¸([–≠, s≠]) + 1. Now
either t is the last edge of q or not. If t is not the last edge of q, then [q≠, t+]q is a proper subpath of q and
hence is a geodesic, but traveling along connectors as shown below, we find d(q≠, t+) Æ ¸([–≠, s≠]) + 1 <
¸([q≠, t≠]q) + 1 = ¸([q≠, t+]q), contradicting that [q≠, t+]q is a geodesic. On the other hand, if t is the last
edge of q, then s must also be the last edge of –, otherwise connecting t+ to s≠, we obtain a path of length
1 connecting t+ to s≠, which is shorter than the path along – from s≠ to t+, which has length at least 2
if s is not the last edge of –. Thus, as s and t are the last edges of their respective paths and are both
Hi-components, in the loop q–≠1 we combine s and t into a single component, which will be isolated in the
cycle q–≠1. Conversely, if ¸([q≠, t≠]q) < ¸([–≠, s≠]), then traveling along [q≠, t≠]q then along a connector,
we would obtain a path connecting the endpoints of [–≠, s+] which is shorter than ¸([–≠, s+]), contradicting
the fact that [–≠, s+] is a geodesic.

Now since ¸([–≠, s≠]) = ¸([q≠, t≠]q) and ¸(–) < ¸(q), we must have ¸([s≠, –+]) < ¸([t≠, q+]q). If neither s nor
t are the last components of –, q, then connecting s+ to t≠, we obtain a shorter path than [t≠, q+]q traveling
along – to s+ and then along the connector of length 1 to t≠, contradicting the fact that [t≠, q+]q is a
geodesic. If s, t are the last components of –, q, then their concatenation st is an isolated component of the
cycle q–≠1, as noted above. We conclude therefore that the cycle q–≠1 has all of its components isolated.
Therefore, –, q form a (1,2)-quasi-geodesic bigon with no backtracking sides and in which all components are
isolated. By the BCP, we then have for each component s of the cycle –q≠1 that dX(s≠, s+) Æ C. Therefore,
since the label of each Hi-component has been replaced by a word of Yi-length at most C representing the
same element in G if such a word exists, we have ¸X(–q≠1) Æ C¸XfiH(–q≠1) Æ C(k + k ≠ 1) = C(8” ≠ 1)
(here ¸X denotes the length in the non-relative Cayley graph �(G; X)). Therefore, „(–q≠1) œ L2 (where
we have written „(–q≠1) as a word over X). Thus, replacing q with – gives us a new path pÕ with label wÕ

such that fi(wÕ) = fi(w). We perform this procedure for all such minimal non-geodesic subpaths of length
at most k. We continue this coset reduction procedure until we are left with a k-local geodesic, and then
revert to the above case. The significance of defining the set L2 is that we can identify these subpaths
of length at most k which are not geodesics by looking for subpaths whose labels are more than half of a
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word in L2 (which is easy to do algorithmically) and if we find such subpaths then we replace them with
subpaths – as above, whose label is the shorter half of a word from L2.

In this way, starting with a word w in G, we take a path p in �̂ with „(p) = w and apply the component
reduction procedure, followed by the curve shortening procedure above. We see that at the end of the
procedure, the path p shortens to a k-local geodesic pÕ with label wÕ having fi(wÕ) = fi(w). As seen above,
if fi(wÕ) = 1 then wÕ is the empty word and also it is clear that if wÕ is the empty word then fi(wÕ) = 1.
Therefore, our original word w reduces to the empty word if and only if wÕ = 1 in G if and only if w = 1
in G, which solves the solves the word problem in G.

Figure 80: One possibility for connected components in Farb’s solution to the word problem

Figure 81: The other possibility for connected components in Farb’s solution to the word problem

Membership Problem:

We next analyze a related problem to the word problem: the membership problem. The membership
problem is the following: given a subgroup H of a group G and an element g œ G, decide whether
g œ H. It turns out that the membership problem is solvable for each parabolic subgroup Hi in a relatively
hyperbolic group provided the word problem is solvable for every Hi.

Theorem 2.60: Let G be a group hyperbolic relative to finitely presented subgroups {H1, ..., Hm}.
Suppose that the word problem is solvable in each Hi. Then the membership problem is solvable in each
Hi.
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To prove this, we first must introduce the concept of distortion function of a subgroup.

Definition 2.61: Let G be a group generated by some finite set X and let H be a subgroup of G
generated by some finite set Y . Then the distortion function of H in G with respect to generating sets
X, Y is the function �G

H
: N æ N defined by �G

H
(n) = max{|x|Y : x œ H, |x|X Æ n}. The distortion

function measures how much the word length distorts when we use the word length with respect to the
subgroup generating set. If �G

H
is asymptotically equal (see Definition 2.26) to idN then we say that the

subgroup H is undistorted in G.

The following lemmas will be key to solving the membership problem.

Lemma 2.62: Let G be a finitely generated group which is finitely presented relative to the collection of
finitely generated subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} and suppose that the relative Dehn function ”rel is well-defined.
Then for any i, we have �G

Hi
4 ”rel.

Proof. Let X be a finite generating set for G. Let n œ N and let h œ Hi such that |h|X Æ n. Let w be a
shortest word over X representing h.

In the relative Cayley graph �(G; X fi H), we form a cycle c = pq≠1 where „(p) = w and „(q) = h.
Then we see that q is an isolated Hi-component of c (because p is labeled by a word over X, so there
are no Hi-components of c other than q). Then applying Lemma 2.21, we obtain: |h|�i = |fi(„(q))|�i Æ

MArearel(c) (by Lemma 2.21) Æ M”rel(||w|| + 1) = M”rel(|h|X + 1) Æ M”rel(n + 1). Therefore, �G

Hi
(n) Æ

M”rel(n + 1) for all n œ N. So, �G

Hi
4 ”rel.

Lemma 2.63: Suppose G is a finitely generated group with solvable word problem and H is a finitely
generated subgroup. Then the membership problem for H is solvable if �G

H
is bounded above by a recursive

function. [9]

Proof. Let X be a finite generating set for G. Let Y = {y1, ..., ym} be a set of elements in F (X) such that
Y := Ȳ = {ȳ1, ..., ȳm} generates H and let f(n) be a recursive function which bounds �G

H
(n) from above.

Let g œ G and let n = |g|X . Then we note that g œ H if and only if g can be expressed as the product of at
most f(n) elements of Ȳ (indeed, if g œ H, then as |g|X = n, we have |g|Y Æ �G

H
(n) Æ f(n) so that g can

be expressed as a product of at most f(n) elements and if g can be written as the product of at most f(n)
elements of Y , then clearly g œ H). Therefore, because f is recursive, there exists an algorithm which can
create a list of all products of elements of Y of length at most f(n) and we apply the solution to the word
problem in G to check whether g is equal to any of these elements (note that this list is finite because Y

is finite, so there are only finitely many checks that need to be done). By what we remarked above, g œ H
if and only if g is equal to one of these elements. Therefore, we can determine whether g œ H, and so the
membership problem for H is solvable.

We note that the converse to the above lemma is true and its proof can be found in [9], though we will
not need it.

We are now ready to solve the membership problem:

Proof. Since the word problem is solvable in each subgroup Hi, the word problem is solvable in G by
Theorem 2.59. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.62 for each i, �G

Hi
is bounded above by the recursive function

M”rel. By Lemma 2.63, we conclude that the membership problem is solvable for Hi.
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Parabolicity problems

We next turn to the study of parabolicity problems. Given a group G finitely presented relative to finitely
generated subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} and an element g œ G, the general parabolicity problem asks whether g
is a parabolic element, that is, if g is conjugate to an element of some Hi. The special parabolicity problem
asks whether g œ G is conjugate to an element of a particular subgroup Hi. Under the assumption of solv-
ability of certain algorithmic problems in the parabolic subgroups Hi, the general and special parabolicity
problems are solvable in G.

Theorem 2.64: Let G be a group hyperbolic relative to recursively presented subgroups {H1, ..., Hm}.
Then the following hold:

(a) If the word problem is solvable in each Hi then the general parabolicity problem is solvable in G.
Moreover, there is an algorithm which finds for a given g œ G a conjugating element t œ G and
j œ {1, ..., m} such that gt

œ Hj, if such t, j exist.

(b) If the conjugacy problem is solvable in each Hi, then the special parabolicity problem is solvable in
G for each Hj (the conjugacy problem asks, given g, h œ G, whether g, h are conjugate). Moreover,
there is an algorithm which finds, for a given g œ G and j œ {1, ..., m}, a conjugating element t œ G
such that gt

œ Hj, if such t exists.

We must prove a couple of auxiliary lemmas to prove the above theorem.

The first lemma we will prove tells us where to look for conjugating elements of parabolic elements.

Lemma 2.65: Let G be a finitely generated group hyperbolic relative to recursively presented subgroups
{H1, ..., Hm}. Then there exists a recursive function ‡ : N æ N such that the following holds: given a
parabolic g œ G such that |g|X Æ k, there exists t œ G with |t|X Æ ‡(k) and a j œ {1, ..., m} such that
gt

œ Hj.

Proof. Let P denote the set of all symmetric geodesics which have (g, h) as characteristic elements, where
h œ fi

m

i=1
Hi. Note that P is non-empty because g is parabolic, so g is conjugate to some h œ fi

m

i=1
Hi and we

know that conjugate elements yield a pair of symmetric geodesics having these conjugate elements as the
characteristic elements (cf. Remark 2.44). From P we choose a set of symmetric geodesics (p, q) of minimal
length in �(G; X Û H). Let r be an edge labeled by h connecting p+ to q+ and let t = fi(„(p)) = fi(„(q)).
By Lemma 2.49 we have that |t|XfiH Æ fl(k) for some recursive function fl : N æ N. Our goal will be to
bound the X-length of all of the components of p to get a bound for the X-length of t.

First, we observe that p, q do not have any connected synchronous components. Indeed, if there existed
a pair of synchronous connected Hi-components a, b of p, q, respectively, then we could write p = p1ap2

and q = q1bq2. But note that because a, b are synchronous, we have „(p1) = „(q1) so that p1, q1 are
symmetric geodesics. In addition, p1, q1 have characteristic elements (g, h) for some h œ fi

m

i=1
Hi because

a, b are connected Hi-components, so a≠, b≠ are connected by h œ Hi. Therefore, (p1, q1) œ P. However,
since a, b have relative length 1, we have ¸(p1) < ¸(p) and ¸(q1) < ¸(q). Therefore, we have a contradiction
to the minimality of (p, q). Hence, p, q can have no connected synchronous components. By Lemma 2.47
(i), since we have just shown that we cannot have connected synchronous components, it follows that we
cannot have connected components of p, q at all.
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Figure 82: Connected components of p, q in the proof of Lemma 2.65

Next, we observe that no component of p can be connected to r. Indeed, suppose that we did have some
Hi-component c of p connected to r. Decomposing p as s1cs2 we would have that fi(„(cs2)) œ Hi, because
(cs2)≠1

≠
(cs2)+ = h1h≠1

œ Hi (refer to Figure 83). Let sÕ

1
be the subpath of q with the label as s1. Let

t0 = fi(„(s1)) and t1 = fi(„(cp2)). Then we have gt

0
= t≠1

0 gt0 = (tt≠1

1 )≠1g(tt≠1

1 ) = t1(t≠1gt)t≠1

1 = t1ht≠1

1 œ

Hi because t1, h œ Hi. Therefore, (s1, sÕ

1
) are symmetric geodesics with characteristic elements (g, gt

0
) and

gt

0
œ Hi. Hence, (s1, sÕ

1
) œ P. But ¸(s1) < ¸(p) and ¸(sÕ

1
) < ¸(q), because ¸(c) = 1. Thus, we again

contradict the minimality of (p, q). We conclude therefore r is not connected to any component of p.
Similarly, r is not connected to any component of q. Note that by Lemma 1.19, since q, r is a geodesic
and r is a path of length 1, qr is a (1,2)-quasi-geodesic and also p is a (1,2)-quasi-geodesic because it is
a geodesic. Note also that p, qr are k-similar because dX(p≠, (qr)≠) = |g|X Æ k and dX(p+, (qr)+) = 0.
Lastly, we also note that p, qr have no backtracking, as p does not have any backtracking because it is a
geodesic and qr does not have backtracking because q is a geodesic and no components of q are connected
to r. Therefore, p, qr is a pair of k-similar (1,2)-quasi-geodesics without backtracking, so the BCP propert
applies. By the BCP property, since every component of p is not connected to any component of qr, we
have for any component s of p that d(s≠, s+) Æ Á(1, 2, k). By replacing every component of p by a word over
X, we therefore obtain that |t|X = dX(p≠, p+) Æ dXfiH(p≠, p+)Á(1, 2, k) = |t|XfiHÁ(1, 2, k) Æ fl(k)Á(1, 2, k).
Therefore, we set ‡(k) = fl(k)Á(1, 2, k) for all k œ N.
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Figure 83: The case when a component of p is connected to r in Lemma 2.65

The next lemma gives us an analagous result for specific parabolic subgroups.

Lemma 2.66: Let G be a finitely generated group hyperbolic relative to recursively presented subgroups
{H1, ..., Hm} where each Hi has solvable conjugacy problem. Then there exists a recursive function ◊ :
N æ N such that given any g œ G with |g|X Æ k and g conjugate to an element of Hi for some i, then
there exists t œ G such that |t|X Æ ◊(k) and gt

œ Hi.

Proof. We begin our setup in much the same way as the above lemma. Let Q denote the set of all
symmetric geodesics which have characteristic elements (g, h), where h œ Hi is conjugate to g (here i is
fixed). Let (p, q) œ Q be a pair of symmetric geodesics with minimal length. Let t = fi(„(p)) = fi(„(q)).
By Lemma 2.49, we have |t|XfiH Æ fl(k) for some recursive function fl : N æ N.

Following the same arguments in the proof of the above lemma, we note that p, qr is a pair of k-similar (1,2)-
quasi-geodesics without backtracking and that no component of p is connected to r. However, unlike in the
proof of the above lemma, since we consider a fixed subgroup Hi, p, q we may have connected components.
If p, q have no connected components, then we conclude the proof by simply repeating the arguments in
the proof of the above lemma. Therefore, we assume that p, q have connected components. We decompose
p = p1a1p2a2...pnanpn+1 and q = q1b1q2b2...qnbnqn+1, where for each j, aj, bj are connected components while
none of the pj, qj have any connected components (see Figure 84). We note that each vj is conjugate to wj

in Hij for some subgroup ij. Also, by Theorem 2.35 (c) we have that dX((vj)±, (wj)±) Æ Á(1, 2, k). Since
the conjugacy problem is solvable in each Hi, there exists a recursive function · : N æ N such that for any
pair of conjugate elements u, v œ Hi for any i, ÷s œ Hi such that vs = w and |s|X Æ ·(max{|v|X , |w|X}).
Therefore, for each j, ÷sj œ Hij such that v

sj

j
= wj and |sj| Æ ·(Á(1, 2, k)).
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Figure 84: Connected components in the proof of Lemma 2.66. The vi, wi are component connectors

Now we let z = fi(„(p1))s1...fi(„(pn))snfi(„(pn+1)). We note that gz = h because gfi(„(p1)) = v1, v
sj

j
= wj

for all j and wfi(„(pn+1))

n
= h.

Finding an upper bound for |z|X : we know that no components of pj, qj are connected for j = 1, ..., n and
also no components of pn+1r, qn+1 are connected. In addition, by pj, qj are ¸ = max{Á(1, 2, k), k}-similar and
so are pn+1r, qn+1. Also, none of the pj, qj have backtracking since they are geodesics and also pn+1r does not
have backtracking since r does not connect to any component of pn+1. Therefore, by Theorem 2.35 (b), for
any component a of pn+1 we have |a|X Æ Á(1, 2, ¸). Thus, we have |t|X Æ fl(k) max{Á(1, 2, ¸), ·(Á(1, 2, k))},
as the Á(1, 2, ¸) bounds components of pj while ·(Á(1, 2, k)) bounds the X-length of the components aj,
as Á(1, 2, ¸) is an upperbound on the X-length of the components and we may assume ·(n) Ø n for all n.
Thus, we set ◊(k) = fl(k) max{Á(1, 2, ¸), ·(Á(1, 2, k))

We are now in a position to prove our main theorem.

Proof. We begin with (a). Since the word problem is solvable in each Hi, the membership problem is
solvable for each Hi by Theorem 2.60. Given g œ G, by Lemma 2.65, g is parabolic i� gt

œ Hj for some
j œ {1, ..., m} and |t|X Æ ‡(|g|X). Since X is finite, note that there are only finitely many t œ G satisfying
|t|X Æ ‡(|g|X) for any g œ G. So for each j, we need only check for finitely many t such that gt

œ Hj (and
we can make such a check because the membership problem is solvable in each Hj). Hence, the general
parabolicity problem is solvable and the algorithm that we have outlined above will find the conjugating
element t.

For (b), we apply similar reasoning. Since the conjugacy problem is solvable in each Hi,, the word problem
is also solvable in each Hj (because a word is equal to 1 i� it is conjugate to 1), hence the membership
is solvable in Hi. By Lemma 2.66, gt

œ Hi i� |t|X Æ ◊(|g|X). Therefore, we need only check (using
the solution to the membership problem) for finitely many t œ G whether gt

œ Hi. Hence, the special
parabolicity problem is solvable and the above algorithm will return a conjugating element.
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Problems for hyperbolic elements:

Conjugacy Problem

We outline a solution of the conjugacy problem given by Osin in [16] for a particularly simple case: the
conjugacy problem for hyperbolic elements, which asks whether two hyperbolic elements are conjugate in
G. The case for parabolic elements requires more work and we shall not present the solution in this paper.
We will, however, discuss the conjugacy problem for parabolic elements in a more general framework, when
we discuss the generalized conjugacy problem in the next section. The solution to the conjugacy problem
for parabolic elements is treated in Bumagin’s paper [5].

The solution to the conjugacy problem for hyperbolic elements will consist of proving the following:

Theorem 2.67: Let G be a finitely generated group hyperbolic relative to recursively presented subgroups
{H1, ..., Hm} where each Hi has solvable word problem. Then the conjugacy problem for hyperbolic
elements is solvable.

Proof. By Theorem 2.59 (the solution to the word problem), to solve the conjugacy problem for hyperbolic
elements in G, it su�ces to show that there exists a recursive function – : N æ N such that whenever
f, g are conjugate hyperbolic elements such that max{|f |X , |g|X} Æ k we can find an element t œ G
such that |t|X Æ –(k) and f t = g. Indeed, if this condition holds then given hyperbolic f, g œ G with
max{|f |X , |g|X} Æ k, we use our solution to the word problem to check whether f t = g for each t œ G with
|t|X Æ –(k). If we find such a t, then we conclude that f, g are conjugate and if no such t conjugates f to g,
then by the above condition, we conclude that f, g are not conjugate. Note that because X is finite, there
are only finitely many elements t such that |t|X Æ –(k), (the number of such elements is bounded above
by a recursive function of k due to the presence of the recursive function –, so we can in fact enumerate
all such elements t by an algorithm) therefore the number of equalities f t = g that we need to check is
bounded above by a recursive function, so each equality can be checked by an algorithm. We now proceed
to prove the above stated condition.

Suppose that f, g are conjugate hyperbolic elements. Then by Remark 2.44, f, g are characteristic elements
for a pair of minimal length symmetric geodesics (p, q) (see Figure 85 below). We note that p, q do not have
any connected synchronous components as if there were connected synchronous components of p, q then
f, g would be conjugate to the connectors of those components, hence f, g would be parabolic elements,
a contradiction. By Lemma 2.47 (i), this means that f, g do not have any connected components at all,
hence all components of f and g are isolated. By Theorem 2.35, as p, q are k-similar geodesics, there
exists some constant C(1, 0, k) such that |s|X Æ C(1, 0, k) for every component s of f and g. In addition,
by Corollary 2.49, we can bound the relative length of the conjugate element t = fi(„(p)) = fi(„(q)) as:
|t|XfiH Æ fl(k) for some constant fl(k). Therefore, we have the upper bound C(1, 0, k) on the X-length of
each edge of p, q and we have the upper bound fl(k) on the number of edges of p, q, so we conclude that
|t|X Æ C(1, 0, k)fl(k). Therefore, we set –(k) = C(1, 0, k)fl(k) to be our recursive function.
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Figure 85: Characteristic elements f, g for the pair of symmetric geodesics p, q in the proof of Theorem
2.67

Generalized Conjugacy Problem

In this section, we outline some work done by the author on constructing an algorithm to solve the
generalized conjugacy problem (also known as the conjugacy problem for finite lists and the simultaneous
conjugacy problem) in relatively hyperbolic groups, which remains an open problem.

Let G be a finitely generated group hyperbolic relative to finitely generated subgroups {H1, ..., Hm} where
for each i the conjugacy problem is solvable in Hi. The generalized conjugacy problem asks, given two
finite lists {g1, ..., gn} and {h1, ..., hn} of elements of G, whether there exists t œ G such that gt

i
= ht

i
for all

i = 1, ..., n. It was shown by Bridson and Howie in [4] that there is an algorithm to solve the generalized
conjugacy problem for lists of infinite order elements in hyperbolic groups. The case of lists containing
torsion (finite order) elements proves to be more challenging and is not solved in [4]. The author has
attempted to generalize these algorithms to relatively hyperbolic groups.

We begin by outlining the algorithm of Bridson and Howie to solve the generalized conjugacy problem for
finite lists of torsion-free elements and we discuss the generalization to relatively hyperbolic groups. We
first introduce some terminology.

Definition 2.68: Let a œ G have infinite order. We define aŒ to be the unique point in {an · 1 : n Ø 0}fl

ˆ�(G; X) (where 1 is the vertex of the identity in the Cayley graph �(G; X)), where the closure is taken
in the natural topology on �(G; X) = �(G; X) fi ˆ�(G; X) introduced in Section 1, after Definition 1.32.
Similarly, define a≠Œ to be the unique point in {an · 1 : n Æ 0}flˆ�(G; X). The limit set of a on ˆ�(G; X)
is the set {a≠Œ, aŒ

}.

As with the solution to the ordinary conjugacy problem (i.e. conjugacy for single elements), the solution to
the generalized conjugacy problem consists of finding an upper bound for the length of conjugating elements
between two conjugate lists in terms of the length of the elements in the list. The following theorem is key
to Bridson and Howie’s solution to the generalized conjugacy problem in torsion-free hyperbolic groups.

Theorem 2.69: Let G be a torsion-free hyperbolic group. Let a1, a2, b1, b2, x œ G be non-trivial
elements such that ax

i
= bi for all i = 1, 2 and suppose that a2 does not fix the limit set {a±Œ

1 } of a1
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on ˆG. Then |x| Æ –µ + —, where –, — are constants independent of x (but may depend on ai, bi) and
µ = max{|a1|, |a2|, |b1|, |b2|}.

To prove this theorem, we will first have to introduce some additional terminology.

We fix a linear ordering on the finite generating set X of G, which induces a lexicographic order on words
in the free monoid Xú. This then induces a lexicographic order on finite length geodesics in �(G; X), via
the lexicographic order on their labels. As introduced by Delzant in [7], a special geodesic is an oriented
geodesic that is minimal among all geodesics with the same start and end points (minimal with respect
to the above lexicographic order). Similarly, an infinite length geodesic is called special if all of its finite
subsegments are special geodesics. We list some important properties of special geodesics that we will
make use of in proving the above theorem. Their proof depends purely on working with the hyperbolic
geometry of �(G; X) and we shall omit the proof to preserve conciseness of this paper. Details can be
found in Bridson and Haefliger’s book [3] and in Delzant’s paper [7].

Proposition 2.70: Let a œ G \ {1}. Then:
(i) There exists an infinite special geodesic “ joining a≠Œ to aŒ such that ÷B > 0 such that d(an, “) Æ B

for all n œ Z.

(ii) The number of special geodesics joining a≠Œ to aŒ is bounded above by a constant R which only
depends on the hyperbolicity constant ” of �(G; X) and on k := |X|.

(iii) a permutes the above finite set of special geodesics and aR! acts on each special geodesic as a trans-
lation in the direction of aŒ (i.e. aR! moves each point on any special geodesic “ joining a≠Œ to aŒ

a distance ¸“ along “ towards a≠Œ).

(iv) There is a constant K depending only on ” and k such that for any special geodesic “ from a≠Œ to
aŒ, C(a) ™ N(1+|a|)K(“) (where C(a) denotes the centralizer of a in G).

We will also require the following lemma, which says that geodesic lines which diverge slow enough must
be within a bounded Hausdor� distance of each other.

Lemma 2.71: Let ¸ be a positive integer. Suppose that ‡1, ‡2 are bi-infinite geodesics in �(G; X) (G is a
hyperbolic group, X is a finite generating set), and a1, a2 œ G are such that ai acts by translation of length
¸ along ‡i (i = 1, 2). If (d(p1, p2) + d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)) + 4”)/¸ + (2K + 1)6(”+1) < |n| for some p1 œ ‡1, p2 œ ‡2

and some n œ Z, then dHaus(‡1, ‡2) Æ 2”.

Proof. For illustrations of the geometry described below, refer to Figures 86 and 87.

First, note that we may assume n > 0 (replacing ai with a≠1

i
if necessary). Choose p0 to be the vertex on

‡1 between p1 and an

1
(p1) such that d(p1, p0) = d(p1, p2) + 2” + 1 (note that such a point p0 exists because

d(p1, an

1
(p1)) = ¸n > ¸(2K + 1)6(”+1) + d(p1, p2) + d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)) + 4” > d(p1, p2) + 2”).

We note that for any j = 0, ..., (2K + 1)6”, we have aj

1(p0) œ [p1, an

1
(p1)]‡1 (the segment on ‡1 between p1

and an

1
(p1)). Indeed,

d(p1, aj

1(p0)) = d(p1, p0) + d(p0, aj

1(p0))
= d(p1, p2) + 2” + j¸

Æ d(p1, p2) + 2” + (2K + 1)6”¸

Æ d(p1, p2) + d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)) + 4” + (2K + 1)6”¸

< ¸n

= d(p1, an

1
(p1))
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Therefore aj

1(p0) œ [p1, an

1
(p1)]‡1 .

In addition, for any j = 0, ..., (2K+1)6”, d(p1, aj

1(p0)) > d(p1, p2)+2” and d(aj

1(p0), an

1
(p1)) > d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2))+

2”. Indeed,

d(p1, aj

1(p0)) = d(p1, p0) + j¸

Ø d(p1, p0)
> d(p1, p2) + 2”

and:

d(aj

1(p0), an

1
(p1)) = d(p1, an

1
(p1)) ≠ d(p1, aj

1(p0))
= n¸ ≠ (d(p1, p0) + j¸)
= n¸ ≠ (d(p1, p2) + 2” + 1 + j¸)
Ø n¸ ≠ (2K + 1)6”¸ ≠ d(p1, p2) ≠ 2” ≠ 1
> (2K + 1)6(”+1) + d(p1, p2) + d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)) + 4” ≠ (2K + 1)6”¸ ≠ d(p1, p2) ≠ 2” ≠ 1

> d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)) + 2”

as required.

Given any point x on [p1, an

1
(p1)]‡1 such that d(x, p1) > d(p1, p2)+2” and d(x, an

1
(p1)) > d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2))+

2”, using the 2”-slimness of the geodesic quadrilateral with vertices p1, an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2), p2, there exists a point

q(x) on ‡2 such that d(x, q(x)) Æ 2”. Indeed, note that no such point can exist on [p1, p2] or [an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)]

because for any point y on [p1, p2], we have:

d(x, y) Ø d(x, p1) ≠ d(p1, y)
Ø d(x, p1) ≠ d(p1, p2)
> d(p1, p2) + 2” ≠ d(p1, p2)
= 2”

and similarly for any y on [an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)], we have:

d(x, y) Ø d(x, an

1
(p1)) ≠ d(an

1
(p1), y)

Ø d(x, an

1
(p1)) ≠ d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2))

> d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2)) + 2” ≠ d(an

1
(p1), an

2
(p2))

= 2”

Denote q0 = q(p0).

Next, for x between p0 and an

1
(p1) such that d(x, p0) > 6”, we define qÕ(x) to be the point between q0 and

an

2
(p2) synchronous to x , i.e. such that d(p0, x) = d(q0, qÕ(x)). We note that q(x) cannot lie between p2

and q0 because then q(x) would have to be 2” close to some point on [p1, p0] fi [p1, p2] fi [p0, q0], but for any
y œ [p1, p0] fi [p1, p2] fi [p0, q0], we have d(y, x) > 4”. Indeed, we consider the following cases:

• If y œ [p1, p0], we have d(y, x) Ø d(p0, x) Ø 6” > 4”.
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• If y œ [p1, p2], then by the triangle inequality, d(y, x) Ø d(p1, x) ≠ d(p1, y) Ø d(p1, x) ≠ d(p1, p2) =
d(p0, p1) + d(p0, x) ≠ d(p1, p2) > d(p1, p2) + 2” + 6” ≠ d(p1, p2) = 8”.

• If y œ [p0, q0], then by the triangle inequality, d(y, x) Ø d(p0, x) ≠ d(y, p0) Ø d(p0, x) ≠ d(p0, q0) >
6” ≠ 2” = 4”

Therefore, if q(x) œ [p2, q0]‡1 , then for some y œ [p1, p0] fi [p1, p2] fi [p0, q0], we have d(y, q(x)) Æ 2” and
d(y, x) > 4”, so d(x, q(x)) Ø d(x, y) ≠ d(y, q(x)) > 4” ≠ 2” = 2”, a contradiction. Therefore, q(x) lies
in [q0, an

2
(p2)]‡2 . As qÕ(x) also lies in this interval, we have d(q(x), qÕ(x)) = |d(q0, q(x)) ≠ d(q0, qÕ(x))| =

|d(q0, q(x)) ≠ d(p0, x)| Æ d(p0, q0) + d(x, q(x)) Æ 4”, where the second last line follows from the triangle
inequality. Thus, we obtain d(x, qÕ(x)) Æ d(x, q(x)) + d(q(x), qÕ(x)) Æ 2” + 4” = 6”.

Next, we note that because a2 translates a distance ¸ along ‡2, we have that for x = aj

1(p0), qÕ(x) = aj

2(q0).
We also have that for 6” < j Æ (2K + 1)6”, d(p0, aj

1(p0)) = j¸ > 6”, so by above, = d(aj

1(p0), aj

2(q0)) =
d(aj

1(p0), qÕ(aj

1(p0))) Æ 6”. Thus, we have a map {6” + 1, ..., (2K + 1)6”
} æ B(6”, 1) given by j ‘æ

(aj

1(p0))≠1(aj

2(q0)). We note that |B(6”, 1)| < 1 + (2k)6” < (2K + 1)6”
≠ (6” + 1), so the above map

cannot be injective and therefore there exist s < t œ {6” + 1, ..., (2K + 1)6”
} such that (as

1
(p0))≠1(as

2
(q0)) =

(at

1
(p0))≠1(at

2
(q0)) =∆ at≠s

1 = at≠s

2 . From this we show that dHaus(‡1, ‡2) Æ 2”, as follows:

Let y œ ‡1. Choose an m œ Z such that am(t≠s)

1 (y) œ [as

1
(p0), at

1
(p0)]‡1 (such an m indeed exists because

‡1 = fikœZ[a(k≠1)(t≠s)

1 (y), ak(t≠s)

1 (y)], so ÷m œ Z such that as

1
(p0) œ [a(m≠1)(t≠s)

1 (y), am(t≠s)

1 (y)]. This implies
am(t≠s)

1 (y) œ [as

1
(p0), at

1
(p0)]‡1 as am(t≠s)

1 (y) is to the right of as

1
(p0) (where the order on ‡1 is induced from

the order on R) and d(as

1
(p0), am(t≠s)

1 (y)) Æ ¸(t ≠ s) = ¸([as

1
(p0), at

1
(p0)]‡1). We then have:

d(y, ‡2) Æ d(y, am(s≠t)

2 (q(am(t≠s)

1 (y))))
= d(am(t≠s)

2 (y), q(am(t≠s)

1 )(y))
= d(am(t≠s)

1 (y), q(am(t≠s)

1 )(y))
Æ 2”

Hence, ‡1 ™ N2”(‡2) and in an analogous manner we deduce ‡2 ™ N2”(‡1), hence dHaus(‡1, ‡2) Æ 2”.

Figure 86: The setup in the proof of Lemma 2.71
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Figure 87: The points q0 and q(x) in the proof of Lemma 2.71

Proof. We now begin to describe the proof of Theorem 2.69. Refer to Figures 88 and 89 for visual aids to
the proof below.

We begin by applying Proposition 2.70 (i) to obtain a special geodesic ‡1 joining a≠Œ to aŒ and an integer
t with 0 < t Æ R! such that at

1
acts as translation of length ¸ along ‡1. By Proposition 2.70 (iv), we also

have C(a1) ™ N(1+|a1|)K(‡1).

We note also that a2at

1
a≠1

2 acts by translation of length ¸ along ‡2 := a2(‡1) (indeed, for any p on ‡2, we
have p = a2(q) for some q on ‡1, so that d(p, a2at

1
a≠1

2 (p)) = d(a2(q), a2at

1
a≠1

2 (a2(q))) = d(a2(q), a2at

1
(q)) =

d(q, at

1
(q)) = ¸). In addition, a2C(a1)a≠1

2 = C(a2a1a
≠1

2 ) ™ N
(1+|a2a1a

≠1
2 |)K

(‡2).

The idea of the proof is to choose points p1 on ‡1, p2 on ‡2 which are at a minimum distance to x among
all points on ‡1, ‡2. We bound above the distances d(x, p1) and d(x, p2) using the solution to the ordinary
conjugacy problem to bound above the length of a conjugating element between specific elements. Then
we project the identity 1 onto each special geodesic and choose n, m œ Z such that the projection of 1
is in the segment [(at

1
)np1, (at

1
)n+1p1] of ‡1 and such that the projection of 1 onto ‡2 is on the segment

[(a2at

1
a≠1

2 )mp2, (a2at

1
a≠1

2 )m+1p2]. We then use Lemma 2.71 to estimate |n|, noting that because ‡1, ‡2 do
not have the same endpoints on ˆG, they are not within a bounded Hausdor� distance, which yields the
appropriate bound on |n|. We detail these steps below.

First, since a1 is conjugate to b1, there exists an element c1 such that ac1
1 = b1 and |c| Æ N1(|a1|+ |b1|)+M2,

where the constants N1, M1 do not depend on a1 or b1 (this upper bound which is linear in |a1|, |b1| does
not follow from the solution to the conjugacy problem presented in this paper (our upper bound was
exponential in the lengths of the conjugate words), but it is shown in Bumagin’s paper [5] (Theorem
1.1) as well as Bridson and Howie’s paper [3] (Proposition 2.3) that such a linear upper bound on the
length of a conjugating element indeed exists). Similarly, we have a≠1

2 a1a2 is conjugate to b≠1

2 b1b2, because
b2 = t≠1a2t and b1 = t≠1a1t, thus a≠1

2 a1a2 = (t≠1b≠1

2 t)(t≠1b1t)(t≠1b2t) = t≠1b2b1b2t. Therefore, there exists a
conjugating element c2 from a≠1

2 a1a2 to b≠1

2 b1b2 such that |c2| Æ N2(|a≠1

2 a1a2|+ |b≠1

2 b1b2|)+M2 for constants
N2, M2 independent of a1, a2, b1, b2.

Next, we let p1, p2 be the closest points on ‡1, ‡2 to x. Because x and c1 both conjugate a1 to b1, we have
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xc≠1

1 œ C(a1) (see Remark 2.72). But by Proposition 2.70, we have that C(a1) ™ N(1+|a1|)K(‡1), so letting
q denote the closest point on ‡1 to xc≠1

1 , we have

d(x, p1) Æ d(x, q)
Æ d(x, xc≠1

1
) + d(xc≠1

1
, q)

Æ |c1| + (1 + |a1|)K
Æ N1(|a1| + |b1|) + M1 + (1 + |a1|)K

Similarly, we obtain: d(x, p2) Æ N2(|a≠1

2 a1a2| + |b≠1

2 b1b2|) + M2 + (1 + |a≠1

2 a1a2|)K. Thus, by the triangle
inequality, we have:

d(p1, p2) Æ d(x, p1) + d(x, p2)
Æ N1(|a1| + |b1|) + M1 + (1 + |a1|)K + N2(|a≠1

2
a1a2| + |b≠1

2
b1b2|) + M2 + (1 + |a≠1

2
a1a2|)K

Æ N1(|a1| + |b1|) + M1 + (1 + |a1|)K + N2(|a1| + |b1| + 2|a2| + 2|b2|) + M2 + (1 + |a1| + 2|a2|)K
Æ 2(N1 + N2)(|a1| + |a2| + |b1| + |b2|) + M1 + M2 + 2K(1 + |a1| + |a2|)
Æ 2(N1 + N2 + K)(|a1| + |a2| + |b1| + |b2|) + M1 + M2

Now since at

1
acts by translation of length ¸ on ‡1, projecting 1 to a closest point q to 1 on ‡1, we have

that there exists n œ Z such that q œ [atn

1
(p1), at(n+1)

1 (p1)]. Then, noting that 1 œ C(a1), we have:

d(1, atn

1
(p1)) Æ d(1, q) + d(q, atn

1
(p1))

Æ d(1, q) + d(atn

1
(p1), at(n+1)

1 (p1))
Æ (1 + |a1|)K + d(p1, at

1
(p1))

= (1 + |a1|)K + ¸ Æ (1 + |a1|)K + t|a1|

Æ (1 + |a1|)K + R|a1| (recall ¸ Æ t|a1| by Lemma 2.55)
Æ (R + K)(|a1| + 1)

Similarly, by projecting 1 onto ‡2, we have that there exists m œ Z such that d(1, a≠1

2 atm

1
a2(p2)) Æ

(R + K)(|a≠1

2 a1a2| + 1) Æ (R + K)(|a1| + 2|a2| + 1).

By the triangle inequality, we then have:

d(atn

1
(p1), a≠1

2
a1a2(p2)) Æ d(1, atn

1
(p1)) + d(1, a≠1

2
a1a2(p2))

Æ (R + K)(|a1| + 1) + (R + K)(|a1| + 2|a2| + 1)
Æ 2(R + K)(|a1| + |a2| + 1)
Æ 2(R + K)(|a1| + |a2| + |b1| + |b2|)

We now seek to remove the presence of the integer m from our inequalities, and then conclude by bounding
|n|.

Because at

1
and a≠1

2 at

1
a2 act by translations of length ¸ on their respective geodesics, we have:
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|n ≠ m|¸ = |d(p1, atn

1
(p1)) ≠ d(p2, a≠1

2
atm

1
a2(p2))|

Æ d(p1, p2) + d(atn

1
(p1), a≠1

2
atm

1
a2(p2)) by the triangle inequality

Æ 2(N1 + N2 + K)(|a1| + |a2| + |b1| + |b2|) + M1 + M2 + 2(R + K)(|a1| + |a2| + 1)
Æ 2(N1 + N2 + 2K + R)(|a1| + |a2| + |b1| + |b2|) + M1 + M2

Æ 8(N1 + N2 + 2K + R)µ + M1 + M2.

We then have by the triangle inequality:

d(atn

1
(p1), a≠1

2
atn

1
a2(p2)) Æ d(atn

1
(p1), a≠1

2
atm

1
a2(p2)) + |n ≠ m|¸

Æ 2(R + K)(|a1| + |a2| + 1) + 8(N1 + N2 + 2K + R)µ + M1 + M2

Æ 8(N1 + N2 + 6K + 5R)µ + M1 + M2

Now since ‡1, ‡2 have di�erent endpoints on ˆG, they are not within a bounded Hausdor� distance of each
other and so in particular they are not contained in the 2” neighbourhood of each other. Hence, by Lemma
2.71, we obtain a bound on |n|:

|n| Æ (2K + 1)6” + 1/¸(d(p1, p2) + d(atn

1
(p1), a≠1

2
atn

1
a2(p2)) + 4”)

Æ (2K + 1)6” + 1/¸(2(N1 + N2 + K)(|a1| + |a2| + |b1| + |b2|) + M1 + M2 + 8(N1 + N2 + 6K + 5R)µ
+ M1 + M2 + 4”)
Æ (2K + 1)6” + 1/¸(8(2N1 + 2N2 + 6K + 5R)µ + 2(M1 + M2) + 4”)

Finally, we have:

|x| = d(1, x)
Æ d(1, atn

1
(p1)) + d(atn

1
(p1), p1) + d(p1, x)

= d(1, atn

1
(p1)) + ¸|n| + d(p1, x)

Æ (R + K)(|a1| + 1) + ¸(2K + 1)6” + 8(2N1 + 2N2 + 6K + 5R)µ
+ 2(M1 + M2) + 4” + N1(|a1| + |b1|) + M1 + (1 + |a1|)K
Æ (2(R + K) + 2K + 8(2N1 + 2N2 + 6K + 5R))µ + 3M1 + 2M2 + 4” + ¸(2K + 1)6”.

It remains to estimate the translation length ¸. We have ¸ = ·(at

1
) = t·(a1) Æ R|a1| (cf. Lemma 2.55)

Æ Rµ. Thus, we obtain: |x| Æ (2(R+K)+2K +8(2N1 +2N2 +6K +5R)+R(2K +1)6”)µ+3M1 +2M2 +4”.
Thus, we set – = 2(R + K) + 2K + 8(2N1 + 2N2 + 6K + 5R) + R(2K + 1)6” and — = 3M1 + 2M2 + 4”.
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Figure 88: Using the triangle inequality to bound the length of x in the proof of Theorem 2.69

Figure 89: Projecting 1 onto the geodesic ‡1 in the proof of Theorem 2.69

Remark 2.72: Let G be any group and let g1, ..., gn, h1, ..., hn be two conjugate lists, that is ÷t œ G such
that gt

i
= hi for all i. We note that the conjugating elements for the two lists are precisely the elements in

the set (C(g1) fl ... fl C(gn))t. Indeed, if s = rt for some r œ C(g1) fl ... fl C(gn), then for each i, we have
gs

i
= s≠1gis = (rt)≠1gi(rt) = t≠1r≠1girt = t≠1git = hi, and conversely, if s œ G is such that gs

i
= hi for all

i, then gs

i
= gt

i
, so s≠1gis = t≠1git =∆ (st≠1)≠1gi(st≠1) = gi =∆ st≠1

œ C(gi) =∆ s œ C(gi)t. Hence
s œ (C(g1) fl ... fl C(gn))t.

We now give Bridson and Howie’s algorithm, and describe why it works afterwards:

The algorithm begins by taking as input two finite lists A = {a1, ..., am} and B = {b1, ..., bm} of elements
in a torsion-free hyperbolic group G with finite generating set X. Note that in a hyperbolic group, the
conjugacy (and conjugacy search) problem (and hence also the word problem) is solvable because recall from
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Example 2.5 that a hyperbolic group is a group which is hyperbolic relative to the trivial subgroup, which
clearly has solvable word problem, so by Theorem 2.67, the conjugacy problem for hyperbolic elements
(which are precisely the non-trivial elements in this case) is solvable, hence the conjugacy problem is
solvable for all elements, because by Theorem 2.59, the word problem is solvable, so we can determine
whether any given element in the group is trivial (i.e. conjugate to the identity).

Step 1: First, we check if a1 = b1 = 1 using the solution to the word problem. If this is true and m = 1,
then output YES and stop. If this is true and m > 1, delete a1, b1 from their respective lists and repeat
this step with the new shorter lists as input. If one of a1, b1 = 1 but the other is not 1, then output NO
and stop. If neither is 1, then proceed to Step 2.

Step 2: Apply the solution to the conjugacy problem to determine if there exists y œ G such that ay

1 = b1

and produce such an element if it exists using the solution to the conjugacy search problem. If such a y
exists, proceed to Step 3. If such a y does not exist, output NO and stop.

Step 3: Using the solution to the word problem, check for which i we have a1ai = aia1. If a1ai = aia1 for
all i = 2, ..., m, then proceed to Step 4 and if a1ai ”= aia1 for some i, then proceed to Step 5.

Step 4: Using the y from Step 2, for each i = 2, ..., m check whether y≠1aiy = bi. If this equality holds for
all i = 2, ..., m, then output YES with conjugating element y. If there exists an i such that y≠1aiy ”= bi,
then ouput NO and stop.

Step 5: Let i from Step 3 be such that a1ai ”= aia1. Let r = |y|+–µ+—, where –µ+— is the upper bound
from Theorem 2.69 on the length of elements conjugating {a1, ai} to {b1, bi}. List all of the elements in
C(a1) fl B(r, 1). For each z œ C(a1) fl B(r, 1), check whether (zy)≠1ai(zy) = bi. If this equality fails for all
z œ C(a1)flB(r, 1), then output NO and stop. Otherwise, if the equality holds for some z œ C(a1)flB(r, 1),
then proceed to Step 6.

Step 6: Let zy be from Step 5. If (zy)≠1ak(zy) = bk for all k = 2, ..., m then output YES along with the
conjugating element zy and stop. If (zy)≠1ak(zy) ”= bk for some k, then output NO and stop.

We now describe why this algorithm indeed solves the generalized conjugacy problem for finite lists in
torsion-free hyperbolic groups.

The first non-trivial claim to verify is the negative outcome of Step 4: if a1ai = aia1 for all i = 2, ..., m and
y is such that ay

1 = b1, then if ay

i
”= bi for some i = 2, ..., m, then the lists {a1, ..., am}, {b1, ..., bm} are not

conjugate. Indeed, suppose the lists were conjugate, so that ÷t œ G such that at

i
= bi for all i = 1, ..., m. By

Remark 2.72, conjugating elements between the two lists are of the form rt, where r œ C(a1) fl ... fl C(am).
Now torsion-free hyperbolic groups are commutative transitive (CT) (see the section on algebraic properties
of relatively hyperbolic groups for the definition of a CT group), as seen in [19]. In a CT group, if a, b ”= 1
and [a, b] = 1, then C(a) = C(b) (indeed, note that commutativity is an equivalence relation for non-trivial
elements in a CT group and the equivalence class of a is C(a)\{1}, so if [a, b] = 1, C(a)\{1} = C(b)\{1},
so C(a) = C(b), as 1 œ C(a), C(b)). Therefore, as [a1, ai] = 1 for all i = 1, ..., m, we have C(ai) = C(a1) for
all i, so that C(a1) fl ... fl C(am) = C(a1). Therefore, if the two lists are conjugate by some element t, then
conjugating elements are precisely of the form rt, where r œ C(a1). We know that ay

1 = b1 and at

1
= b1,

so y œ C(a1)t. Therefore, y must be a conjugating element between the lists, a contradiction. Hence, the
two lists are not conjugate.

Next, we explain why the negative outcome of Step 5 indeed tells us that the lists are not conjugate. Since
ay

1 = b1, conjugating elements between a1 and b1 are precisely those of the form zy, where z œ C(a1). By
Theorem 2.69, there exists a conjugating element zy with |zy| Æ –µ + —. Note that the latter inequality
implies |z| Æ –µ + — + |y| = r (because |z| = |zyy≠1

| Æ |zy| + |y≠1
| = |zy| + |y| =∆ |z| ≠ |y| Æ |zy|). So,
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if the two lists {a1, ai} and {b1, bi} are conjugate, then there exists z œ C(a1) fl B(r, 1) such that azy

i
= bi

for the given i in Step 5. Therefore, the negative outcome implies the lists {a1, ai} and {b1, bi} are not
conjugate, so that the full lists {a1, ..., am} and {b1, ..., bm} are not conjugate.

Lastly, we explain why the negative outcome of Step 6 implies that the lists are not conjugate. Because
torsion-free hyperbolic groups are CT, commutativity is an equivalence relation for non-trivial elements
and, as mentioned above, the equivalence class of a ”= 1 is C(a) \ {1}. Therefore, since [a, ai] ”= 1, we have
(C(a) \ {1}) fl (C(ai) \ {1}) = ÿ, so that C(a) fl C(ai) = {1}. Since azy

1 = b1 and azy

i
= bi (from Step 5), the

conjugating elements between the lists {a1, ai} and {b1, bi} are precisely those in (C(a1)flC(ai))zy = {1}zy.
Therefore, zy is the unique conjugating element between {a1, ai} and {b1, bi}. Thus, zy is the only possible
candidate which can conjugate {a1, ..., am} to {b1, ..., bm}. So, if azy

k
”= bk for some k, then there can be no

element which conjugates {a1, ..., am} to {b1, ..., bm}.
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3 Conclusion: Future and Ongoing Work
In this paper, we have outlined the fundamentals of the theory of relatively hyperbolic groups. We have
introduced relatively hyperbolic groups as objects aimed at generalizing the familiar class of hyperbolic
groups and we have discussed the rich geometric and algebraic structure of relatively hyperbolic groups,
seeing how such structure permits a host of algorithmic problems, many of which fail to be solvable in
many well-known classes of groups, to be solvable in relatively hyperbolic groups.

Having seen an algorithm to solve the generalized conjugacy problem in torsion-free hyperbolic groups,
we describe future and ongoing work to generalize this algorithm to finite lists of hyperbolic elements in
torsion-free groups hyperbolic relative to a finite set of abelian subgroups as well as the challenges faced
in doing so.

The main challenge in generalizing to the relatively hyperbolic case arises in generalizing Theorem 2.69,
on the bound of conjugating elements between the lists. Many of the techniques used in proving Theorem
2.69 rely on hyperbolic geometry of the Cayley graph of G and hence are generalizable to the relative
Cayley graph, which provides a bound on the relative length of conjugating elements. However, in order to
ensure finiteness of balls for the algorithm, we must establish an upper bound on the non-relative length
of conjugating elements, which requires additional work. For example, the proof of Theorem 2.69 relies on
elements ai acting by translations on geodesics in the Cayley graph. We may obtain that these elements act
by translations on geodesics in the relative Cayley graph using the same techniques as presented in Bridson
and Howie’s paper, but it is not clear if the elements ai can act by translations on special geodesics in the
non-relative Cayley graph, which would be required to obtain a bound on the X-length of a conjugating
element, if we are to follow the structure of the proof of Theorem 2.69. Proposition 2.70 appears to not pose
any issues in generalizing to the relatively hyperbolic case, though some details remain to be worked out.
The author has found, however, that Lemma 2.71 generalizes completely to the relative hyperbolic case.
Thus, the main problem in generalizing Theorem 2.69 lies in issues of relative vs non-relative translation
lengths. The author continues to explore ways to generalize the proof of Theorem 2.69, as well as alternate
techniques to generalize Theorem 2.69. Beyond this simplified case of solving the generalized conjugacy
problem for lists of hyperbolic elements in torsion-free relatively hyperbolic groups, there remain the cases
of torsion groups as well as lists containing parabolic elements, on which the author has not made much
progress.

In the algorithm itself, the first four steps generalize without any di�culties (note that toral relatively
hyperbolic groups are CT, as mentioned in Section 2.4). Step 5 generalizes completely once we establish
appropriate bounds on the non-relative length of conjugating elements. Step 6 also poses no di�culty
in the generalization as it relies only on the CT property. Therefore, we see that the main hurdle in
generalizing the algorithm arises in finding an upper bound on the non-relative length of conjugating
elements between the two lists. To derive the appropriate bounds on the non-relative length of conjugating
elements requires venturing beyond purely hyperbolic geometry of the relative Cayley graph and tying the
non-relative Cayley graph into the picture, as we have done throughout this paper. The author believes
the generalization of the bound on conjugating elements to be plausible and has made some progress in
this direction, but no conclusive results have yet been obtained.

Besides the algorithmic problems presented in this paper, there are other algorithmic problems which
also admit solutions in relatively hyperbolic groups (provided the parabolic subgroups admit solutions to
appropriate algorithmic problems, most frequently the word problem) that we did not discuss. Namely,
for hyperbolic elements, relatively hyperbolic groups admit solutions to the order problem (which asks to
compute the order of a given element g in the group), the root problem (which, given some positive integer
n > 1 and an element g in the group, asks to determine if an n-th of g exists in the group (that is, if there
is an element f in the group such that fn = g) and find an n-th root if it exists), and the power conjugacy
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problem, which asks whether given two elements g, h in the group, if there exist integers ¸, k such that
g¸

≥ hk. The solutions to these problems for hyperbolic elements is described in Osin’s paper [16] (many
of the algebraic properties of hyperbolic elements crucial to the solution of the above problems, such as
having only finitely many conjugacy classes, fail for parabolic elements in general, so the order, root and
power conjugacy problems are only considered for hyperbolic elements in Osin’s paper).

We conclude by noting that relatively hyperbolic groups are not the widest class of groups which generalize
hyperbolic groups. Going beyond relatively hyperbolic groups, there exist the more general groups with
hyperbolically embedded subgroups described in [6], from which arise acylindrically hyperbolic groups de-
scribed by Osin in [15]. Beyond even these structures, the still more general hierarchically hyperbolic spaces
and groups were introduced in 2017 by Sisto in [17] and discussed further by Behrstock, Hagen and Sisto
in [1], o�er a very rich framework generalizing the structure of many classes of groups, including mapping
class groups and relatively hyperbolic groups. Such structures o�er exciting avenues for further study of
generalizations of hyperbolicity and related algorithmic problems in a similar spirit to those discussed in
this thesis.
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